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This document contains the proceedings of the 21st 
annual NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop, hosted by the 
Marshall Space Flight Center on December 4-6,  1990. The 
workshop was attended by scientists and engineers from 
various agencies of the U.S. Government, aerospace 
contractors, and battery manufacturers as well as 
participation in like kind from the European Space 
Agency member nations. 
The subjects covered included nickel-cadmium, nickel- 
hydrogen, silver-zinc, lithium based chemistries, and 
advanced technologies as they relate to high 
reliability operations in aerospace applications. A 
sampling of the workshop scope ranges over: 
o reports on current flight operations including 
Hubble Space Telescope, COBE, Magellan, CRRES, 
Solar Max, and Eutelsat 11. 
o histories of development and performance, and 
expected performance of current design 
developments. 
o electrode and separator performance. 
o problem analysis. 
o testing. 
o cell and cell test safety. 
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INTRODUCTION 
I want to thank everyone who attended the 1990 NASA 
Aerospace Battery Workshop, as well as those who 
delivered presentations, for all were participants. 
The tradition of the workshop dates back to 1968, and 
for many of those years it has been referred to as the 
Goddard Space Flight Center Battery Workshop. 1990 is 
the first year that the workshop has been hosted by the 
Marshall Space Flight Center. The workshop is sponsored 
by the NASA Battery Steering Committee with funding and 
management responsibilities supported by NASA 
Headquarters, Code Q. 
The workshop covered three very busy days with NiCd 
topics being on the first, primary cells on the second, 
advanced technologies early on the third, and the 
remainder filled with NiH2. The preface to these 
proceedings, and the workshop agenda contained within, 
further delineate the scope of the workshop. 
I will take this opportunity to specifically thank the 
individuals whose efforts significantly contributed to 
the success of the workshop. 
DR. DAVID F. PICKETT, Hughes Aircraft, commenced 
the workshop by delivering the keynote address 
which profiled the history of the Battery 
Workshop. I personally do not think a better 
address could have been conceived, considering 
that this workshop was somewhat of an evolutionary 
mark upon the history of the workshop itself, and 










~ r i c  Lowery, 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
TRW 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
DOD 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Jet ~ropulsion Laboratory 
Aerospace Corp 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Space Systems/LORAL 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
Each volunteered and gave of their own time to 
solicit presentations, collect, organize an 
agenda, and serve as session chairmen to the 
Battery Workshop. 
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Dr. Constance Dees, Alabama A&M University, 
provided excellent contract management support and 
coordinated the arrangements for the workshop with 
the U.S. Space & Rocket Center. 
Jim Miller, Marshall Space Flight Center, prompted 
this Steering Committee member to volunteer the 
Marshall Center as the host site for this 
workshop, and remained an advisor throughout many 
months of preparation, culminating with the 
workshop. 
Frank ~anning, NASA Headquarters, Code Q, chairman 
of the Battery Steering Committee and manager of 
the NASA Aerospace Flight Battery Systems Program 
through which the workshop was funded, provided 
the money, a good ear, and optimism and moral 
support. 
And finally, I want to publicly thank the U.S. Space & 
Rocket Center for furnishing a superb setting, 
excellent facilities support, and the hospitality shown 
to us. 
Lew Kennedy 
NASA Battery steering committee 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
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Welcome and Keynote Address 
Keynote Speaker: Dr.  avid F. Pickett, 
Hughes Aircraft Co. 
COBE Battery Handling and Performance. 
Thomas Yi, Smith Tiller, and David Sullivan, 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
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Doris Jallice and Thomas Yi, 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
10: 15 Magellan Battery Operations and Overview. 
Paul Timmerman and Peter Gluck, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
10:45 The Effect of Switched Array Battery Charge Control on 
CRRES Spacecraft: 3+ Month Data Summary. 
Phil Olbert, Ball Aerospace 
11: 15 Super NiCd Battery Program History and Performance. 
Jeff Hayden and Tim Edgar, Eagle-Picher Industries 
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11:45 LUNCH 
1:OO Update on Hughes Aircraft Company Advanced NiCd 
Batteries. 
Sam Bogner and Allan Powers, Hughes Aircraft Co. 
1:30 Updated SAFT Nickel-Cadmium Cell Performances for GEO 
and LEO Applications. 
Olivier Puig, SAFT 
2:OO Oxygen Recombination in NiCd Cell. 
A1 Zimmerman and Tom Barrera, Aerospace Corporation 
2:30 Constant Current Charge Techniques in LEO Life Testing. 
Peter Gluck, Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
3:OO Chemical Evaluation of Non-Woven Separator in Ni-Cd 
Cells. 
Ed Cuddihy, Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
3:30 Exploring Possible Relationships Between Plate Pore 
Size Character and Cell Performance. 
Lawrence Thaller, Aerospace Corporation and 
Lawrence Tinker, Gates Aerospace Batteries. 
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Calorimetric Determination of the Thermoneutral 
Potential for the Li/BrCl in 80Cl2 Chemistry. 
Eric Darcy, NASA Johnson Space Center, E. Kalu and 
R. White, Texas A&M 
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1: 15 Update of a Nickel-Hydrogen Cycle Life Model. 
Dr. L. Thaller, The Aerospace Corporation 
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J.C. Brewer and T.H. Whitt, 
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J.P. Zagrodnik, Johnson Controls, Inc. 
3:45 Results of a Technical Analysis of the Hubble Space 
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4:15 NiH2 LEO Cycling at 20-50% DOD. 
E. Lowery, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 
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IN MEMORIAM 
Dr. Willard R. Scott passed away in January 1990. He 
was a good friend and colleague to our community of 
aerospace battery engineers and scientists for more than 
twenty years. 
Will was known throughout the industry as a quiet and 
modest man whose integrity and professionalism were 
unquestioned. He was tireless in his efforts to obtain 
improved empirical and theoretical knowledge of 
nickel-cadmium and nickel-hydrogen cell and battery 
per-formance. He made significant contributions -in the 
areas of cell failure effects analysis, cell and battery 
design, cell thermal modeling, and safe and effective 
in-flight battery reconditioning. Many of these are 
documented in the records of this continuing workshop. 
He generously gave time and information to many 
individuals in the spirit of achieving improved sponsor 
and user confidence in spacecraft battery products. And 
he shared the breadth and depth of his experience with a 
wide audience as principal author of a comprehensive 
nickel-cadmium battery applications manual 
Will Scott's natural reserve belied his humor, strength, 
and concern for others--particularly to his devoted 
family. From an early start as a dashing Naval officer, 
through personal academic achievement, to success first 
as a corrosion prevention expert and then finally as the 
contributor we have known and respected, his has been a 
good and productive life. He will be missed. 
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20 PLUS YEARS OF THE NASA BATTERY WORKSHOP 
Keynote Address for the NASA Marshall Battery 
Workshop, December 4 ,5 ,6 ,  1990 
David F. Pickett, Manager 
Energy Storage Product Line 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
Industrial Electronics Group 
Electron Dynamics Division 
OUTLINE 
INTRODUCTION: It is indeed an honor to serve as the Kickoff 
Speaker for the 1990 Session of the NASA Battery Workshop. 
This meeting has for the past 20 years, or as long as I have 
been in the battery field, been the pinnacle for discussion 
and gathering of information within the aerospace battery 
industry. 
After I had accepted the invitation from Lew Kennedy, I had 
mixed feelings as to what I should cover in this address. It 
would be easiest for me to talk about our new Battery Product 
Line that we have had at Hughes since January, but I felt 
that this would be more like a commercial. Since this is the 
first session since the Workshop has moved from Goddard to 
Marshall, I thought a review of past workshops and the origin 
of the Battery Workshop would be appropriate. I have thus 
entitled this presentation 20 Plus Years of the NASA Battery 
Workshop. 
ORIGIN OF THE NASA BATTERY WORKSHOP: The reason I have used 
"20 plus" instead of just 20 in the title is based on the 
actual origin of the Workshop. The first government 
sponsored, industry wide meeting to discuss battery problems 
in a open forum was held October 30 through November 1, 1968 
at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland. (It's 
interesting to note that Halloween falls within these dates. 
Battery technologists are often accused of being witches or 
warlocks by systems and electrical engineers who don't always 
understand their "chemical black magic".) This meeting was 
called Conference on OAO Battery Trouble Shooting. The 
conference was precipitated by high charge voltage problems 
on the Orbiting Astronautical Observatories batteries while 
they were in thermal-vacuum testing in June and July of 1968. 
Gulton Industries was the cell supplier. Earlier in March of 
I 
I 
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'68 similar problems were observed in tests at NASA Goddard 
on 20 ampere-hour Gulton cells. In Goddard's efforts to 
notify users that a serious problem existed, it was found 
that similar problems were being experienced throughout the 
industry by TRW, Hughes, Martin Marietta, NAD Crane and 
others. A few small meetings were held with the people that 
were concerned. At one of these meetings it was proposed 
that a symposium be held at Goddard with the main users of 
NiCd batteries. It was also suggested Gulton Industries 
attend. At that time the main concern was with the Gulton 
cells. The problem areas that were reviewed in the meeting 
covered such topics as: plate quality, cell formation, 
negative to positive ratio, radomization of electrodes, 
nonwoven separators, traceability of materials and standard 
electrical tests. 
During the meeting it was generally agreed that some type of 
materials control, process control, and uniform test 
procedures were required to avoid future problems, and to 
assure long life, high reliability NiCd cells which would 
apply to all manufacturers. 
As a result of the above discussions a task group of 
attendees were requested to formulate a specification to 
spell out the required design requirements, material and 
process controls and test procedures during the cell 
fabrication process. It was not the intent of this task 
group to specify how the cells were to be built or to draft a 
specification to encompass all NiCd battery processes within 
the allotted time. The working group members did not have a 
lot of actual battery experience in terms of actual cell 
fabrication. Their main experience was primarily as users. 
The group consisted of: 
Bill Billerbeck, COMSAT, Chairman 
Jerry Halpert, NASA/GSFC 
Bob Steinhauer, Hughes Aircraft Co. 
Dr. Will Scott, TRW Inc. 
Jim Dunlop, COMSAT 
Floyd Ford, NASA/GSFC 
Dr. Arthur Fleischer was used as a consultant. 
Based on the problem areas as the task group saw them a 
"Model Specification" evolved. The review of this so-called 
Model Specification was held at an industry wide meeting on 
October 29 - 31, 1969 at NASA Goddard entitled 
Technical/Scientific Meeting on Space Battery Specifications. 
The intent of this workshop was to move on from the 
specification and make it more relevant. Eventually it was 
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desired that the specification would be used more by NASA and 
COMSAT but also by other users. This was the first step 
towards standardization and the beginnings of the NASA 
74-15000 specification. The meeting was attended by some 80 
individuals representing 23 companies, four government 
agencies and three universities. 
In November of 1970 this industry wide gathering was 
continued with the title of 1970 NASA/GSFC Battery Workshop. 
The purpose of this meeting was to provide an open forum for 
the industry to discuss battery problems and issues in sort 
of an extemporaneous manner without formal preapproved 
presentation material. In all of these meeting up to this 
time a court recorder was used to document all conversation 
and a tape recorder was used for backup. This form of 
recording was later discontinued. 
From the above account one could say that there have been 21 
to 22 Battery Workshops to date (a Workshop was not held last 
year and a Mini-workshop was held in 1988 in addition to the 
regular Workshop), or if you only consider the 1970 meeting 
to be the first, it is only 19 to 20. That is why I have 
chosen "20 Plus" in the title of this presentation. 
KEY TOPICS AND TECHNOLOGIES ADDRESSED OVER THE PAST 20 YEARS: 
There has been a tremendous amount of battery technoloav that 
has been addressed in the NASA Battery workshops over the 
past 20 years. Needless to say, this information has been of 
immeasurable help to the industry. Listed below are some of 
the topics and technologies which I felt have been especially 
useful. Depending on your point of view, you may choose 
others as well. 
Review of OAO Cell Problems and Industry Wide Cell 
Quality Problems, 1968 
Testing Methods and Flight Experience, 1968 - 1988 
Accelerated Testing Concepts, 1968 - 1983 
Seal Improvements, 1968, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1977 
Introduction of Manufacturing/Performance 
Specifications for Aerospace Cells, 1969 
Manufacturing of Plates using Electrochemical 
Impregnation Techniques, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1974, 
1976, 1978, 1981 
Techniques for Complete DPA of Aerospace Cells and 
Electrodes, 1970, 1974, 1975, 1978 
Overview of Cell Testing at Crane, Indiana 
Facility, 1970, 1985 
Effects of Cadmium Precharge, 1970, 1971 
Separator Characterization and Testing, 1968 - 1988 
Thermal Properties of Cells and Batteries, 1971 
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Metal Hydrogen Batteries (Nickel Hydrogen, Silver 
Hydrogen), 1972 - 1988 
Storage Experience with NiCd Cells, 1973, 1974, 
1977, 1986 
Low Cost/Standardizatioh Program, 1974, 1977, 1979 
NASA Accelerated Test Program, 1974, 1977, 1979 
NASA Accelerated Test Program, 1974, 1976, 1978, 
1979 
Effects of Reconditioning, 1974, 1976, 1977 
Vibrational Effects on Sealed NiCd Cells, 1976 
25 kw and 100 kw Space Station, 1977 
U.S. Navy (NTS-2) Flight Experiment with Nickel 
Hydrogen Batteries, 1977 
U.S. Air Force Flight Experiment with Nickel 
Hydrogen Batteries, 1977, 1979 
Shuttle Safety, 1977 
Lithium Battery Testing and Technology, 1977 - 1988 
Lightweight Nickel Electrodes, 1978, 1986 
Cell Design and Manufacturing Changes, 1978 
Shuttle Payload Requirements & Implementation 
Procedure, 1978 
Common Pressure Vessel Nickel Hydrogen Battery, 
1978, 1984 
Safety Report of Tri-Service Lithium Safety 
Committee, 1979 
Galileo Lithium - Sulfur Dioxide Batteries, 
1979, 1980, 1981, 1985 
Rechargeable Lithium Cells, 1979 - 1988 
Panel Discussion: Safety - Whose Responsibility, 
1980 
Future Needs - High Energy Density Rechargeable 
Battery for Satellite Applications, 1980. 1987 
U.S. Army & U.S. Navy Positions on Lithium Safety, 
1981 
Panel Discussion: Which Method of Charge Control 
Provides the Most Reliable Operation for Near Earth 
or Synchronous Missions? - 1982 
Panel Discussion: Reconditioning Has Significant 
Effect on Battery Life, Fact or Fiction? - 1982 
Panel Discussion: Does Nickel Hydrogen Really Have 
an Advantage over Nickel Cadmium? - 1982 
Bipolar Nickel Hydrogen Battery, 1982, 1983, 1984, 
1985 
Separator Qualification for Aerospace Nickel- 
Cadmium Cells, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988 
Comparitive Performance Assessment of Intelsat V 
Nickel Hydrogen and Nickel Cadmium Batteries, 1983 
An Industry and Government Survey: A Nickel 
Hydrogen Testing Data Base, 1984 
I BATTERY WRKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
o Energy Storage Systems Comparison for the Space 
Station, 1985 
o Impact of Shuttle Environment on Prelaunch Handling 
of Nickel Hydrogen Batteries, 1985 
o Nickel Hydrogen LEO Test Program, 1985, 1986, 1987 
o Nickel Hydrogen Battery Flight Status, 1987, 1988 
0 Panel Discussion: Merits of Current KOH 
Concentration in Use for Nickel Hydrogen and Nickel 
Cadmium Cells, - 1987 
o Task Group Presentation and Discussion from Nickel- 
Cadmium Cell Mini-Workshop held in June, 1988 (Deja 
Vu, 1968) 
RECENT MAJOR CONCERNS AT NASA BATTERY WORKSHOPS: Some of the 
most pressing problems that have been addressed recently in 
the battery workshops have been qualification of the new 
nylon separator materials, premature hydrolysis of the stored 
2505 ML Pellon separator material, low earth orbit testing of 
nickel hydrogen cells, and lithium battery quality and safety 
issues. The separator problems recently have received 
special attention in a Mini-workshop which was held here at 
Marshall Space Flight Center in June, 1988. The problem is 
being addressed both by the Government and private industry. 
European vendors, such as SAFT, have come to the aid of our 
space program by supplying qualified cells for some of the 
programs here in the U.S. We at Hughes Aircraft are 
contributing by offering a new cell design. A presentation 
on this technology will be given at this Workshop. 
Low earth orbit cycle life test data for nickel hydrogen 
cells is of extreme importance to NASA missions such as 
Hubble Space Telescope and Space Station. It is also of 
importance to U.S. Air Force, who is the major sponsor of 
this effort. It is expected that this data base will be 
vastly increased once protoflight hardware for Space Station 
begins life testing. Hughes and NASA Lewis have given 
presentations at past Battery Workshops and IECEC meetings on 
our receipt for long life, low earth orbit cells. 
Lithium battery technology first became a topic of discussion 
at the 1977 Battery Workshop. Since that time the number of 
presentations have blossemed, and rechargeable systems have 
been addressed from time to time. The main concern with 
lithium batteries has always been safety, and quality, 
storage and handling are, of course, related issues. These 
topics are covered rather extensively in this Workshop and, 
most likely, will continue to be addressed in future 
Workshops. 
1 BATTERY WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE: In his 
keynote address to the 1970 NASA/GSFC Battery Workshop, Chuck 
MacKenzie stated, "The battery is the most important 
component in the podpr system because it is the least 
understood." From the nature of the present problems we are 
experiencing it appears that this is still a valid statement. 
One would hope that after 20 years and some 500 to 600 
technical presentations later at the battery workshops that 
we should have made considerable progress in understanding 
batteries in the aerospace industry. I think that we 
definitely have improved our understanding, but it hasn't 
been good enough in some cases. 
We need to take advantage of our 20/20 hind sight. The 
reason we are still having problems is: it's just the nature 
of the beast. 30 years of development on space NiCd and 18 
years of development on nickel hydrogen batteries is small 
compared to the 140 years of development on lead acid 
batteries where improvements are still being made. I will 
venture to say that we will continue to have even larger 
problems with our battery systems if we do not continue our 
development programs. I am of the opinion that the present 
separator qualification issue could have been avoided with 
proper development programs in place. 
The best receipt for a successful battery program is eternal 
vigilance, perpetual testing and continued improvement 
through technology efforts and commitment of government 
agencies, industry, universities and individual workers. We 
also need to keep the following points in mind. 
o The operation of the entire cell and battery 
as a system needs to be understood in addition 
to the function of each component. 
o Total Quality Management should apply to 
battery design and manufacturing. 
o Close working relationship between Government 
agencies, academics, manufacturers and users 
has to be established. 
o Technology efforts need to address improvements 
in existing couples as well as "revolutionary" new 
battery systems. 
Given the history over the past 20 years, there is never 
going to be an easy fix to existing battery problems. 
Solution to the problems is only going to be found through 
hard work, communication, and coordination between those at 
all management and working levels. 
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BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
FIGURE 2 
BATTERY ACCEPTANCE TEST 
mass properties 
visual inspection 
conditioning charge, C I20 
conditioning discharge, C 12 
resistive letdown 
short 
open circuit voltage recovery 
capacity charge, C/10 














capacity discharge, C /5 
BATTERY REVERIFICATION TEST 
visual inspection 
conditioning charge, C / 20 














capacity discharge, C /5 
resistive letdown 
short 
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COBE-PL-711-1I13-1101-01O 
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5.7 OPE=ATING LIMITS 
Table 5-1 shall be referred to for safety limits fgr the battery tests outlined in this document. 
Table 5- 1 Operational Limits 







s eanery Temperature 
A Half Battery Voltage 






J Battery Temperature 
A Half Battery Voltage 























25.2 to 21.2V 
1.40 ta l.18V 
0 t020A 
0 to 25' 
Q to S'C 
0 to 0.2V 
0 to 0.030V 
23.4 10 27.4V 
1.30 to 1.54V 
0 to 20A 
0 to 25' 
0 to 5'C 
Q to 0.5V 











CHECK AND CONFORMAL 
COAT PER 6.3 
- .,,- 
REVERIFICATION 
TEST PER 6.5 
INSTALLATION IN SIC 
1 1 (WEEKLY ITERATIVE) 
5 
IF M Y  DELAY IN INEGRATION OCCURS ATTHIS WINT. CONTACT THE BATTERY EffilMER OR MANAGE8 
FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
FIGURE 6-1 BATTERY LABORATORY ACTIVITIES 
BATTERY UORKSIIOP PROCEEDINGS 
I PERFORM BATTERY MECHANICAL INTEGRATION I 




30 DAYS ELAPSED NO RECHARGE BAllERY 





I RECONDITION BATERY 
PER 7.3 I 
FIGURE 7-1 BATTERY SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION ACTIVITIES 





NO EAllERY. HALF-BAnERY. 1. 
TRICKLE CELL VOLTAGES -CHARGE PER 8.3 
CHARGE VlT5 rL1 
VOLTAGE >21.6V 
OR A HALF-EATERY OR A HALF-aAlTERY 
VOLTAGE c0.W OR VOLTAGE c 0 . N  OR DISCHARGE FOR CELL DIVERGENCE 
5 MINUTES AT 1A PER 85 
BAl-fERIES ARE READY ' PERFORM EATERY 
FOR DE.INTEGPATION. 4- POST-SPACECRAFT 4 I 
CONWCT PRESHIP 
ACTlVlTES 
NOTE: SAFEIY UMlTS INDICATB) ON TABLE 5-1 MUST BE CONnNUOUSLY MONITORED. IN M E  EVENTMAT ANY 
SAFEN LIMIT IS EXCEEDED. DISCONTINUE TEST AND CONTACT ME B A ~ W  MANAGER OR HIS RE+RESENTATIVE. 
FIGURE 8-1 SPACECRAFT SYSTEM TEST AND CHECKOUT ACTlVlTlES 









EXISTED FOR MORE 
I1 I CONTINUOUSLY MONITOR BATTERY. HALF-BATTERY. 
TRICKLE 
-1 CHARGE PER9.3 I-' I I I - I CELL VOLTAGES- 1 
B A r n R Y  
OR A HALF-WHERY 
VOLTAGE Q.5V OR 
C E U  DIVERGENCE DISCHARGE FOR A VOLTAGE>ZI .6V VOLTAGE 4.5V OR CELL DIVERGENCE / 5 MINUTES AT 1 A PER 9.4 
NOTIN  BARERY MANAGER 
BAHERIES ARE 
READY FCC\ IAUNCM 
PERFORM BATTERY 
RECHARGE PER 9.5 
t"' u
STOP SIC ACTNITIES AND 
T I M  0AHERY M*N*OER 
PERFORM BATTERY 
RECONDITlONlNG 




RECHARGE PER 9.5  DAYS^ 
NOE: SFEN Lmms HDICATED ON TABLE 5-1 wm BE ccnmrwar~~ MONITORED. w THE EVENT WT ANY 
SAFER LIMIT IS EXCEEMD. DKCONTMJE E S T  AND CONTACT THE BAl7ERY MANAGER OR HtS REPRESENTATNE. 
FIGURE 9-1 SPACECRAFT LAUNCH SITE ACTtVmES 
1 BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
• SlGNlFlCANT PROBLEMSIANOMALIES DURING I&T 
- GSE Test Connector Connected To spacecraft Bottom 
Deck Damaged While Battery Charging During Other 
I&T Activities in SES Chamber 
- Battery Cells Manufacturered with 2536 Separator 
Material Have Slightly Higher Terminal Voltages Than 
Previously ~ x ~ e r i e n c e d  
- Many WTR Facilitie's AC Power Wired Incorrectly 
Caused Damage To GSE And Test Delays 
I BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
- Replaced Suspect 2505 Cell Separator Material In 
Battery Cells With 2536 Separator Material During 
Manufacture. 
- Added 3 Wires To Battery Positive and Negative 
Terminals To Support Termination Points on COBE 
Power System Electronics 
- Implemented V-Notch To Maintain Battery Vibration 
Level at f 3db Flight Specification During 
Acceptance at Manufacturer's Facilities 
- Accepted Batteries With Cracked (Cosmetic) 
Thermal Fins Following Manufacturer's Vibration 
Test 
- Added In-Line Fuse Assemblies Between Battery and 
Spacecraft Harness To Prevent Possible Spacecraft 
/ 
Damage Due To Harness Shorts. 
- Normal Manufacturing Procedures Had To Be 
Modified To Avoid To Avoid Contamination Of 
Spacecraft By Use Of Thermal Grease During Test 
And Evaluation 
1 BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
ON-ORBIT PERFORMANCE VS SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
- Battery Trickle Charge Performance Excellent: 
DATA ON-ORBIT SPECIFIC 
REQUIREMENTS 
Cell Voltage 1.43V +I 0% 1.43V +I 0% 
Half Batt. V-Delta 0.000V To 0.007V -0.5V To 0.5V 
Batt. Temp. 12 To 15 Deg. C. 0 To 20 Deg. C. 
- Battery Life Is Currently Expected To Be 3 Years Or 
More Due To The excellent Performance Observed 
Since Launch And Lower Mission Loads Than Initially 
Predicted 
- Spacecraft Thermal-Vac Battery Data Shows Slightly 
Higher Cell Voltage Than Former Aerospace Batteries 
- Anticipate Use Of Slightly HighVoltagelTemperature 
(VT) Levels During Battery Recharge ln Orbit. 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BATTERY KIRKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
LESSONS LEARNED 
- Newly Designed Battery GSE Failsafe Systems Proven 
Effective During Several l&T Mishaps 
- Use Of Non-Flight Batteries During Portions Of l&T 
Provided Experience Necessary For Launch Support 
Activities 
- Fully Trained Battery Personnel Must Be Present For 
All Flight Battery Operations 
- Always Coordinate Subsystem Activities With The 
Spacecraft Structural Engineering Group, Quality , 
Assurance, Contamination Control Etc. To Prevent 
Operational Impacts 
- Personally Check AC Power In Test Facilities With A 
Meter For Correct Voltages And Phasing 
- Ascertain That AC Power Provided For GSE Is 
Independent and Not Shared By Other Users 
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CONNECTOR/BRAC KET 7 
.END PLATE 
Figure2a. Muitimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) Nickel-Cadmium Battery 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3. Cell Voltage Limit Versus Temperature 
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hblMRH3 OE OlWTS. AT'EACM V / l  LEVEL 
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BAlTERY DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE RANGE 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
TABLE 7 














































I ' I ' I ' I ' I I  1 1 1 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
MINUTES 
Figure 4. SMM VTT Level 4 Battery Current 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
MINUTES 
Figure 5 .  SMM V/T Level 4 Battery Voltages 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
MINUTES 
Figure 7a. SMM V/T Level 4 Differential Battery Voltages 
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0 2 0  4 0  60  80  100 120 140 160 1 8 0  200 
MINUTES 
Figure 7c. SMM V/T Level 2 Differential Battery Voltages 
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TIME (MIN) 
Figure 10. Battery Currents from SMM Rundown 
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0 5 1 0  1 5  20 25 30 3 5  40 45 50 55  60 
MINUTES 
Figure 11. Battery Voltages from SMM Rundown 
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Figure 15. SMM Post Array Jettison Battery Voltages 
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MINUTES 
Figure 17. SMM Post Array Jettison Differential Battery Voltages 
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0 20 40 6 0  80  100 120 140 162 180 200 220 
M I N U T E S  
Figure 14. S M M  Post Array Jettison Battery Currents 


































































































































MAGELLAN BATTERY OPERATION: AN OVERVIEW 
Paul J. Timmerman and Peter R. Gliick 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, California 
ABSTRACT 
The Magellan Spacecraft's mission to map Venus's surface provides a unique application for 
Nickel-Cadmium batteries. An overview of the spacecraft, power subsystem, and battery and the 
mission unique requirements are presented. The reliability and performance of the batteries were 
extensively studied with a comprehensive test and analysis programs. Actual data for cruise and a 
limited number of mapping orbits is also presented. 
MISSION DESIGN 
Magellan is a NASA sponsored Venus radar mapping mission. The radar is the only 
instrument onboard the unmanned probe. It can look through the carbon dioxide and sulfuric acid 
atmosphere to study the Venusian surface. The trip to Venus required delivery to low earth orbit 
by the space shuttle, and earth orbit ejection via the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS). Magellan (MGN) 
took a path one and one-half times around the sun, taking 460 days of cruise to reach Venus. Figure 
1 is a trajectory diagram. After Venus Orbit Insertion (VOI), the spacecraft enters a highly elliptical 
polar orbit of 3.1 hour period. Figure 2 describes a typical mapping orbit. The mapping orbit has 
periods of solar occultation that vary throughout the mission, due to Venus's rotation about the sun. 
Figure 3 shows the length of solar occultation period during the mapping mission. The solar intensity 
a t  Venus is twice as high as it is a t  earth. During the closest approach to the planet for each orbit, 
the radar is turned on for 37 minutes. The geographic features will be recorded for approximately 
90% of the planet's surface a t  resolutions around 120 meters. This primary mission will be 
accomplished in 243 days, which is the length of  one Venus day. Extended missions will be used ro 
fill in data gaps and perform gravity experiments. 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
The MGN spacecraft weighs 3550 Kilograms, is three-axis-stabilized, and uses reaction wheels 
for attitude control. The primary instrument aboard MGN is a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). 
The 3.7 meter High Gain Antenna is used for both surface mapping and for earth data playback. The 
SAR, telecommunications, and some power and attitude control equipment are located in the Forward 
Equipment Module (FEM).  The remainder of the elec?ronics are located in the ten-sided bus 
structure. Figure 4 shows a diagram of the spacecraft configuration 
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POWER SUBSYSTEM 
The Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS) is a photovoltaic / battery system. Two movable solar 
panels of 12.6 square meters total area provide about 800 watts at earth, and over 1000 m t t s  at 
Venus. Energy storage is handled by two twenty-two cell, 26.5 ampere-hour (AH)  Nickel-Cadmium 
batteries. Other  components of the EPS include a shunt regulator, a shunt radiator, a 28-volt pre- 
regulator unit, and a 50-volt AC invertor. A set of eight voltage-temperature (VT) curves are  used 
to provide battery charging control. Figure 5 is a block diagram of the electrical power subsystem. 
Figure 6 is a comparison of MGN and NASA standard VT curves. 
BATTERY DESIGN 
The battery design is unusual in several ways. The thermal environment imposed by the 
Venus orbit is a main driver in the novel battery design. The battery has been designed as an  
integral part of the FEN[ structure, using a one-piece, aluminum, "ice-cube tray" design with flying 
buttresses. The cells are  potted into the integral baseplate - battery structure using urethane. The 
design is a derivative of the Viking Orbiter battery. Figure 7 is a mechanical diagram of the battery 
structure. Mechanically, this packaging approach provides a rigid spacecraft member and, though 
the battery mass is high (62 kg) in comparison to other comparable batteries, the overall spacecraft 
structural mass is reduced with this design. The thermal characteristics are  excellent because thermal 
junctions are  minimized and conductive paths are short. Additional thermal rejection capability is 
obtained by optimizing radiative properties of the integral baseplate. The baseplates are  covered 
with 1 cm by 1 cm optical surface reflectors, (OSRs). The OSRs are 2-mil thick glass tiles with a 
reflective coating on the underside and a textured surface on the top. Resistor and diode isolation 
are  used for pre-launch charging circuits. This insures mishaps cannot occur while charging in the 
STS cargo bay. 
BATI'ERY CELL DESIGN 
The battery cells were built by Gates Energy Products, Aerospace Division, in Gainesville, 
Florida. The cell catalog number is 42B030AB 15, which implies the cell is of 30 AH capacity. 
However, the cell is derated by NASA to 26.5 AH based upon total plate area considerations. The 
cell uses 11 positives and 12 negatives. The positives are  passiwted, and the negatives a re  teflonated. 
The cell is rather traditional, in that it is neither low profile nor lightweight in design. The negative 
to positive ratio exceeds 1.75: 1. The beginning of life interelectrode spacing is 7.4 mils. The cells 
received 83 milliliters of 31% KOH, which calculates out to 3.13 ml/AH. The cells use the Pellon 
2536 separator material, which is a blend of Nylon-6/Nylon-66 fibers inert gas bonded into a non- 
woven cloth. The weight of the cells is approximately 1180 grams each. 
BATTERY PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
LAUNCH AND DEPLOY PHASE 
The spacecraft batteries have provided spacecraft power between separation from the Inertial 
Upper Stage (IUS) launch vehicle and the point of solar array deployment. During the period before 
deployment out of the STS cargo bay and during IUS operations, MGN batteries were configured to 
be connected to the spacecraft power bus. This was to prevent loss of spacecraft power in the event 
of accidental disconnect of IUS battery power, This presented a problem of estimating the load 
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sharing by the Silver-Zinc IUS batteries and MGN Nickel-Cadmium batteries. It  was also desirable 
to have enough energy reserves to allow extra revolutions around the earth on battery power. The 
extra revolutions could be required if the MGN/IUS vehicle could not be ejected from the bay after 
disconnecting the umbilical supplying STS power. Another concern was the possibility of delaying 
ignition of the IUS for one or  morc orbits after STS ejection due to STS proximity limitations or 
other delays. The final concern was the possible impact of a delay in deploying the solar arrays. 
Figure 8 is a diagram of the IUS-MGN power interface. 
CRUISE PHASE 
The Cruise phase is the period of transit from earth to Venus. This phase was originally 
scheduled to be only 140 days. The launch window was changed, however, to accommodate the 
Galileo spacecraft, resulting in a 460-day cruise period. The cruise period typically consisted of one 
attitude update maneuver per day. This caused variation in solar array incidence angle and resulted 
in a battery discharge typically between 0 and 7% depth-of-discharges, (DOD). The batteries were 
controlled by MGN VT-curve # 3  throughout the cruise period, providing a minimum of overcharge. 
ORBITAL OPERATIONS 
Detailed energy balance analysis of various points along the mission were performed using 
the VMPWR['] software. Estimated spacecraft loads were generated from spacecraft sequence 
generation software. Attitude control prediction software provided solar array incidence angle data. 
The MID AS[^] program was used to predict battery and solar array temperatures and heater power. 
The VMPWR software calculates total load, solar array performance, and battery current as a 
function of system voltage. The results were charge/discharge rates and times, DOD's, and stntes-of- 
charge (SOC) for key points in the mapping mission. Figure 9 shows a plot of predicted DOD's 
across the mapping mission. 
The energy balance analysis facilitated the design of a unique battery mission simulation test. 
The mission simulation test used variations in occultation times, and solar array incidence angles, 
and charge-discharge rates. The result is a highly variable DOD, often with several distinct charge 
discharge periods per orbit. 
CELL TESTING 
DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING 
Extensive battery test programs have been organized a t  the system integrator, Martin Marietta 
Astronautics Group, Denver, Colorado, and a t  JPL, Pasadena, California. Early development tests 
in Denver were used to help guide the design phase. A prime example is the One-Battery Out Test. 
A requirement for sustaining performance with one battery lost led to an 80% DOD test on some 
prototype cells. The cells lasted for about 700 cycles, which was short of the 1800 cycles required. 
This test demonstrated to project management the need to increase battery capacity from the planned 
20 AH to 26.5 AH. 
Differences between the Magellan VT curves and the standard NASA curves were a source 
of some concern. The 3.1 hour orbit was also non-standard. A parametric test was run using various 
VT curves and temperatures. This test showed the MGN VT curves were acceptable across the range 
of flight allowable temperatures. In addition, it proved that fairly low VT curves could be used in 
cruise and in mapping operation due to the time available for recharging. 
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Concerns over the ability to meet the SAR input voltage requirement during SAR bursts 
resulted in the Pulse Discharge-Characterization Test. The typical SAR duty cycle results in peaks 
of up to 13 amperes on the unregulated DC bus. The test was performed with battery cells on a 
simulated spacecraft bus, with matched inductance, capacitance, and impedance. A dynamic load 
bank was used to simulate the SAR and spacecraft loads. The test was run in a parametric fashion, 
with steady-state and peak loads the primary variables. See Figure 10 for sample results. The results 
showed that the radar input voltage requirement might be a problem, and the effect of cell end-of- 
discharge voltage degradation must be known to fully access the risk. 
LIFE TESTING 
A mission simulation test run at Martin Marietta used early spacecraft load and solar array 
predictions to determine the battery charge/discharge profile. This test consisted of four different 
regimes, representing four periods of the mapping mission. Each regime included four distinct 
charge or  discharge phases, which best modelled the predicted regime. The test was run for almost 
three complete 240 day missions, with discharge voltages degrading badly into the second extended 
mission. 
The need to demonstrate reliability before launch prompted the 40% DOD LEO test. The 
six cells completed 2400 cycles in a traditional NASA regime. The cells showed good discharge 
voltages, confirming the plate and separator (Pellon 2536) were adequate for a t  least the primary 
mission. 
The effect of the cruise period on battery performance became more important with the 
revised trajectory to Venus, which dictated the cruise period be extended from 140 days to 460 days. 
Thus the JPL Cruise Simulation Test was developed. Six flight quality cells were put onto a cruise 
simulation test about one year before launch. They were charged to V T s  3 a t  3 O C  and 8.8 amperes 
for 23 hours and 50 minutes, and discharged for ten minutes at a 10 ampere rate. The end-of- 
discharge voltages shown in Figure 11 show the trend across the cruise period. The test pack tapered 
as low as 20 mA a t  the end of the day long charge, using MGN VT #3. This demonstrated that VT 
control could very effectively limit overcharge. Figure 12 is a plot of the taper current. But this test 
did not demonstrate that full charge was being achieved. A reconditioning was performed as per the 
mission time-line a t  day 350. The results showed the cells delivered over 35 AH to a 1.1 volt limit 
a t  a C/50 rate. Figure 13 shows the reconditioning performed on the cell pack. The effects of cruise 
on discharge voltage in 3 orbital cycle had to be evaluated to complete the cruise evaluation. 
Upon completion of the cruise test, it was decided to continue with a mapping mission 
simulation. The JPL Mission Simulation Test featured a number of refinements to accurately 
simulate the mapping regime. The regimes were based upon the results of a comprehensive energy 
balance analysis. This analysis took advantage of solar array degradation predictions as a function 
of mission time. The variations in length of solar occultation were simulated by varying phase times 
and currents. The test system allowed up to ten distinct charge or  discharge phases per orbit. 
Finally, during the periods of mapping, the SAR pulse current profile was simulated. This required 
a three-week modification of the test system, during which time the six-cells were placed on a 30 mA 
trickle-charge. The test computer was upgraded to provide a waveform via a digital-to-analog 
converter, through an isolation amplifier, to the remote programming terminals of the discharge 
power supply. After completion of the modifications, seven additional cruise cycles were run, which 
confirmed that no change in cell performance had occurred during the trickle-charge period. The 
cells then began the JPL Mission Simulation Test. Results are used to predict whether the minimum 
voltage requirement of the radar can be met during radar pulses. 
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SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE 
LAUNCH AND DEPLOY PHASE 
Estimating the load sharing during deployment requires knowledge of the voltage of the 
batteries involved, the total path resistances, and the spacecraft loads. Predicting the voltages of the 
IUS (Ag-Zn) and MGN (Ni-Cd) batteries is by far the most difficult aspect. During launch, the 
spacecraft batteries were slightly drained by a memory-keep-alive power supply circuit, maintaining 
their voltage below the IUS supplied voltage. Hence, there was little drain on  the MGN battery until 
separation. IUS firing, MGN separation and solar panel deployment were all achieved without 
delays, resulting in a calculated 7% DOD for the MGN battery. 
CRUISE PHASE 
Analysis of the trends observed in cruise operation show an  irregular regime from day to day. 
This resulted from variations in attitude, proximity to the sun, and amount of off-pointing during 
navigational maneuvers. The actual cruise DODs are lower than those in the simulation. 
Originally, reconditioning of the batteries was scheduled to occur before Venus-orbit 
insertion. That event, scheduled for mission-day 350, was never performed. It  was eliminated due 
to concerns about the potential for introducing errant commands during reconditioning sequence 
initiation and loss of redundancy during the reconditioning. 
MAPPING OPERATIONS 
Actual spacecraft performance is somewhat different than the predicted results. Most of the 
differences can be attributed to inaccuracies in attitude and thermal predictions. The heater loads 
for the spacecraft are lower than expected. Figure 14 is a comparison of JPL Mission Simulation 
Test and actual flight DOD's .for a portion of the mapping mission. Variations in the incidence angle 
have changed the amount of solar array power available. This effect is seen in orbits 450 to 650. 
Figure 15 shows the simulation and spacecraft voltages associated with the same mapping orbits. The 
performance is generally worse than the prediction. The projected reason for the lower voltages is 
the lack of reconditioning onboard the spacecraft. This effect was predicted when the decision to 
not recondition was made. Data from the cruise simulation test indicated about 0.5 volts lower 
performance without reconditioning. The voltage has stayed above the radar input threshold so far 
during the mission, but is about 0.5 volts lower a t  the lowest point. 
During the mapping mission the batteries have been operating a t  significantly different 
temperatures, typically about 10°C apart. This exceeds design limits, but is not expected to create 
a long-term problem, because the temperature gradients will even out throughout the mapping 
mission as solar orientation changes. The warmer battery is used to set the VT control point. Thus, 
the colder battery is less fully charged on any given orbit. On discharge the warmer battery takes 
3 larger portion of the load, causing a variation in DOD between the two batteries. 
In the remainder of the mission, the need to recondition will be made based upon spacecraft 
data and the mission simulation data available. The goal is to meet mission objectives with the 
lowest total spacecraft risk. Decision on battery operation must take into account (1) the likelihood 
of spacecraft hardware o r  software errors, (2) the effects of eliminating battery redundancy upon 
surviving anomalies, and (3 )  the benefits to the mission of increased voltages after reconditioning. 
These issues will be continued to be evaluated throughout the mission. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The Magellan batteries have been able to support all required loads to date a t  depths-of- 
discharges up to 22% and with inter-battery temperature differentials of over 10°C. In addition, 
extensive analysis and testing, both a t  Martin Marietta and a t  JPL, has been performed in support 
of mission-critical events and decisions. In particular, the ongoing JPL Mission Simulation Test has 
contributed significantly to important operational decisions. For example, the results from the 
reconditioning performed in the cruise simulation were successfully used to predict that 
unreconditioned spacecraft voltages would be about 0.5 volts lower. This testing shall continue to 
play an  important role in future Magellan operations. 
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HUGHES ADVANCED NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERIES - AN UPDATE 
R. Sam Bogner 
Hughes Aircraft Company Industrial Electronics Group 
Electron Dynamics Division 
Energy Storage Product Line 
PO. Box 2999 
Torrance, CA 90509-2999 
ABSTRACT 
After developing a significant data base on boilerplate and prototype 
advanced nickel-cadmium (NiICd) battery cells, Hughes Space and Communica- 
tions Group decided to start using the Advanced NiICd batteries on several of 
their flight programs. The advanced cell can be operated a t  80% depth of 
discharge (DOD) for more than ten years, and possibly 15 years, in geosynchro- 
nous earth orbit (GEO) applications. This cell offers an  important weight saving 
over the standard NiICd cell that is usually only operated a t  50 to 60% DOD in 
GEO applications. The negative and positive electrodes are  manufactured using 
electrochemical deposition methods which reduce the sinter corrosion problems 
encountered by the chemical deposition process used in standard NiICd cells. The 
degradable nylon separators used in standard NiICd cells were replaced by poly- 
mer-impregnated Zirconia separators. Approximately 1,000 Advanced NiICd 
cells have been built and several hundred more celis all expected to be built in the 
next few years. Advanced NiICd batteries currently are  employed on six different 
spacecraft in GEO flight with plans to launch six more spacecraft in the next three 
years. 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Nickel-cadmium batteries have been the workhorse for supplying stored electrical energy 
for spacecraft since Sputnik and Explorer. The sintered plate technology which is used was  
developed in Germany and acquired by the United States after World War 11. Fleicher described 
the process in 1948 (1). Basically the process consisted ofvacuum impregnatingthe porous nickel 
sinter in aqueous cadmium or nickel nitrate solutions for the negative and positive electrodes, 
respectively. The nitrates were converted by cathodic polarization in hydroxide solutions. The 
impregnation and cathodization process had to be repeated several times to get the proper quan- 
tity of active material in the pores of the sinter. Since the nitrate impregnation solutions are 
acidic, there is corrosion of the sinter. On cycling the positive electrodes woulcf expand. This 
expansion of the positive electrodes proved to be a major failure mechanism in NiiCd spacecraft 
cells which is a modification of the process described by Fleicher. 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
Figure 1 shows plots of positive plate swelling as a function of cycle removed from test 12). 
This data was developed on the NASA-sponsored uAccelerated Test Program" a t  Naval Weapons 
Support Center (NWSC). The test cells were 6-Ah General Electric cells built in 1974 using the 
SAFT chemical deposition (CD) process*. The plots are for the 'Star Point* test packs. From the 
data, it was postulated that when the positive plates grew from the beginning-of-life nominal 
thickness of 0.0766 cm to approximately 0.0975 em, the cells would fail. The point a t  which the 
plots cross the 0.0975 cm line is the predicted cycle life. Table I lists the observed and predicted 
cycle life and the measured thickness of the electrodes a t  failure (12). In all but two cases, corre- 
letation coefficients of predicted cycle life to observed cycle life was greater than 0.9. 
CYCLE REMOVED FROM TEST 
Figure 1 Accelerated test. Plots of positive plate growth for s tar  point-test packs 
(taken from Reference 2).  
'The SXFT process is a high volumc production modil'ication or thc Flcichcr proccss. 
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TABLE I 
OBSERVED AND PREDICTED CYCLE LIFE (12) 
STAR POINT PACKS ON THE NASA ACCELERATED TEST PROGRAM 
Lim reported on the expansion of CD and electrochemical deposited (ED) electrodes in 
accelerated cycle tests ofboiler plate cells. After 3000 cycles, the CD electrodes expanded by 30%, 
1 while the ED electrodes just started to expand. The average expansion of ED electrodes was only 
about 10% after 5000 cycles. 
I t  is postulated that the expansion of the positive electrodes absorbs additional electrolyte, 
compresses the separator, and causes a failure mode that has been termed "separator dryout". 
Another failure mechanism assisted by positive plate expansion is shorting. Shorts are generally 
produced by cadmium migration into the separator, so as the positive plate expands the distance 
for a short to accrue becomes smaller and smaller, eventually allowing the cadmium to bridge 
between the electrodes. 
Predicted Cycle Life 


















For the past 20 years, aerospace Ni/Cd cells contained a non-woven nylon separator (Pellon 
I 2505) that was orignally manufactured for the clothing industry. The Pellon Corporation 




























































non-woven nylon material designated Pellon 2556. In any event, separator degradation is anoth- 
er  critical failure mechanism in the standard NiICd cell and will be discussed later. 
The sealed NiICd cell is designed with excess cadmium metal and cadmium hydroxide which 
allows the cell to be operated and overcharged in the sealed state. Figure 2 shows a schematic of 
the relative states of the nickel (positive) and the cadmium (negative) electrodes and the cell reac- 
tion. The negative electrode contains an  excess of cadmium hydroxide in relation to the available 
capacity of the positive electrode. Therefore, during charge and overcharge, oxygen is generated 
a t  the positive electrode. Since there is excess uncharged cadmium hydroxide, hydrogen is not 
generated a t  the negative electrode. The oxygen generated a t  the positive electrode reacts with 
the cadmium to form more cadmium hydroxide, thus the negative electrode never reaches a full 
state of charge. If the oxygen generated reacts with other materials in the cell, such as  the nickel 
sinter and the nylon separator, (3) the cadmium electrode will gradually reach a higher state of 

























Figure 2 Diagram showing overcharge protection and precharge in a nickel 
cadmium cell. 
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positive electrode and the gradual pressure build-up can rupture the cell. The loss of overcharge 
protection manifests itselfby a gradual increase in the charge potential of the cell, so excess pres- 
sure build-up can be controlled by stopping the charge based on a voltage, temperature (VT) 
curve. This, however, reduces the usefulness and capacity of the battery and leads to failure. 
ADVANCED CELL DESIGN 
Early developments of the Hughes Advanced cell design were presented a t  the Fourth 
Annual Battery Conference (4) and in other publications (5)(6)(7)(11). To increase the life 
capability of the Ni/Cd battery cell it was recognized that  new processes and materials were 
required to ameliorate the failure mechanisms described above. In the early 80's when Hughes 
embarked on advancing the state of the a r t  in the Ni/Cd system on an  IR&D program, develop- 
ment was progressing on the nickel-hydragen (NiIH2) system. Most of the developers of NilHz 
were using nickel electrodes that were impregnated using (ED) techniques. A review of electro- 
chemical impregnation for NiICd cell was sponsored by J e t  Propulsion Laboratory (8). Pickett 
(9) presented a review of nickel oxide electrodes and indicated that  the time may be near to use 
ED electrodes in space NiICd cells. In general, the literature indicated the ED positive electrodes 
can be loaded lighter, swell less, and give higher active material utilizations than CD positive 
electrodes. I t  was, therefore, decided to evaluate ED positive electrodes in NiICd cells to deter- 
mine if ED plates would improve the life of Ni/Cd cells. 
As noted above, another major failure mechanism arose from the degradation of the nylorl 
separator. Hughes Research Laboratory (HRL) set out to find an  inert separator material. The 
objective was to develop a separator that is chemically stable for a minimum of 10 years and has 
better electrolj-te retention qualities and better oxygen permeability than the Nylon Pellon 2505 
separator. This research produced polybenzimidazole (PBI) and poiysulfone (PS) impregnated 
woven cloth structure zirconium oxide fabrics, 2-PBI and 2-PS, respectively. We have chosen to 
use the 2-PBI separator in our flight cells. The properties of these separators were reported in a 
recent paper (10). 
In  addition to using ED positive electrodes, we are  also using ED negative electrodes. By 
using ED electrodes and the 2-PBI separator material, we can put slightly over 4 ml. of electro- 
lyte per ampere hour of theoretical positive plate capacity into the cell. That  is about 1 ml. more 
electrolyte per ampere hour than is put into a standard Ni/Cd aerospace cell. 
The advantages of the Hughes Advanced Ni/Cd cell over the present Ni/Cd cell are as  
follows: 
1. The degradable nylon separator was replaced by an  inert zirconia separator similar 
to those used in Ni/H2 cells. The advantages are a reduction in loss of negative over- 
charge protection, better electrolyte retention, and better gas permeability. 
2. Replacement of the CD positive electrode with an ED positive electrode. The. I 'I( van- 
tages are less substrate corrosion, less expansion of the electrode with cycling, ant1 
reduced loss of overcharge protection because of less oxidation of the nickel sinter. 
I BATTERY WRKSIIOP M E D I Y C S  
3. Replacement of CD negatives with ED negatives and the use of an expander. The 
advantages are reduced substrate corrosion, high active material utilization, and 
reduced cadmium electrode loss in capacity or fading. 
4. The synergism of the design allows a 33% increase in electrolyte quantity in the cell, 
which, alongwith the reduced expansion of the positive electrodes, prevents the sepa- 
rator dryout failure mechanism. 
SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENT TESTING 
Numerous boilerplate, proto flight, and flight cells have been and are being tested by 
Hughes on various accelerated cycling regimes and real time GEO cycles. The results of the boil- 
erplate and proto flight cells have been reported in previous papers.(4)(5)(6)(7) Table I1 summa- 
rizes the tests performed and in progress. Below are brief descriptions of the test articles and test 
regimes listed in Table 11. 
Accelerated LEO Test 
This test was performed on small boilerplate cells assembled in the lab. The cells were rated 
a t  4.36 Ah and yielded from 4.61 to 4.98 Ah a t  the 0.5 C rate. The cells contained CD positive and 
negative electrodes and polymer impregnated zirconia cloth. Three cells each were tested a t  20°, 
40" and 50°C and a t  40% DOD. The cycle regime consisted of a 16-minute discharge at 1.5 C rate 
and 24-minute charge a t  the 1.5 Cra t e  for a recharge ratio of 1.5. The cycle life of the cells a t  50°, 
40" and 25°C were 11,500,16,300 and 43,000 cycles respectively. This was about three times the 
cycle life of NiICd cells tested a t  the Naval Weapons Support Center on the NASA sponsored 
Accelerated Test Program (12). 
Two additional cells with ED positive electrodes, CD cadmium electrodes, and polymer- 
impregnated zirconium cloth separators were cycled a t  80% DOD in the termperature range of 
27°C 2 2°C. The cycle life of these two ceils ranged from about 6,200 to 9,300 cycles. From these 
results, Lim concluded that NiICd cells could be built that would have about the same cycle life as 
NilHz cells cycled a t  80% DOD. 
Accelerated GEO - 16 Cycle Season 
This test was performed on boilerplate cells similar to those described previously; however, 
an additive was added to the electrolyte. The 16-cycle season consisted of cycles varying from 10 
to 80% DOD in 10% DOD steps. The test temperature was 10" to 15°C. The discharge rate was 
0.5 C and the charge rate was about 0.1 C with a 120% charge return. A nine minute trickle 
charge a t  0.02 C was performed on each cycle. One eclipse period required four days. The cells 
were reconditioned after three 16 cycle seasons (every 48 cycles similar a normal GEO eclipse 
season) by discharging a t  0.05 C to 1.0 volt and recharging a t  0.1 C. 
As shown in Table 11, these ceiis cycled for 216 to 313 seasons, which is equivalent to ahout 
3.450 to 5,000 cycles. This is equivalent to 36 to 52 years of cycling in GEO. 
.A similar test was performed on two g o u p s  of 20-Ah proto-tlight cells. .Is listed in Table I .  
these cells were a t  37 and 83 seasons when the test was discontinueti. This test regime did not 
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TABLE I1 
SUMMARY OF ADVANCED NilCd CELL TESTING 
All Flight a ~ d  Proto-Flight cell tests run a t  10°C. 
NOTES: (1) Test p ~ t  on trickle charge for al~out  8 months in 1990. 
(2) 60 Percent DOD for first 18 seasons. 
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appear to be very stressful on the cells since up to 52 years (5,000 cycles) of equivalent cycle life 
was obtained on the boilerplate cell tests. 
Accelerated GEO - 46 Day, Eclipse Season - 22 Day 50 " C Solstice 
This test consisted of the normal 46 day eclipse season. The cells were discharged a t  C/2 and 
recharged a t  C110 with 120% charge return, then put on trickle charge a t  for the remainder of the 
time to produce a 24-hour cycle period. The maximum DOD was 60% for the first 18 seasons and 
80% DOD thereafter. The solstice period was accelerated by raising the temperature of the cells 
to 50°C for 22 days. The cells were trickle charged a t  Cl36. The cells were given one recondition- 
ing cycle a t  room temperature between each season by dischargingat CI50 to 1.0 V and recharg- 
ing a t  CI10 for 16 hours. 
The test cells were proto-flight 12-Ah cells usingED electrodes and various combinations of 
separators (2-PBI, 2-PS and PP-PBI). Cells containing Pellon 2505 nylon separators were used 
as  controls. The control cells failed after 10 seasons because of high chargevoltages. Apparently 
the 50°C temperature acceleration was too stressful, causingaccelerated nylon hydrolysis which 
resulted in loss of overcharge protection. The 2-PS cells were found to be faulty during initial 
testing and were not continued. The remaining cells went from 24 to 38 seasons. 
Realtime Test 
The realtime test simulated the battery operation in GEO, 46-day eclipse periods followed 
by 136 days of solstice including the time to recondition. Reconditioning was performed as  
described on the previous test. The test temperature is 10" + 3°C. 
This test is being performed on some of the 12-Ah proto-flight as  described in the previous 
test. During the first five eclipse seasons, the cells were cycled to a maximum of GO% DOD. Since 
then, they havebeen cycled to 80% DOD. The cells are  presently in the 19th eclipse season and is 
the longest realtime test performed on Super NiICd cells. Figure 3 shows a plot of the end of 
discharge voltage on the longest eclipse day during each eclipse season. 
I A group of four 19-Ah flight cells (Program B Realtime) are on a similar realtime test but 
have only gone through one season. 
Accelerated GEO - 46 Day 0.68 C Eclipse Season - 14 Day Solstice 
As noted in Table 11, there are three different groups of cells on this type of test. The groups 
are: (a) 20-Ah proto-flight cells; (b) Direct Broadcast or DB 21-Ah flight cells; (c) 21-Ah Leasat 
flight cells. This test consists of putting the cells through the dischargelcharge cycles that would 
occur during a GEO inission. The longest eclipse day (70 minutes) discharges 80% of rated cell 
capacity. The cells are discharged a t  about the 0.68 C (14.4 A for the 21-Ah cells) rate and 
recharged a t  the 0.1 C rate for a 115% charge return and switched to a trickle charge rate of 
approximately 0.023 for the remainder of the 24 hour cycle period. The solstice period is short- 
ened from the usual 136 days to 14 days, duringwhich time the cells are trickle charged a t  about 
0.023 C. After each solstice period, the cells are reconditioned by discharging through a resistor 
(approximately the 50 hour rate) until the first cell in the group reaches 1.0 Y The cells are re- 
charged a t  about 0.1 C rate for 120% return. The tests are run in envi~ .onnie~~t ;~ l  ch: nil)ers that 
control the cell temperatures to 10°C k 3 " C .  
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NO. 46-CYCLE ECLIPSE SEASONS 
Figure 3 12-Ah protoflight cell realtime GEO test. 
The 20-Ah proto-flight cells, 21-Ah DB cells, and 21-Ah Leasat cells have gone through 14, 
11, and 3 eclipse seasons. Figure 4 shows the end of discharge voltages and the end of charge 
voltage during the longest eclipse day for the DB cells. The figure shows that  the cell end of 
discharge voltages level out a t  about 1.15 V and has remained fairly constant for 11 seasons. 
There is no indication of any problems with any of the cells and it is anticipated they will last for 
20 seasons or more. 
Throughput Test 
The throughput test consists of three 80% DOD cycles per day. The cells are  discharged for 
one hour and recharged in seven hours with 115% charge return. The test temperature is 
10" 23°C. 
Two groups of flight cells, DB and Program A, are on the throughput test. The DB cells have 
completed over 1825 cycles and the Program A cells are just over 70 cycles. Figure 5 shows plots 
of the minimum end of discharge voltage (EODV) and the maximum end of charge voltage 
(EOCV) a s  a function of cycles. Note that the EODV remained fairly consistent a t  about 1.13 V 
out to 1317 cycles where the voltage of one cell dropped to 0.85V At this time, the cells were 
rpconditioned by dischargingeach cell through a one ohm resistor for 16 hours. The cell voltages 
yere  a t  about 0.2 V a t  the end of 16 hours. Two capacity tests were run a t  10°C by discharging 
the packat 0.5 C until the first cell reached 1.0V The capacities obtained were 21.6 and 21.9 Ah; 
however, the cell that dropped out on cyclingwas not the limitingcell. The cells were put back on 
their normal cyclingregme and are a t  about 1900 cycles. This represents about 20 years of GEO 
cycling a t  80% DOD. 
SUPER NT/CD BATTERIES ON FLIGHT PROGFtAiiS 
Hughes has launched six communication satellites ancl is planning to launch at least nn 
t~tltlitional six satellites through 1994 that are usingXdvancetf Nii'C(1 t~atteries. Hughes also hils 
a contract to build 22-cell. 9-.Ah batteries for NASA'sSrnall Esl)lorer Satellite Pro;?-a~~l ISXIEN;. 
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Figure 4 BSB life test realtime eclipse season 14-day solstice test 
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1.20 END OF DISCHARGE 
EOCV MAX. CELL 
CYCLE NUMBER 
Figure 5 Dl3 throughput test 80% DOD three cycles per day 
temperature 10" +- 3 " C. 
Table I11 summarizes the Advanced NiICd battery flight programs. In addition to those listecl in 
the Table, another contractor has procured over 120 50-Ah cells for use in the NASA Standard 
50-Ah MMS battery. NASA plans to use the cells on a flight program, provided they pass the 
battery qualification test which is scheduled for the near future. 
ADVANCED NIICD CELL DESIGNS AVAILABLE 
Within about a two-year period, six different sizes ofAdvanced NiICd have been desipetl ,  
MCD's prepared, and tooling procured. Table TV lists the dimensions and weights of the present 
cell designs. Cells of the present designs can be delivered in approximately nine months. It 'a n e w  
cell size or design is required, cells coultl be delivered in 12 to 14 months. 
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TABLE 111 
SUMMARY OF ADVANCED NiICd BATTERY FLIGHT PROGRAMS 
(1) Upgraded 19-Ah Cell 
(2) Japanese Meteorological Satellite 
I (3) Small Explorer Program 
TABLE IV 


























(1) Estimated from design 
(2) For CEO Missions the life expectancy is 10 to 15 years at SO percent DOD. 
(3) For LEO Missions, the life expectancy is 5 ymrs a t  10 percent DOD 30,000 Cycles. 
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The useable energy density of a super Ni/Cd battery, assuming a battery packaging factor of 
1.1, is estimated to be 9.45 Whllb for a GEO Mission a t  80% DOD. This represents about a 25% 
decrease in weight for the battery using standard Ni/Cd cells. A similar weight savings would be 
accomplished for a LEO mission or the mission life could be extended by using a Super Ni/Cd 
battery of the same weight a s  a standard Ni/Cd battery. 
CONCLUSIONS 
After an  extensive 10-year development and test program, Hughes Aircraft Company has 
developed an advanced Ni/Cd cell (Super NiICd) design that is capable of a 10 to 15-year GEO 
mission a t  80% DOD. By being able to use the battery a t  80% DOD, a weight 'savings of about 
25% can be obtained over current NiICd technology, 
Boilerplate NiICd cells tested in accelerated LEO regimes (45 minute cycles) a t  40% DOD 
and 20°C have given 40,000 cycles. Flight type cells have not been tested in realtime LEO 
regimes long enough to develop life data, but it is estimated that they should provide about 
30,000 cycles a t  40% DOD. 
The Super NilCd cell gives a longer life than state-of-the-art Ni/Cd cell because the main 
failure mechanisms have been reduced or negated: 
1. The degradable nylon separator was replaced by a stable polymer-impregnated zirco- 
nia cloth, reducing loss of overcharge protection 
2. The chemically deposited positive electrode was replaced by a more stable electro- 
chemical deposited electrode which does not swell as  much and reduces separator dry 
out and the tendency to short. 
3. The chemically deposited negative electrode was replaced by an electrochemically 
deposited electrode and an expander was added which reduces cadmium fading. 
The life testing will be continued and failure analysis will be performed on failed cells to 
determine cause of failure. 
The Super NiICd battery should be used in small power systems (up to 2 KW) in place of 
NilHz batteries because it is less costly, requires lessvolume, and is not a s  heavy. It  is expected to 
have about the same cycle life time as  the NiIH2 cell. 
Hughes.4ircr:lft Company was presented iin R&D 100 Award by R&D Magazine on Septtlrn- 
t ~ e r  26, 1!)!)0 for the Super NiiCtl t~nttery cell. 
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A CONSTANT CURRENT CHARGE TECHNIOUE FOR LOW-EARTH ORBIT LIFE TESTING 
Peter Gliick 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
California Institute Of Technology 
Pasadena, California 
A constant current charge technique for low-earth orbit testing of nickel- 
cadmium cells is presented. The method mimics the familiar taper-charge of the 
constant potential technique while maintaining cell independence for statistical 
analysis. A detailed example application is provided and the advantages and 
disadvantages of this technique are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Most charge techniques for nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries have two common 
elements: a high-rate initial charge, typically C/2 to C/5, followed by a low- 
rate (C/10 to C/100) trickle charge to "top off" the battery. High rates are 
desired initially because they are more efficient, and, especially for low-earth 
orbits (LEO), require less time for recharge. As the battery nears full state- 
of-charge (SOC), however, high rates can cause excessive oxygen generation. 
Therefore, a lower rate is as the battery approaches full state-of-charge. The 
two most common methods of recharging nickel-cadmium batteries follow these 
guidelines. They are the constant potential (V/T) and the constant current (R/F) 
methods. 
The constant potential (V/T) method uses all the available current for 
charging until a preset voltage limit is reached. At that point the current is 
tapered (typically following an exponential profile) such that the battery 
voltage is maintained at the voltage limit. This results in end-of-charge 
currents around C/20 to C/40 in low-earth orbit cycles, although rates as low as 
C/1000 have been observed in longer cycles in ground testing [I]. The constant 
potential limit is generally compensated for temperature, since battery voltage 
characteristics are dependent on operating temperature. This technique is very 
common on modern, low-earth orbit spacecraft. 
The other common technique is the constant current method. This method 
recharges at a constant rate until some recharge fraction*, usually around 1.05, 
is reached. It then switches to a constant rate trickle charge, typically C/50. 
Since current is essentially independent of temperature, the R/F method does not 
Capacity Removed 
* Recharge Fraction I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Capacity Returned 
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need to be temperature compensated. (There are generally two or three ground- 
selectable charge rates available to provide operational flexibility.) This 
method is frequently used on geosynchronous spacecraft, but is rare in low-earth 
orbit applications. Thus, most life testing for low-earth orbit applications 
utilizes the V/T method since that is the most common technique used on LEO 
spacecraft. 
Figure 1 demonstrates the differences between the V/T and R/F methods by 
showing charge rate as a function of time for a typical 90-minute LEO orbit with 
a 60-minute charge duration. The rates were chosen such that the area under both 
curves is identical. Thus, both methods provide the same charge return with the 
same recharge fraction (R/F - 1.052). Note that, while a typical geosynchronous 
charge rate is C/5 to C/10, rates approaching C/2 must be used in low-earth orbit 
to sufficiently recharge the battery. This necessity for much higher rates 
explains why the V/T method is preferred in LEO regimes. 
PROBLEM 
Over the years, it has become evident that there are difficulties with 
using both the V/T and the R/F methods for ground life testing. Clearly, it is 
desirable to simulate the actual flight environment as closely as possible. 
Hence, the V/T method is most frequently used in ground tests. 
But the V/T method controls on total pack voltage. This means that each 
cell contributes to determining where and how the current taper occurs. Cell 
voltage characteristics change as they begin to fail. Thus, the failing cell or 
cells alter the recharge of the entire pack. Cells usually fail "gracefully" 
rather than "catastrophically." The failing cell may continue to operate in a 
degraded manner for thousands of cycles before finally dying, providing ample 
opportunity to influence the overall performance of the remaining cells. This 
places in jeopardy the assumption of independent events that is so vital to 
meaningful statistical analysis. In fact, it has been necessary in the past to 
declare a pack failed when the first cell failed because the cells are not 
independent [2]. Even though the other cells continued for many more cycles, 
their lives could not enter into reliability calculations of mean-time-to- 
failure . 
Also, since aerospace NiCd cells are costly, test packs frequently contain 
only a few cells, compared to the sixteen to twenty-two (or more) cells typical 
of a spacecraft battery. When the voltage of one cell diverges from the rest in 
a full spacecraft battery, it accounts for perhaps five percent of the total 
battery voltage. However, if that same cell is running in a five-cell pack, it 
contributes twenty percent of the controlling voltage. This is clearly an 
exaggeration of what would happen in an actual flight application. One 
suggestion has been to run full-size batteries in ground tests to eliminate this 
effect. This solution requires enormous additional expense (at least thirty-five 
thousand dollars per test). 
Using the R/F method resolves the concerns about statistical independence 
and pack size, but also removes the cells from their expected operational 
profile. Furthermore, R/F techniques can lead to problems like abnormally high 
charge voltages due to the excessive high-rate charge. 
BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
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Therefore, the goal of a charge technique for low-earth orbit life testing 
should be to simulate spacecraft V/T control without allowing individual cells 
to determine overall pack behavior. The cells should be operated in their 
expected profile in a way that maintains their statistical independence for later 
reliability analysis. Note, however, that this goal applies primarily to tests 
aimed at determining cell quality and reliability. Mission simulations should 
continue to be run in a manner consistent with expected operation conditions. 
SOLUTION 
An obvious solution to this dilemma is to simulate the V/T current profile 
without actually triggering on voltage. Since the taper is very nearly 
exponential, it is easily modelled mathematically. The entire V/T profile can 
then be simply modelled by a constant current high-rate charge followed by an 
exponentially decaying taper. It can be readily implemented on modern, analog 
or digitally programmable power supplies controlled by inexpensive personal 
computers. The taper shape and location are primarily a function of depth-of- 
discharge, temperature, V/T level, and initial charge rate. 
Figure 2 shows a general charging profile derived from this technique. The 
equation for the exponential decay is given as: 
All that is needed to model this profile are the four parameters: maximum 
charge rate ( 1  trickle-charge rate (It), time-to-taper (to), and the 
exponential time constant (B). The first three are easily obtained from a graph 
of the V/T profile being modelled. The maximum charge rate, I,, and the time - to- 
taper, to, can be read directly off of the graph. The trickle-charge rate at 
end-of -charge, I,, can be taken off the graph or assumed to be some desired rate. 
The only real effort is involved in determining the exponential time constant, B. 
B is determined by averaging estimates of B for each available point on the 
taper profile. That is, for every (ti, I i )  data point, a corresponding time 
constant, B i ,  is generated using the following formula: 
B is obtained by averaging the B i  obtained from Equation (2). The more 
individual Bi that are obtained, the better the final estimate of B will be. The 
result is substituted into Equation (1) above to complete the profile. 
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EXAMPLE 
An example is provided to demonstrate the use of this technique. The 
regime chosen is the NASA Standard Stress Life Cycle Test. This is a 90-minute 
LEO regime cycling to a 40% depth-of-discharge at 20°C and NASA V/T Level 6**. 
The charge rate is C/1.25. 
The data from which this example is derived was obtained from testing at 
the Naval Weapons Support Center, Crane (NWSCC), Indiana. Four packs 
representing two manufacturers, three cell designs, and cycle lives of 300 to 
6100 cycles were used. 
Table 1 lists the three parameters that are obtained graphically. I, is 
given as 0.8C (C/1.25). It was chosen to be C/20, but other reasonable values 
(perhaps an average) could also have been used. to is an average of the to from 
each of the four tests considered. 
Table 2 shows how the Bi are calculated from the (ti, Ii) pairs, which were 
read off of the current-versus-time plots provided by NWSCC. Averaging all of 
the Bi yields a value of -0.09077. Thus, the final equation is 
Here t is given in minutes and I is normalized charge rate, but any 
appropriate units will do as long as they are used consistently. 
Figure 3 plots the fitted charging profile against the actual data points 
used to generate the fitted curves. The fit is excellent, especially considering 
the diversity of the packs used as input. A fit to a single pack would likely 
be even closer. Table 3 shows the actual recharge ratios of the packs used and 
the fitted recharge ratio. Note that the fitted recharge ratio is the median of 
the five values. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
There are disadvantages to both charging techniques currentlyused for low- 
earth orbit testing of nickel-cadmium cells. The V/T system follows the method 
most frequently used in actual applications, but does not preserve cell 
statistical independence for reliability calculations. Conversely, the R/F 
method does maintain cell independence, but is a poor representation of actual 
flight conditions. 
A technique that satisfies both the requirement for statistical 
independence and the need to simulate actual flight conditions was presented. 
It consisted of modelling the V/T charging profile with a constant rate charge 
- 
** NASA V/T Level 6 at 20°C is 1.434 volts per cell. 
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to a predetermined time followed by a computer-controlled exponential current 
taper. The parameters required to model the exponential taper current are easily 
obtained from analysis of actual V/T charging profiles, and the hardware 
necessary to implement the technique is readily available and relatively 
inexpensive . 
The proposed method eliminates the difficulties associated with present 
charging techniques. Because recharge is independent of actual cell voltages, 
statistical independence of the cells tested is preserved. Hence, each cell is 
truly a single test article and may be treated as a separate observation in 
statistical analyses. The data yield is therefore improved by a factor of at 
least five , improving reliability and quality calculations. Costs are minimized 
by maximizing output from the current sample size, and the charging profile is 
highly similar to that used in operational spacecraft. 
The main disadvantage of the technique presented is that every regime (and 
quite likely every cell design) requires a different profile. This can be 
handled in one of two ways. First, "generic" profiles can be developed as a 
function of depth-of-discharge, temperature, charge rate, and V/T level. These 
can then be adapted to the specific cell design being tested. Possibly a better 
way, however, is to simply characterize each pack tested prior to cycling with 
a few (say, fifty) V/T cycles. This should be adequate to allow pack behavior 
to stabilize and provide the desired V/T profile. If aging affects are a 
concern, the pack could be recharacterized every few thousand cycles and the 
cycling regime adjusted accordingly. The remaining difficulty may be that some 
existing test systems may not be capable of implementing this technique with 
their current equipment. In fact, the government test facility at the Naval 
Weapons Support Center Crane, Indiana, does have the hardware required to 
implement this type of testing. Even if more test stations were required, 
though, the equipment is relatively inexpensive and easy to procure. 
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TABLE 1: BASIC PARAMETERS FOR TAPER ESTIMATION 
TABLE 2 :  CURRENT TAPER PROFILE DATA 
1 
PACK A PACK B PACK C PACK D 
t; I i  'i I i  'i I i  'i I i  'i 
1 9 . 2  0 . 6 4 0  - 0 . 1 4 5  0 . 6 4 0  - 0 . 1 4 5  0 . 7 5 0  - 0 . 0 4 2  0 . 6 8 6  - 0 . 1 0 0  
2 5 . 2  0 . 4 4 0  - 0 . 0 8 5  0 . 4 2 0  - 0 . 0 9 2  0 . 4 3 8  - 0 . 0 8 6  0 . 4 2 9  - 0 . 0 8 9  
3 1 . 2  0 . 3 0 0  - 0 . 0 8 0  0 . 2 8 0  - 0 . 0 8 7  0 . 2 5 0  - 0 . 0 9 7  0 . 2 6 2  - 0 . 0 9 3  
TABLE 3: ACTUAL AND FITTED RECHARGE RATIOS 
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Memo for: M. Manzo/NASA/LeRC 
Subject : Overview of the Primary Session 
From : G.J. Methlie 
Date : 12/15/90 
1 .  A Wide Range o f  Primary Cell s and Batteries are used in Aerospace 
Applications from "Button Cells" for Volatile Memory Preservation to Huge 
Batteries Providing Hundreds o f  Kilowatt-Hours o f  Propulsion Power for Systems 
like ACRV for the Space Station. In Some Cases it is more convenient, simpler, 
less Expensive, Lighter in Weight or Smaller to use Primaries. In Others, like 
ACRV, they are Enabling Technology. Primary Cells can be Designed to Give Much 
Higher Energy Density, Specific Energy, and Power Density than any 
Rechargeable System that wi 1 1  be Available in the near Future. Of Course, it 
isn1 t Possible to Design a Cell to Give Both Optimal Power and Energy. Peaks 
on the Response Surface tend to be somewhat Mission-Specific. As Bobby Bragg 
wlll Explain in his Paper on NASA Applications, Alkaline Manganese 
DioxideIZinc, Si lver OxideIZinc, Numerous Lithium Electrochemi stries as we1 1 
as Mission Specific Developments such as the Large LithiumlThionyl Chloride 
Reserve Batteries Proposed for ACRV, the LithiumISulfur Dioxide Batteries used 
on Gal i leo, and the Li thiumlcarbon Monofluoride Batteries used in the Shuttle 
Range Safety Devices and El sewhere are Involved. Thermal Batteries are A1 so 
Used where Very High Power Density is Required. Primary Batteries are somewhat 
like Flashbulbs in that the only way to tell for sure what each unit will do 
destroys the unit. Statistical Methods, thorough Qualification Testing, 
Configuration Control and Close Monitoring by the Program usually Combine to 
give acceptable Probabilities o f  Success. The Alternative is not to know what 
to Expect. Unfortunately, the more Data is Collected o n  a Design and Process, 
the more is known about its Imperfection, and the more Work is Required before 
Use. Instability in the Contractor Base and Tightening Environmental 
Requirements make the Job even more difficult. Extensive Safety Testing often 
sends Designs "Back t o  the Drawing Board". Not doing the Performance and 
Safety Testing is a Prescription for Failure. We have a Variety o f  Papers 
Today describing the Results o f  Some o f  these Tests on a Variety o f  Systems 
and the kinds o f  Work that has been done to Anticipate and Solve Problems. 
2. Everyone here is Familiar With Alkaline Cells, the Type they use i n  
their Flashlights. As long as the Contacts aren't Corroded, they Work Fine. 
They may not Realize that when these Cells are Submitted to Extensive Lot 
Acceptance Testing, about Half o f  Lots Fail. Which Manufacturer makes the Best 
Cells Depends on when you ask the question. With Environmental Regulations 
around the World Tightening on Mercury, the Prognosis isn't Bright. 
Performance, Storage Life, and Leakage wi 1 1  a1 1 be Worse in the Near Future 
than they are now. The Manufacturers are all working hard on this Tough 
Electrochemical Problem. In the Meantime, Cell Designs are unlikely to Remain 
Static for Long. Accordingly, Closer Monitoring o f  Designs ( i  .e. Contractor 
Visits and Pre-Mortems) and Frequent Lot Sample Tests are needed to Assure 
Performance. Very Forgiving System Designs require Large Deratings which means 
more Size and Weight and Shelf Life and Leakage Considerations still Exist. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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3. Most Everyone here has worked with Silver/Zinc Batteries. They are a 
Mature Technology which can Deliver as much Performance Today as they Ever 
Will. They have been used in many Missions without problems. They also have 
been responsible for some Performance and Safety Problems, Particularly After 
Storage and if Short-circuited. Like Alkaline Cells, they Generally Contain 
Mercury and Evolve Some Hydrogen on Stand. Minor Impurities in the Silver 
Oxide can Greatly Affect Self-Discharge and Gassing, Particularly at High 
Temperatures. Minor Impurities in the Zinc also Affect Self-Discharge and 
Gassing. Pulse performance after Storage can be affected by the amount of 
Silver (1) Oxide Formed on the Positive Current Collector. Position 
Sensitivity is also a Consideration, due to the Possibility of Expelling 
Electrolyte from the Bunsen Vents after Inversion. 
4. Most Everyone here has also worked with MercuryIZinc Cells. 
MercurylZinc Cells Can Deliver Comparable Energy Density to Lithium Cells at 
about 114 the Specific Energy. They (Some Designs) have good Shelf Life if 
they have never been discharged at all. They all Leak Eventually, mainly on 
the Negative Side of the Cell. They don't do well at High or Low Temperatures. 
With Severe Environmental Problems in Manufacture and Disposal, their 
Availablity will Decrease Quickly'. 
5. The "Numerous Lithium Electrochemistries" Referred to by Bobby is 
where the fun starts. In almost every Performance Category, a Lithium Anode 
Design can do Better than Anything Else. If Something Else has been 
Demonstrated to do the Job Reliably, it should probably be used. It will be 
enough Work just Maintaining that Capability in the next few years. If the 
Higher Performance of Lithium Cells is Required to do the Job, do it Reliably, 
meet the Weight Budget, or have Engineering Margin, then they should be Used. 
Lithium Cells have Reliably Supported many Mission Requirements since the 
Mid-70's that couldn't be done other ways. The Greater the Energy Required, 
the Greater the Advantage Lithium Systems can Offer, and the Greater the 
Potential Safety Problems. Relatively Few Large Lithium Cells have been 
Developed. Because of Liability Concerns, Shipping and Disposal Problems, they 
will remain Specialty Items for the Foreseeable Future. Each Design must be 
Considered on its own merit. Packaging Considerations are also very Important 
in integrating Cells into Batteries. Doing this to meet (i.e.1 Shuttle 
Specifications is not Trivial. Because of the High Reactivity of Lithium, 
trace Impurities can have a large Impact on Reject Rates, Storage, 
Performance, and Reliability. For some systems considerable Work has been done 
in these Areas. In Others, it hasn't, but will be in the future. 
6. Most of the Lithium Systems Developed to Date Originated in the 
Mid-60's to Early 70's. to meet Requirements Arising from the Beginning of the 
Space Program and the Vietnam War. Relatively little "High Risk-High Payoff" 
R&D has been done in this area Since. To Borrow from Gabano, for Convenience, 
Available Couples have the Theoretical Energy Density and Specific Energy 
Shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Practical Performance of some of these Systems 
is shown in the Ragone plot in Figure 3. The difference is room for Progress. 
G.J. Methlie 
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-C- Series 1 
760 CELLS TOTAL 
BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
BUILD #'S 1-8 STORAGE CELL 





-------t- Series 1 
0 
BLOCKS 360-3841389-4021410-415 
I I I I I I I I I 
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2.6 2.65 2.7 2.75 2.8 2.85 2.9 2.95 3 3.05 3.1 
OCV 
BUILD #I2 
OCV MEASUREMENTS /92 DAYS ACTIVATED 
ocv 
- Series 1 
BLOCKS 437-445/447-448 173 CELLS TOTAL 
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BUILD #I0 





- Series 1 
BLOCKS 424-426 / 36 CELLS TOTAL 






1 9 - 2 4  MEASUREMENT 9-25 MEASUREMENT 
9-25 MEASUREMENTS MADE AFTER CELL 
HEADER REMOVAL 





4826 4894 4912 
CELL S/N 
9-24 MEASUREMENT 9-25 MEASUREMENT 
9 - 2 5  M E A S U R E M E N T S  M A D E  A F T E R  C E L L  
HEADER REMOVAL 
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NASA Li/CFx Cell Problem Analysis 
d 
Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry 
4 - 6 December 1990 
John Baker 
The Specialty Battery Facility was 
charged with analyzing Li/CFx cell parts 
for possible chloride contamination in- 
duced by exposure to thionyl chloride 
(SOCl2); various samples were submitted 
for analysis. This paper covers only a por- 
tion of the analysis which has been con- 
ducted, namely analysis by scanning 
electron microscopy with energy disper- 
sive X-ray spectrometry (SEMIEDS). 
Initially, a strip of nickel was exposed 
to SOC12 vapors to observe variations in 
surface concentrations of sulfur and 
chlorine with time. The concentrations of 
sulfur and chlorine were monitored peri- 
odically using a standardless semi-quan- 
titative EDS analysis routine. Monitoring 
the nickel test strip indicated that chlorine 
needs to be in the percent range for quan- 
tification, and chlorine and sulfur con- 
centrations are not necessarily related. 
Therefore, by detecting chlorine one can 
not infer contamination by SOCh only 
that contamination is present. 
Six samples of stainless steel 316L foil 
were analyzed for chlorine using EDS. 
The six samples were divided into two 
sets, those that were degreased prior to 
contamination and those that were not. 
Each set contained a background 
sample, a sample which had been hand- 
led (fingerprints), and a handled sample 
which had been cleaned. Chlorine was 
not detected on either background 
sample and was detected on the samples 
which had been handled, even those 
which had been cleaned. 
Cell covers suspected of being con- 
taminated while in storage and covers 
which were not exposed to the same 
storage conditions were analyzed for 
chlorine. Also, covers from cells with low 
open circuit voltages were analyzed. Al- 
though no chlorine was found on the 
covers from cells (As, S, 0, and F 
suspected of originating from the 
electrolyte were found), it was found on 
all stored covers. 
This presentation will detail the results, 
showing techniques for analysis and iden- 
tification. Relevent photomicrographs will 
also be presented. 
(Specialty Battery ~acility) 
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NASA LilCFx Cell Problem Analysis 
Anion Exchange Chromatography Analysis 
December 4 - 6, 1990 
Joseph Bytella , 
The Specialty Battery Facility (SBF) was responsible with the analysis of wiper samples 
(Scott Utility Wipes) used to wipe down Li/CFx battery components and production 
equipment. These components and equipment were potentially exposed to thionyl chloride 
vapors. In the presence of moisture thionyl chloride decomposes to sulfur dioxide and 
hydrogen chloride. The wipers samples were analyzed for soluble chlorides and fluorides by 
anion exchange chromatography. 
Samples from an identical lot of Scott Utility Wipes (virgin) were cut into the minimum 
and maximum area sizes (4 and 25 square inches) as the potentiallly exposed samples. These 
samples were boiled with a minimum of hot deionized water ( IS  mega 'ohm) then squeezed 
and rinsed several times with deionized water into 25ml volumetric flasks. These extracts 
were tested by an "initial" anion exchange chromatography method for chlorides. 
An "optimized" method was developed for optimum accuracy and precision and the virgin 
samples were retested. The chloride results from this virgin wiper population were 
statistically analyzed to determine the range of water soluble chlorides. The potentially 
exposed wiper samples were then analyzed and the results were compared with that of the 
background population (virgin) to determine if chloride contamination existed. 
The virgin and potentially exposed wiper samples were reextracted 4 more times to 
determine the efficiency of the initial chloride extraction process. The total clilorides (5 
extracts) from the both sample groups were reevaluated to determine the extent of chloride 
contamination on the battery components and equipment. 
During the examination of the  test chromatographs, fluoride contamination was discovered 
in wiper samples from the test equipment. An analytical method to determine fluoride was 
developed. The first 3 extracts from the potentially exposed and virgin wiper samples were 
tested, and the total fluoride from both groups determined. A comparison of the results 
from both groups was made to determine the extent of tluoride contamination. 
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SAMPLE CHROMATOGRAPHS I 
P e a k s  : 
"A" - F l u o r i d e  
ttBw - B i c a r b o n a t e  
" c W  - C h l o r i d e  
n Sample  E2A: M i l l e r  C u t t e r  AB 
- 
TIME (MINUTES) 
I n S a a p l e  E1A: S p o t w e l d e r  
1 0  TIME (MINUTES ) 5 
TIME (MINUTES) 5 
Sample  B l a n k :  D e i o n i z e d  Water 
8 
I 
0 TIME (MINUTES) 5 
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~ L E  CBROMATOGRAPBS 
P e r k s  : 
"A" - F l u o r i d e  
"8" - B i c a r b o n a t e  
"CW - C h l o r i d e  
S a m p l e  E2A: M i l l e r  C u t t e r  
r 
Sample E m :  Spot Welder L* A 
b '5 
TIME (MINUTES) 





5 ppm F l u o r i d e  
,CA 0 5 
TIME (MINUTES) 
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I Fig, 1. Schematic of calorimeter with DD-cell and cell holder inside 
calorimeter chamber. 
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Time (hr) 
0.0 g.4 4.8 7.t 0.6 1e.o 
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I 
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Current = 1.0 A 3 0 
s 9) 








o . o i ' . . . ' ~ m . - a n ' . - . . - -  0.0 
0.0 2.4 4.8 7.0 0.8 12.0 
Capacity (Ah) 
Flg. d10: Effective thermoneutral Potential, load 
voltage and rate of heat generation for a Li/SOCl, 
cell at 20' C. 
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- - ,@.._ - - - - _ ,  
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Heat (W) - 
. . . , , , , . . , . . , , , , . . , , , . , 
i 
1 . . . . 1 . . . . 1 .  . . .  I . . . .  0.0 0.0 
0.0 5.0 10.0 18.0 20.0 85.0 
Capacity (Ah) 
Fig. ddl: Effective thermoneutral Potential, load 
voltage and rate of heat generation for a Li/BCX 
cell at  20° C. 
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Time (hr) 
0.0 2.5 6.0 7.8 10.0 12.8 
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0.0 l . . . . l . . . . l . - . - l m n n -  0.0 
0.0 6.0 10.0 18.0 20.0 2b.0 
Capacity (Ah) 
F'ig. dd44: Effective thermoneutral Potential. load 
voltage and rate of heat generation for a Li/BCX 
cell at 20. C. 
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0.0 3.0 6.0 0.0 12.0 15.0 
6.0 8.0 1 " " 1 " " 1 " " 1 " " '  
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-, - WL,, , , , . 
Heat (W) 
.. I..,..., .... I .  ,,..... 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 3.0 8.0 0.0 18.0 16.0 
Capacity (Ah) 
Fig. d6: Effective thermoneutral Potential, load 
voltage and rate of heat generation for a LI/SOCI~ 
cell at 40° C. 
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Mg. dd12: Effective thermoneutral Potential. load 
voltage and rate of heat generation for a Li/BCX 
Time (hr) 
0.0 9.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 15.0 
cell at 40' C. 
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Current = 1.0 A 
.................... I......,. 
a * .  . . . ... . , . . . .. .. ..*.' 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 3.0 6.0 0.0 1e.o 15.0 
Capacity (Ah) 
Flg. d?: Effective thermoneutral Potential, load 
voltage and rate of heat generation for a Li/SOCl, 
cell at 60' C. 
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Fig. dd41: Effective thermoneutral Potential. load 
voltage and rate of heat generation for a Li/BCX 
nme (hr) 
0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 1e.o 15.0 
cell at 60' C. 
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LVBCX, SVO, and CSC Cells 
POWER SOURCES FOR AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS 
Dr. William D. K. Clark 
Wilson Greatbatch Ltd. 
Clarence N.Y. 
presented at the 
NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
Huntsville, Alabama 
December 4-6, 1990 
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Chemistries at WGL 
I 
Lithium Silver Vanadium Oxide 
Lithium BCX (BrCl/thionyl chloride) 
Lithium Thionyl Chloride 
Lithium CSC (chlorinated sulfuryl chloride) 
Lithium Iodine 
Lithium Sulphur Dioxide 
Lithium Carbon Monofluoride 
Lithium Titanium Disulphide (Rechargeable) 
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1320 t 0.012in DIA. 
33.53 t 0.3mm 
2.393 t .OlSin 
60.78 * .4mm 
1.320 t .012in DIA. 
33.53 t .3mm 
1 .so-I I I 
0 
I 
4 8 12 16 1 
AMPERE HOURS 
.l 1 10 100 loo0 






Voltage (Nominal) 3.W 
At Room Temperature: 
Rated Average 
Load Voltage 3.4v 
Rated Discharge 
Current 175mA 
Rated Capacity 14 Ah 
Maximum Continuous 
Discharge Current lOOOrnA 
Operating -400C to 72°C 
Temperature Range(-- to 162OF) 
Weight 1159 
Safety Fuse 4 Amp 
Energy Density 413 Whkg 
(Also available in Non-Magnetic cell 
configuration) PIN 381320 
Sample Discharae Table 






List of the Redesigns 
Reduce thickness of anode and cathode 
Increase thickness of header 
Shorten wound cell stack 
\* # 
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Figure 10. Discharge curves of a group of D cells (redesign Ill, production build), 
discharged under a 20 ohm constant load. 
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Discharge curves of a group of redesigned OD cells discharged under a 
20 R constant load. 
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U N I V E R S R L  BCXC PROTOTYPE 
NRSR A N / P R C  S U R V I V A L  R R D I O  C O N T R R C l  
.062"  HEADERS 
S / N  2103 C!l 59291  S / N  2 104 0 59277  
S / N  2105  A 58847  S / N  2106  4- 588Y6 
S / N  2107 X 58869  
D I S C H Q R G E D  RT 2 1  0 E G . C  UNDER A  6 OHM LOHD 
cp~n7 IREV.  3.21 
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RHPERE HOURS 
OQT 332 MCD. NOV 28 1990 2 : 0 7 : 2 5  PM 
-404- 1990 
1- 2.331 i 0.015in -1 7 
59.21 * .4mm 1.320 i 0.012in DIA. 
33.53 t .3mm 
3B35-TC 
1 2.393 i .015in 
60.78 i .4mm 1.320 t .012 In DIA. i 33.53 i .3mm 
- 
1 10 100 loo0 loo00 
CURRENT (mA) 







W g e  (Nominal) 395V 
At Room Temperature: 
Rated Average 
b a d  Vdtage 3 . 4 ~  
Rated Discharge 
Current 500mA 
Rated Capacity 14 Ah 
Maximum Continuous 
Discharge Current 2000mA 
Operating -32% to 93% 
kperature Range(-26°F to 199°F) 
Weight 1169 
Safety Fuse 4 Amp 
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PWR AA-V: Preliminary Specification Sheet 
April, 1990 
L f / ~ f l  
Nominal Fused Cell DimenSions .................................... ht. 1.949"', dia. 0.538" 
Finished Cell Weight Minus Solder Tabs .................... 17.2 g 
Finished Cell Volume Minus Solder Tabs ................... 0.450 in3 (or 7.37 cm3) 
Nominal Discharge Current ............................................ 0.75 A 
. v r / j  
Maximum Continuous Discharge Current .................. 3 A  
+ 3 . 0  / &?.ae- 3. o/? 
Maximum Pulse Current .............................. .. .............. 10 A 
Nominal Capacity ................................................................... 1.3 Ahr 
Maximum Achievable Capacity ................................... 1.5 Ahr (Q0 mA rate) 
I Operating Temperature Range ...................................... -30 to +72OC 
.............. . i Gravimetric Energy Density Nominal Load 370 WNKg 
................ . Volumetric Energy Density Nominal Load 0.85 WNcm3 
I Estimated Self-Discharge Rate: ..................................... 25 % per year 
1 nominal length does not include bottom spacer and lemmunal cap as shown below. 
I 
' p o s i t i r t  terminal 
=-e 
top terminal assembly 
including Sfl fuse  
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0.297 2 0.01 5 
(7.6 mm) 
1.504 I 1 





Vdtage (Nominal) 3.W 
At Room Temperature: 
Rated Average 
b a d  Wage 3.w 
Rated Discharge 
Current l O O p  A 
Rated Capacity l.OAh 
Maximum Continuous 
Dischar~e Current 1mA 
- 
Operating -400C to 85% 
Tern~erature Ranoel-WF to 185W 
~ - -  ~ 
Weight log 
Energy Densty 360 W k g  
This product is manufactured 
under a qualny system designed 
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WILSON GREATBATCH L ID  
HIGH RATE LlTHlUMKHlONYL CHLORIDE 
ULTRA THIN PRISMATIC CELL - 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 0.465"L X 1.076"W X 0.1 95"T 
Weight: 5.08 grams 
Volume: 1.599 cc 
Hermetically sealedlinternally fused 
PERFORMANCE 
Open Circuit Voltage: 3.65V 
Rated Capacity to 2.67V (200 mA): 200 rnAhrs 
Operating Voltage: 3.1 V 
Gravirnetric Energy Density: 122 Whrslkg 
Volumetric Energy Density: 388 WhrsIL 
Voltage Delay: Eliminated by 500 mA burn-in for 1 minute 
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 






ce l l s  discharged under 200 mA loads 
Cells discharged at +50°C 
4 
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LITHIUM/SULFUR D IOXIDE  
HIGH RATE D CELL 
DATA SHEET 
PHYS I CAL CHARACTER l ST1 CS 
Dimensions: 1.273"D x 2.40"H 
Weight: 97 g 
Uolume: 50 cc 
PERFORMANCE 
Open Circuit Uoltage: 2.9SU 
Rated Capacity t o  2.OU ( 4  ohms): 9.0 Ahrs 
Operating Uoltage: 2.8U 
Gravimetr ic Energy Density: 260 Whrs/kg 
Uolumetr ic Energy Density: 503 Whrs/L 
Discharge Rate Temperature Capacity t o  2U Operat ing 
(Amps) ("C) (Ahrs) Uoltage 
SAFETV 
Cells uen t  mi ld ly  th rough  t he  designated s l i t  uen t  s t ruc tu re  a t  
90-1 30°C 
under  the  fo l l ow ing  condit ions: 
,040 ohm shor t  c i rcu i t  
2A forced charge 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
2A forced overdischarge 
-4 18- 
SANDIFI SO2 D - 
C H A R A C T E R I Z A T I O N  
S / N  3 6 2 1  PI 4 8 1 0 3  S / N  3 6 2 2  O 4 8 1 0 6  
S / N  3 6 2 3  A Y 8 1 0 7  S / N  3 6 2 Y  + Y 8 1 0 9  
S / N  3 6 2 5  X Y 8 1 1 3  
D ISCHARGED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE UNDER A Y OHM L O A D  
RMPERE HOURS 
WLOT (REV. 3. I I 
BATTERY WRKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
WILSON GREATBATCH LTD 
LITHIUM/SULFUR DIOXIDE 
STANDARD RATE D CELL 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 1.31 6" O.D. x 2.40" H 
Weight: 97 grams 
Volume: 53.5 cc 
Bottom Slit Vent Structure 
PERFORMANCE 
Open Circuit Voltage: 2.95V 
Rated Capacity to 2.OV (6.25 ohms): 9.6 Ahrs 
Operating Voltage: 2.8V 
Gravimetric Energy Density: 277 Whrslkg 
Volumetric Energy Density: 502 WhrsIL 
Self Discharge: 1 % per year 
AMBIENT AND LOW TEMPERATURE PERFORMANCE 
Discharge Rate Temperature Capacity to 2V Operating 
("c) (Ahrs) Voltage 
4 ohms (0.7 A) -35 
+21 
+55 
6.25 ohms (0.45 A) -35 
+21 
+55 
8 Ohms (0.35 A) -35 
+21 
+55 
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SflNDIA SO2 D 
PERFORMANCE 
CELLS STORE0 FOR 48 HRS. R T  54 0EG.C 
SIN 1289 I3 57661 S/N 1290 O 576115 
S/N 1291 A 57666 S/N 1292 + 57675 
S/N 1293 X 576116 
DISCHflRGEO A T  R O O M  TEMPERATURE UNDER A 6.25 OHM LOAD 
AMPERE HOURS 
CCLOI cncv. i. 1 1  
BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
Ampere hours 
Average Voltage 




Energy Density, WhIg 
Energy Density, Whlcc 
I 
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Energy Density (Whlg) 
Energy Density (Whlcc) 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
I 
SN: 36788 - TTPE: 94CFX 
4 9 9  OHM LOAD - TESTED F I T  ROOM TEMP. l2S0cl 
O MVDC X INTERNAL IMPEDANCE 
PLOT [REV. 3.11 
BATTERY WRKOHOP PROCEEDINGS WIT 271 TUE. SE? 27 1988 lOc38~37 RM 
1990 
1.009 i .012in DIA. 
25.63 i 0.3mm 
Delivered Capaci vs: Temperature 
(56 Ohm %ischarge) 
Temperature (OC) 
Running Voltage vs. Temperature 
(56 Ohm Discharge) 




Temperature Range -20°C 10 180°C 
Nominal Discharge Rate 45mA 
TEMPERATURE 
RANGE 
OC O F  
200 -392 
Maximum 
Continuous Rate 250mA 
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MIII.SON (;l<l:A I'I1A'I'C'I 1 1.'1'1) 10.000 WEHRLE DR.. CLARENCE, NY 14031 U.S.A 'I'l:I.I.S 01 :(SO I r A S  ' I I ( ,  if,') S570 
TELEPHONE: 7 16/759-6901 
PMX-HT 1/2AA 
Lithium / Fluorinated Carbon 
Preliminary Specifications 
Capacity 
Operating Temperature Range 




Energy Density (gravimetric) 
Energy Density (volumetric) 
Maximum Continuous Rate 
Nominal Discharge Rate 
LONDON OFFICE: 85-87 JERMYN STREET, LONDON SWY 6JD TELEX: 917835 TELEPHONE: 01-930-3948 FAX: 441-930-0751 
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WIL-SON GREA'TI5ATCt-1 LTD. 10.000 WEHRLE DR.. CLARENCE. NY 14031 U.S.A 'rlil-EX: 01 -:{SO I 'AS. 710 '75')-S570 
TELEPHONE: 7 16/759-6901 
LITHIUMISILVER VANADIUM OXIDE 
HIGH RATE C CELL 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 1.009" 0.0. x 1.82" H 
Weight: 61 .-/.grams 
Volume: 23.8 cc 
PERFORMANCE 
Open Circuit Voltage: 3.35V 
Theoretical Capacity to 2.OV: 6.48 Ahrs 
" # 
Average Operating Voltage: 2.6V 
Gravimetric Energy Density: 273 Whrslkg 
Volumetric Energy Density: 696 WhrsIL 
Self Discharge: less than 1% per year 
PROJECTED PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 





Capacity to 2V 
(Ahrs) 
U.K. OFFICE: TRING HOUSE, 9 ST. CUIHBERTS SIREET, BEDFORD MKQO-3JB TELEPHONE: 0234-215763 FAX: 0 2 3 4 - 2 1 2 9 1 2  
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
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WI[-SON G[~EA-I.[$ATCI{ l-.rl> 10.000 WEHRLE DR., CLARENCE, NY 14031 U.S.A 'I'l'l.liX. ')l.:{HO ['AS 71(1:7f)') s57') 
TELEPHONE: 716/759-690 1 
LITHIUMISILVER VANADIUM OXIDE 
HIGH RATE D CELL 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions: 1.316" O.D. x 2.45" H 
Weight: 129.5 grams 
Volume: 54.5 cc 
Bottom Slit Vent Design 
PERFORMANCE 
Open Circuit Voltage: 3.35V 
Theoretical Capacity to 2.OV: 13.81 Ahrs 
Average Operating Voltage: 2.6V 
Gravimetric Energy Density: 277 Whrslkg 
Volumetric Energy Density: 659 WhrsIL 
Self Discharge: less than 1% per year 
PROJECTED PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
AMBIENT AND LOW TEMPERATURE 
Discharge Rate Temperature 
(Amps) ("C) 
Capacity to 2V 
(Ahrs) 
U.K. OFFICE: TRlNG HOUSE. 9 ST. CUTHBERTS STREET, BEDFORD MK40-3JB TELEPHONE: 0234-215763 FAX: 0234-212912 
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CELL CHARACTERISTICS 
LlTHlUM/TlTANlUM DlSULFlDE AA CELL 
CAPACITY 
AVERAGE VOLTAGE 




ENERGY DENSITY (GRAVIMETRIC) 
ENERGY DENSITY (VOLUMETRIC) 
I BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
AA Li/TjS2 CYCLE LIFE PERFORMANCE 
1001400 ' r n ~  ChargelDischarge regime 
Cel I: 4571 6 
CYCLE NUMBER 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS ' 
AA LiITiS2 Cell Performance 
1 .OA Discharge .250A Charge 
CYCLE NUMBER 
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WILSON GREATBATCH LTD. 
CONTRACTS 
(1) JET PROPULSION LABORATORY/CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
No. 957092 
Developing a Flight Quality Lithium Thionyl Chloride Cell 
Contract ended July 1985 
(2 ) '  JET PROPULSION LABORATORY/CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
No. 958449 
High Rate D Size Lithium-Thionyl Chloride (Li-SOC12) Cells 
Contract ended 31 October 1989 
(3) JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY/APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY 
No. 605127-S 
Development of a Lithium Battery for the Ingestible Telemetry Device 
30 May 1989 - 31 December 1989 
( 4 )  NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
No. NAS5-30492 - Phase I 
Low Temperature Electrolytes for Emergency Locator Transmitter 
27 January 1989 - end of July 1989 
( 5 )  NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
No. NAS9-17701 
Li-BCX Cell Design Improvement and Data Generation 
17 September 1986 - 31 January 1987 
(6) NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
NO. NAS9-17821 
Support Testing and Improvement of Lithium/Bromine Complex Cells 
25 June 1987 - 1 July 1988 
(7 )  NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
No. NAS9-18142 
Testing and Evaluation of Li-BCX Battery Cells (Size DD) 
27 April 1989 - 28 February 1990 
(8) SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES 
No. 66-7980 
Lithium Sulphur Dioxide D Cell 
Early February 1990 - 26 September 1990 
1 
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(9) JET PROPULSION LABORATORY - NASA - SBIR - PHASE I 
NO. NAS7-1081 
Rechargeable Li/TiSs Cells with Long Cycle Life 
Early February 1990 through July 29, 1990 
(10) NASA/GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER - SBIR - PHASE 11 
No. NAS5-30964 
Development of a Battery for the Emergency Locator Transmitter 
29 May 1990 - 29 May 1992 
(11) NIH - NATIONAL HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD INSTITUTE - Phase I 
No. R43 HL40740-01 
Rechargeable Lithium Battery/Ventricular Assist Systems 
7 April 1988 - 6 October 1988 
(12) NIH - NATIONAL HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD INSTITUTE - Phase I1 
No. 2 R44 HL40740-02 
Rechargeable Lithium Battery/Ventricular Assist Systems 
March 1990 - March 1992 
(13) NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
NAS 9-18395 
Lithium/Bromine Complex Cells for Use in AN/PRC-112 Survival Radio 
August 1990. - July 1991 
(14) SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES 
No. 75-0840 
Lithium Sulphur Dioxide HR "Dl' Cells 
January 1989 - August 1989 
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1 INTRODUCTION. 
SAFT is developing a 250 Ah Lithium Thionyl Chloride Battery for an US booster. 
In the frame .of -this development, extensive cell testing is running to evaluate 
functional and safety performances. We will present to-day some significant results 
obtained during this evaluation phase. 
2 DESIGN. 
Cell was desiqned to ~ r o v i d e  a 250 A m ~ e r e  hour c a ~ a c i t v  with discharqe currents from 
4 to 6 0  Amps with voltage requirements at more than 3.9 Volts per celi. 
In addition, the battery has to provide 75 Amps pulse current with relaxed voltage. 
Cells designed to fulfil these requirements have a cylindrical shape with 133 mm 
diameter (5.24') and 9 8  mm height on case (3.86'). Cell weight is 2.8 Kg (6.17 Lb). 
3 TEST CONDITIONS. 
It has to be well under 
alone, but the battery, 
,stood that the cells being not the final product to be used 
individual cell testing depends strongly o f  cell interfaces 
and test procedures used. 
Cell evaluation testing has not the ambition to verify that a full battery in flight 
conditions will pass a given specification, but to give data to achieve the same goal 
by analysis. 
'So, the test conditions used for the various test presented hereafter are the 
following; as summarized in Figure 1: 
3 . 1  TEST TYPE 1. 
Cell stack is tested in boiler plate conditions. Temperature of the boiler plate 
is controlled by circulation of a fluid into the wall of the boiler plate case. 
Cell is filled by a remote system before discharge. So, stand-by time between 
activation and discharge could vary from minutes to days. All this equipment is 
very heavy and has a wide thermal capacity. Temperature of the electrochemical 
system is maintained by the temperature o f  the wall in contact with electrolyte. 
3 . 2  TEST TYPE 2. 
Cell exists physically, with its cell case, cover, bottom, in final 
configuration. 
The cell is electrically insulated from an aluminium sleeve, 3 mm thick, which is 
clamped in a thermally controlled water jacket, and this provides a thermal 
resistance to the reference temperature. 
Cell is filled and activated before discharge by the same remote system as above. 
3 . 3  TEST TYPE 3. 
Cell is installed, electrically insulated, into a 8 mm thick aluminium sleeve. 
This sleeve is clamped into the water jacket to control its temperature. 
3 . 4  TEST TYPE 4. 
Cell is installed, electrically insulated into a 8 mm thick aluminium sleeve, as 
above, but this sleeve is placed into a thermal chamber or ambient to control its 
temperature only by convection. 
4 TEST RESULTSL 
4 . 1  PRE-TEST CONDITIONS.  
Unless otherwise stated, all tests are done after a preliminary discharge having 
the role to check cell integrity before further testing. 
This preliminary discharge consists in discharging one minute at 65 Amps followed 
BATTERY UJRKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
by thirty seconds at 35 Amps. This test is repeated three consecutive days. 
Typical results are shown in figure 2. 
It can be seen that there is no significant voltage delay in these conditions, as 
the voltage drop when current is switched on is 3.15 Volts the first day, which 
is higher than the following voltage plateau, which is normal at the test 
temperature. 
It can be seen also that this voltage drop decreases from day one to day three. 
4.2 ABUSE TESTS ON FRESH CELLS.  
Safety is one of the major concerns when we consider the use of so high energy 
density systems as Lithium Thionyl Chloride. So we will talk now of cell 
behaviour in abuse condition. 
Cells are fresh cells, having passed only the pre-test above. They are 
interfaced in test condition type 4. 
4.2.1 Short circuit. 
Cell is dead shorted by an approximately 6 milliohms system. Figure 3 shows 
the voltage monitoring during that test. Current measurement was not accurate, 
but short circuit current was estimated around 600 Amps. After 15 or 17 
seconds, positive terminal melts, destroying the glass to metal seal, and cell 
stack burns through positive terminal and burst disc apertures during 
approximately 15 minutes. Figure 4 shows 'the temperature evolution of two 
different locations, on cover side and on wall side. 
This test shows that this type of abuse could be easily prevented by an 
adequate fuse system if necessary. 
4.2.2 Charae. 
Cell is treated as a secondary cell and is charged with a constant 40 Amps 
current. 
Figure 5 shows voltage and temperature evolution during that test for a cell 
tested with forced convection at 15 'C. As cell is not a secondary system, a11 
the electrical energy supplied is turned into heat and final equilibrium 
temperature and voltage depends of thermal environment. 
If heat exchange is not high enough, cell vents. 
In fact, charging a cell is a way to heat a cell by the inside and safety 
issues are the same as for external heating we will see now. 
4.2.3 Overtemoerature. 
Cell is externally heated. Figure 6 shows the voltage and cell housing 
temperature evolution. Test is continued up to venting. 
4.3.1 Effect of tem~erature. 
Discharges with steady state currents of 6 0  Amps are presented in Fig 7 for 
temperatures ranging from 5 to 80'C. 
For temperatures o f  10 and 40°C, that's fresh cells, without pre-test 
discharge, with test conditions type 2. 
For temperatures 5, 45 and 8O9C, that's cells having previously sustained the 
pre-test discharge at ambient temperature (which represents 4.2 Ampere hours), 
and tested in type 3 conditions. 
Two particularities have to be noted on these curves: 
One is for the shape of the curve at lOgC versus the others. That could be 
explained by the cell self heating, in an area where some degrees increase of 
internal temperature has a strong effect on performances. 
The other is the important voltage delay (2.3 Volts) observed at the beginning 
BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
I 
o f  d i s cha rge  a f t e r  s t a b i l i s a t i o n  ;it 80°C f o r  a  c e l l  a l r eady  d i s cha rged  by 4 . 2  
Ampere hours  a t  ambient temperature.  Th i s  con f i rms  t h e  impact  on performances 
p resen ted  by  s t o rage  a t  h i g h  tempera tu re  o f  p a r t i a l  1.y d ischarged  c e l l s .  
4 . 3 . 2  E f f e c t  o f  d i s cha rse  c u r r e n t .  
F i g u r e  8 p resen t s  d ischarge  curves  a t  v a r i o u s  c u r r e n t s  f o r  a  tempera tu re  of 
40'C. 
Performances p resen ted  here a re  on c e l l s  hav ing n o t  been subm i t t ed  t o  
p r e l i m i n a r y  d i s cha rge  and t e s t e d  i n  c o n d i t i o n  2 and 3.  
D ischarge  a t  14 Amps i n c l  ud iny  seve ra l  pcrl ses a t  va r i ous  d i f f e r e n t  c u r r e n t s  
t han  14 Amps, these  pu lses  a re  n o t  p resen ted  f o r  more c l a r i t y .  
D ischarge  a t  60 Amps i s  one o f  t h e  above p resen ted .  
On t h e  same graph i s  presented a  t y p i c a l  d i scharge  w i t h  c u r r e n t s  v a r y i n g  f rom 
42 t o  60 and 75 Amps. On t h i s  cu rve ,  we can see, by comparing i t  t o  t h e  
c o n s t a n t  60 Amps d ischarge ,  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  c e l l  i n t e r n a l  tempera tu re  r i s e  up: 
D u r i n g  t h e  f i n a l  60 Amps p u l s e ,  v o l t a g e  i s  l o v e r  on c e l l  c o n t i n u o u s l y  
d i s cha rged  a t  42 Amps, which i s  due t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  a t  t h i s  t ime ,  i n t e r n a l  
tempera tu re  i s  l owe r .  I n  t h e  same way, i t  can be seen t h a t  t h e  s l ope  o f  t h e  
dec reas i ng  v o l t a g e  i s  wors t  d u r i n g  d ischarge  a t  42 4mps t han  d u r i n g  d i s cha rge  
a t  60 Amps; t h i s  i s  due t o  t h e  f a c t  t h d t  as a l r eady  ment ioned about 
comparisons o f  severa l  d i scharges  a t  60 Fmps, v o l t a g e  decay i s  l e s s  
compensated by i n t e r n a l  hea t i ng  f o r  d i scharges  a t  42 Amps t han  f o r  d i s cha rges  
a t  60 Amps. 
4.3.3 Summary o f  e l e c t r i c a l  ~ e r f o r r ~ i s n c e s .  
4.3.3.1 Capac i t y .  
From t h e  t y p e  o f  t e s t s  p resen ted  above, we have deduced t h e  f o l l o w i n g  mean 
per formances:  
F i g  9 p resen t s  t h e  e v o l u t i o n  o f  c a p a c ~ t y  versus tempera tu re  f o r  average 
d i scha rge  c u r r e n t s  o f  14, 43, and 60 Amps. 
Capac i t y  i s  computed including t h e  even tua l  p r e l  i m i n a r y  d i s cha rge  i f  
necessary,  and w i t h  a  c u t o f f  o f  2 . 8  V o l t s ,  which i s  always under  t h e  "knee"  o f  
t h e  d i s cha rge  cu r ve  whatever t h e  d ischarge  c o n d i t i o n s  a re .  
For  60 Amps, d ischarges  are r e a l l y  made a t  60 Amps cons tan t  c u r r e n t .  
For  43 Amps, d ischarges  are made w i t h  c u r r e n t s  42, 60, 7 5  Amps, and t h e  
average i s  43 Amps f o r  t h e  g e n e r a l l y  observed r e t u r n e d  c a p a c i t y .  
For  14 Amps, d ischarges  are made a t  4, 14, 20 and 25 Amps and t h e  average 
v a l u e  i s  c l o s e  t o  14 Amps. 
Curves a r e  p l o t t e d  by us i ng  average va lues f o r  each tempera tu re  and c u r r e n t s .  
The more accu ra te  one i s  f o r  43 Amps, g i v i n g  t h e  a l r eady  w e l l  known e \ ~ o l u t i o n  
o f  e f f i c i e n c y  versus temperature,  w i t h  i t s  maximum around 45°C. The main 
o b s e r v a t i o n  t o  be made i s  t h e  c o n f i r m a t i o n  o f  t h e  s t r ong  e f f e c t  o f  c o l d e s t  
tempera tu res ,  w i t h  an impo r t an t  l o s s  o f  c a p a c i t y .  
The e v o l u t i o n  observed f o r  cons tan t  c u r r e n t s  o f  60 Amps, shows t h e  h i g h e s t  
c a p a c i t i e s  a t  temperatures o f  l e s s  than  40°C. Th i s  i s  due t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  as 
a l r e a d y  exp la i ned ,  a t  t h i s  c u r r e n t ,  ac tua l  c e l l  i n t e r n a l  tempera tu re  i s  h i g h e r  
t han  t e s t  tempera tu re .  Th i s  phenomenon a l s o  e x i s t s  a t  43 Amps, b u t  i s  l e s s  
severe.  
The v a l u e  ob ta i ned  a t  60 Amps and 80°C coresponds t o  t h e  maximum t e s t  
c o n d i t i o n s ,  as a t  end o f  d i s cha rge ,  c e l l s  a r e  near  t h e  l i m i t  o f  v e n t i n g .  
I t  i s  su re  t h a t  f o r  h i g h  temperatures and h i g h  c u r r e n t s ,  c a p a c i t y  w i l l  be 
l i m i t e d  by v e n t i n g  problems. Fu tu re  t e s t  w i l l  a l l o w  us t o  go i n t o  more d e t a i l s  
f o r  these  1 i m i t a t i o n s .  
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The evolution for 14 Amps is supposed as we have to-day only one plot! By 
deduction from the above observations, we think that maximum efficiency will 
probably be observed at temperatures higher than 40°C. Why? 
For 60 Amps, we have the maximum efficiency around 30*C, this corresponds to a 
given optimum internal temperature, for 43 Amps, it's 45'C, which corresponds 
to the same internal temperature. As at 14 Amps, current internal thermal 
gradient will be less than for the others, it will be necessary to have a 
higher test temperature to obtain the same internal optimum temperature. 
Further test t o  be performed in the future will infirm or confirm this 
assumption. 
So, determination of optimum cell capacity versus cell wall temperature is a 
way to evaluate the efficiency of cell internal design: As high is this 
maximum, as good is the cell internal thermal conductivity. 
The consequence is that a cell having been designed for high currents, high 
temperature, with small thermal gradients, wi 11 have low performances at cold 
temperature, as self heating wi 11 be 1 ower. 
4.3.3.2 Voltage. 
Figure 10 presents the evolution of voltage versus currents for different 
temperatures. 
Plotting is made by using the average value of all voltages recorded during 
discharges, including the various pulses, all along the discharges. 
Nevertheless, the "knee" of the discharge curves are not taken into account, 
by limiting the data to: 
250 Ampere hours for cells exceeding 275 Ampere hours. 
200 Ampere hours for cells which capacity is comprised between 225-275 Ampere 
hours . 
100 Ampere hours for cells which capacity is less than 225 Ampere hours. 
In the above 1 imit, we made the average of all plots describing the curve, 
including the main discharge and the various pulses. 
So, the presented curve represents the average voltage versus current and 
temperature, whatever the time i s during during discharge. 
A more accurate data treatment has to be made to separate performances at the 
beginning o f  discharge, during the "plateau" and during end of discharge. 
4 . 4  POST DISCHARGE SAFETY TESTS.  
4.4.1 Reversal 
Some discharges have been followed by reversal at a current of 42 Amps. 
Two procedures have been experienced for that: 
The first procedure consists in an uninterrupted discharge, the current being 
automatically switched to 42 Amps when the cutoff of 2.8 Volts o f  the normal 
discharge is reached, and the discharge being continued in these conditions 
with no stop, at the same temperature conditions than the main discharge. This 
is what is shown on Figure 11 after a discharge at 5'C and 60 Amps constant 
current. This type of test is representative of continuing a discharge of a 
battery in which, for any reason, a cell has a lower capacity than the other 
ones. 
As presented here, a stable reversal is obtained when the temperature is 
sufficiently low. 
Figure 12 presents what could happen if stable conditions are not achieved: 
For that test, vent was replaced by a pressure gauge, the cell was first 
discharged at 45'C and 283 Ampere hours have been drawn. When going to 
reversal at 42 Amps, voltage and pressure rise and the cell would have vented 
in normal conditions. As it was not present, reversal continues, but with a 
negative voltage higher than "normal". 
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The second procedure consists to stop the discharge at the normal cutoff of 
2.8 Volts, then to allow the cell to rest in open circuit voltage for hours or 
days, and to start a new discharge-reversal at the specified current of 42 
Amps after stabilisation at room (or specified) temperature, different from 
the conditions where main discharge was made. 
This type of test is representative of a discharge initiated on preliminary 
discharged cell s. 
Test results corresponding to that case are not yet available. 
4.4.2 Overtem~erature 
Some cells have been submitted to the same overtemperature test after 
discharge than already presented on fresh cells. Figure 13 shows the 
temperature and voltage evolution up to venting, showing that the cell is 
still safe in discharge condition, as venting temperature is lower than 
lithium melting point, which is 182'C. 
4.5  DISCHARGES ON AGED CELLS. 
Very few results are available to day, but main of the cells are in storage now 
and we hope to be in a position to present you more results next year. 
Figure 14 shows the pre-test characteristics of the same cell before and after a 
period of four months of storage at a temperature of 5'C. .Performances are not; 
significantly affected, ambiant temperature for the test being slightly worst for 
the post storage test. 
For the same cell, Figure 15 shows discharge after 4 months storage at 5'C, the 
discharge being made at 40'C in test conditions type 4. (i .e cell in thermal 
chamber). This cell was predischarged of 4.2 Ampere hours before storage, and one 
additional Ampere hour was drawn in the same condition after the storage period, 
as presented above. 
Capacity returned is slightly higher than the above presented results, this is 
due to the fact that for the first time we discharged cells into a thermal 
chamber instead of controlling the cell temperature by a fluid loop. This leads 
to a higher thermal gradient (cell wall temperature was 53'C at end of discharge) 
with the consequence of higher performances. 
4 . 6  CONCLUSION. 
This brief presentation of some of the typical test results presented to-day 
1 eads to the following conclusions: 
For the users: 
The Lithium/Thionyl-Chloride batteries are elected for their high energy density, 
which is to say their low weight, compared to others sources. 
The temperature of a lower weight item will be more sensitive to variations of 
internal and external heat fluxes than an heavier one. So, if previously 
temperature could be considered as a relatively independent parameter, it's no 
1 onger true. 
The use of high energy density Lithium/Thionyl -Cloride batteries is subjected to 
stringent thermal requirements to have benefit of energy density and to stay safe 
in any conditions. 
The battery thermal environment and discharge rate have to be adjusted to obtain 
the right temperature range at cell level, to have the maximum performances. 
Due to the strong correlation between performances and environment, users are to 
be very careful in specifying their need. Especially, what they imagine to be the 
worst cases could not be the right ones. 
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For the designers: 
Voltage and Capacity of Li thium/Thionyl -Chloride cell s are very sensitive to 
temperature. 
This temperature is the cell internal actual temperature during discharge. 
This temperature is directed by external thermal environment and by cell internal 
heat dissipation, i .e cell actual voltage. 
Thus, the only way to pass from test results to prediction o f  operational 
performances is through a; 'model ization of all this parameters. Direct 
extrapolation from test results to operational conditions is hazardous and must 
be avoided. 
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Development of a 300 Ampere Hour 
High Rate Lithium Thionyl Chloride Cell 
Gerard H. Boyle 
Yardney Technical Products, Inc. 
Yardney Technical Products, Inc. has been developing a high rate lithium thionyl 
chloride cylindrical cell with parallel plate electrodes. The development has been 
divided into three phases: 
Phase I 150 Ampere hour low rate (1 r n ~ / c m ~ )  design 
Phase I1 25 Ampere hour high rate (5 rnt4/cm2) design 
Phase 111 300 Ampere hour high rate (5 r n ~ / c m ~ )  design 
The basic design is the same for all three cells. The electrodes are perpendicular 
to the axis of the cylinder. Multiple electrodes are bussed up the side of the 
cylinder, 180' apart allowing excellent anode and cathode utilization. It is a 
lithium limited design with excess electrolyte. The cathode is Shacvinigan or Gulf 
Acetylene black with no catalyst. The electrolyte is 1.8 Molar lithium 
tetrachloroaluminate (LiAICI4) in thionyl chloride. All cell cases are 304L Stainless 
Steel with a BS&B burst disc. 
There are two primary advantages in a cylindrical parallel plate design: 1) Electrical 
performance--good electrode utilization; and 2) Thermal performance--heat 
conduction path is one radius for a high surface area cell whereas a wound cell of 
equivalent surface area would retain heat in the core of the cell. 
The 150 Ampere hour cell was chosen to work out the design in a low rate cell and 
verify electrical performance. A Number 6 cell case was chosen. The design 
differed from Phase I1 and Ill designs in that only one feedthrough electrode was 
used (anode). The cathode bus bar was welded to the cover making a case 
positive design. The parameters are as follows. 
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150 Ampere Hour Cylindrical Cell 
Voltage: 3.65 Volts 
Capacity: 150 Ampere hours 
Active Surface Area: 547 cm2 
Discharge Rate: 0.5 Amperes Continuous 
Size: 2.53" Diameter x 6.25" High (No. 6) 
Weight: 2.3 Pounds 
Cells were tested at +40°F and +90°F with the follocving results: 
150 Ampere Hour Cell Test Data 
Storage Test Test Median 
Condition Temperature Current Voltage Capacity 
Fresh + 40°F 0.5A 3.43V 156 Ahr 
Fresh + 90°F 0.5A 3.55V 162 Ahr 
1 0 0 ~ ~  (55 Days) + 90°F 0.5A 3.51V 150 Ahr 
Fresh + 40°F 1 .OA 3.35V 130 Ahr 
Fresh + 90°F 1 .OA 3.48V 133 Ahr 
1 0 0 ~ ~  (38 Days) t 90°F 1 .OA 3.45V 109 Ahr 
The following safety and abuse tests were conducted successfully on this cell. 
Safety and Abuse Tests 
DOT-E 8978: Shock, Vibration, Altitude, Thermal 
External Short Circuit: 62 Ampere Peak - MaxTemperature 1 Oo°C 
Overtemperature: Venting through Vent 1 2 0 ' ~  to 1 30°c 
Cell Reversz!: ever 100 Hours 
Drop Test: Repeated 20 Foot Drops 
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During Phase II a one-tenth size cell of 25 Ampere hour capacity was developed. 
The cell stack and the eiectrodes are the same diameter as in the fina! design. 
The individual electrodes use the same substrates and the same thickness of 
cathode carbon and lithium. The following are the 25 Ampere hour cell 
parameters. 
25 Ampere Hour Cylindrical Cell 
Voltage: 3.65 Volts 
Capacity: 25 Ampere Hours 
Active Surface Area: 1005 cm2 
Discharge Rate: 4.2 Amperes 
Size: 3.20" Diameter x 2.1 0" High 
Weight: 1.19 Pounds 
The following test data was obtained during performance testing and 
environmental testing. 
25 Ampere Hour Test Data 
Test Cell Case Capacity 
Temperature Temperature to  2.88V Average Load Voltage 
(OF) (OF) (Ah ) At 4.2A At 6.OA 
+ 40 73.6 27.63 3.31 8 3.254 
+ 55 89.2 30.90 .3.304 3.255 
+ 60 91.8 31 .OO 3.31 3 3.269 
DOT-E-7054 
Vibration, Altitude, Thermal 
Short Circuit 
125 Amperes, 5 Minutes, g/m Seal Cracked 
The 25 Ampere hour cell was used to evaluate electrochemical performance and 
to develop and test assembly procedures and fixturing. 
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The 300 Ampere hour cell is a direct scale up of the 25 Ampere hour cell. The 
actual capacity is 32.8 Ampere hours. The requirement is to deliver 250 .4mperz 
hours afi2r se\:en yeais storage. Based on data de\leioped on the M E S ?  prGg,ra~n 
on capacity loss during storage, the internal geomet~y of this cell made it necessary 
to design in a capacity of greater than 300 Ampere hours. 
The design parameters of the 300 Ampere hour cell are as follows: 
300 Ampere Hour Cell 
Voltage: 3.65 Volts 
Capacity: 300 Ampere Hour 
Active Surface Area: 10,203 cm2 
Discharge Rate: 42 Amperes Continuous 
Size: 3.20" Diameter x 11.0" High 
Weight: 6.5 Pounds 
The following is the electrical performance data. 
300 Ampere Hour Cell Test Data 
Test Cell Case Capacity 
Temperature Tern erature to  2.88V Average Load Voltage 
(OF) ( 4  max) (Ah) At 42A At 60A 
40 123 3 25 3.39 3.28 
70 151 320 3.42 3.32 
90 143 329 3.45 3.33 
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The following safety and abuse testing was conducted on this cell. 
Vibration: 25.4 grms to 73 grms at 42 Ampere Load 
(Three axes) 
Shock: 2000 G's at 60 Ampere Load (Three axes) 
Overtemperature: Vented through the vent. 
Reversal: Discharge at' + 40'~ then reversal. 
Benign vent through vent after 2.5 Hrs. 
Short Circuit: 660 Amperes, 39 seconds internally fuzed 
The 300 Ampere hour cell has met most of the design requirements. The current 
task is to build and test a nine-cell battery. 
A summary of the three designs presented are cylindrical cells using the lithium 
thionyl chloride chemistry. The design is anode limited with an excess of 
electrolyte. A summary of the three cells is as follows: 
Summary 
Capacity Ah: 150 25 300 
Discharge Rate-Amperes: 0.5 4.2 4 2 
Voltage at Rate: 3.50 3.31 3.42 
Diameter Inches: 2.53 3.20 3.20 
Height Inches: 6.25 2.1 0 11.0 
Weight Pounds: 2.3 1.19 6.5 
This work was funded by the U.S. Air Force through Jet Propulsion Laboratories. 
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Safety testing is'intended to simulate, under laboratory conditions and controls, situations that 
will subject a cell to externally induced stress. These stresses(or abuses) can occur at any time 
during the useful life of the cell, from the time of manufacture until it is expended during 
mission deployment. Abuse testing can be divided into three major categories: Electrical, 
Mechanical, and Thermal. Although electrical abuses are generally found to occur during 
handling or deployment, Mechanical and Thermal stresses can be induced during transportation 
and storage. Therefore, it would be prudent to include predicted environmental exposure as part 
of the test plan. In the selection of a test program, specific test requirements should be tailored 
to meet the predicted mission requirements. 
ELECTRICAL ABUSE TESTING 
SHORT CIRCUIT: The short circuit test is probably the most important electrical abuse test 
because it is the most likely to occur during handling. It is important to conduct the tests at both 
Room Ambient (75F) and Elevated Temperature (160F) because sometimes the results can 
surprise you. 
FORCED DISCHARGE INTO REVERSAL: This test is generally performed at a 10 hour, 100 
hour, and 1000 hour discharge rate. It is especially useful with multi-cell battery packs. 
MECHANICAL ABUSE TESTING 
DROP TEST: This test consists of dropping a cell from a height of 36 inches onto a concrete 
surface having a minimum thickness of 3 inches. The cell should be dropped at least once on 
each of three mutually perpendicular axes. Because this test is intended to simulate real-world 
mishandling, the abuse may occur at a temperature other than room ambient. Therefore the test 
sample should be divided into 3 groups; Low Temperature, Room Ambient, and High 
Temperature. 
PROJECTILE IMPACT: There are basically two reasons why this test is conducted. First; in 
a military scenario, unfriendly fire could penetrate a man-carried equipment and subsequently 
puncture a cell. We need to know whe.her this will cause a secondary and more serious problem 
than the original projectile. Second; The entrance, penetration, and exit of a high velocity 
projectile imparts a massive shock to the cell accompanied by physical disruption. The 
observations and data derived from this test allow us to compare the reaction of one cell 
chemistry and design versus another. 
CRUSH: In this test, the cell should be electrically monitored to determine the point at which 
internal shorting has occurred. The cell under test is crushed in a hydraulic press until the cell 
has reached a thickness equal to 113 to 114 of it's original dimension. 
DRILL TEST: Maintenance in and around a piece of equipment in which a Lithium cell has 
been installed could inadvertently be subjected to penetration by a high speed drill. It is important 
to know how the cell will react. 
NAIL PENETRATION: This is the type of abuse which could occur during packaging and 
shipping if wooden crates are utilized as the outer shipping container. 
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FUTURE PLANS 
In conjunction with physical abuse tests we plan to perform a thermal survey of the cells which 
exhibit venting with flame in order to characterize the intensity of the flame. This data will 
enable us to evaluate the degree of hazard associated with this event and it's subsequent effect 
on adjacent structures. To accomplish this we plan to use an Infrared thermal imaging system. 
We also have plans to perform measurements of the peak pressure and the velocity of the 
pressure wave generated by the occurrence of a Dynamic Event. The data generated by this test 
will also enable us to determine the degree of hazard associated with this event. 














































































































1) Short Circuit Test at +I60 F, Li/SOC12, 1.5 amp-hr, prismatic 
cell. 
21 Short Circuit Test at 75F, Li/SOC12, 3-cell battery, 1 amp-hr 
each, prismatic cell. 
3) blank space 
4 )  Projectile Impact, Li/(CF)x, DD cell. 
5) Same cell 
6) Same cell 
7 )  Projectile Impact, Li/SOC12, D cell. 
8) Projectile Impact, Li/(CF)x, C cell. 
9 )  Same cell. 
10) Projectile Impact, LilSOC12, D cell. 
11) Projectile Impact. Li/S02. 
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EXAMINATION OF THE DISCHARGE MECHANISM OF LI/CFx CELLS, 
COMPARISON OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION MECHANISMS 
3F PTFE AND !CFX), BY LITHIUM 
C. C. BAXAJ! AND N. MARGALIT 
B a t t e r y  Techno log  Center 
Tracor Technology Resources 
Rockv i l le ,  MD 20850 
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ABSTRACT 
Swel l  i n g  o f  (CFx)n e lec t rodes  i n  commercial L i / (CFx),  c e l l s  
p resen ts  a 1 i m i  t i n g  f a c t o r  i n  c e l l  design op t im i za t i on .  Examinat ion o f  
cathodes f rom such c e l l s ,  a f t e r  discharge, r evea l s  a r e l a t i o n  between c e l l  
o p e r a t i n g  temperatures and cathode swe l l  ing.  Attempts t o  e x p l a i n  t h e  s w e l l  i n q  
u s i n g  t h e  p r e v a i l i n g  model f o r  t h e  cathode r e a c t i o n  have f a i l e d .  
A more s u i t a b l e  r e a c t i o n  mechanism i s  proposed based on t h e  observed 
behav io r  of (CFx)n e lec t rodes  on d ischarge and a comparison o f  t h e  
r e a c t i o n  p roduc ts  o f  (CFX),,, and PTFE w i t h  l i t h i u m  amalqams. The proposed 
mechanism i s  i n  agreement w i t h  t h e  exper imenta l  da ta  found i n  t h e  l i t e r a t u r e .  
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I * 
INTRODUCTION 
E a r l y  developers o f  1  i th ium-organ ic  e l e c t r o l ~ t e  c e l l s  were a t t r a c t e d  t o  
(CFx), as a  p o t e n t i a l  cathode m a t e r i a l .  Th is  a t t r a c t i o n  was based on 
c a l c u l a t e d  t h e o r e t i c a l  energy values of which t h e  most ou t s tand ing  was a 
t h e o r e t i c a l  s p e c i f i c  energy approachinq 2000 whlkq*. C a l c u l a t i o n s  o f  s o l i d  
volume changes i n  t h e  L i / (CFx)n  c e l  l s ,  based on " c r y s t a l o ~ r a p h i c "  
d e n s i t i e s ,  i n d i c a t e d  a volume r e d u c t i o n  caused b,v a c t i v e  m a t e r i a l s  
t r ans fo rm ing  i n t o  products  o f  about 35%. However, i n  p r a c t i c e ,  l oad ina  o f  
a c t i v e  m a t e r i a l s  was l i m i t e d  by  an unexpla ined severe cathode s w e l l i n g  which 
r e s u l t e d  i n  c e l l  chok ing and/or b u l g i n q  o f  f l a t  c e l l  wa l l s .  
Th i s  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  was aimed a t  t r y i n g  t o  understand t h e  cathode s w e l l i n q  
phenomenon and, i f  poss ib le ,  f i n d  a  way t o  increase t h e  a c t i v e  m a t e r i a l  
l o a d i n g  i n  L ~ / ( C F ~ ) ~  c e l l s .  The assumotion t h a t  a  "cure"  m iqh t  be found 
was based on t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  of t h e  so lva ted  l i t h i u m  i o n  " i n t e r c a l a t i o n "  
model by Watanabe and coworkers i n  Japan**. 
Th i s  p resen ta t i on  covers some o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  f i r s t  t h r e e  stages o f  
t h i s  i n v e s t i g a t i o n :  p r e  and pos t  d ischarge teardowns o f  commercial c e l  l s ,  
l i t h i u m  amal~am r e a c t i o n  w i t h  (CFx),, a  d iscuss ion  o f  r e s u l t s  and 
p o s t u l a t i o n  o f  a  p l a u s i b l e  r e a c t i o n  mechanism. Some comments reqa rd ing  
on-going work w i l l  a l so  be made. 
* Th is  number i s  based on t h e  assumption t h a t  t h e  EMF o f  t h e  e lec t rochemica l  
r e a c t i o n  i s  between 2.8 and 2.9 v o l t s .  See - J. P. Gabano, "An OverviewN 
i n  " L i t h i u m  B a t t e r i e s "  IJ. P. Gabano ed) P. 2, Academic Press, New YorC, 
NY, 1983. 
** For  a  f u l l  p resen ta t i on  o f  Watanabe's qroup work see "Graphi te  F l u o r i d e s  
and Carbon-Fluor ine Compounds", T. Nakajima and N. Watanabe, CRC Press, 
Boca Raton, FL, 1990. 
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VOLUME CHANGES OF CATHODES I N  BR-2325 CELLS DUE TO DISCHARGE 
WET CATHODES VOLUME BEFORE DISCHARGE 
3 Volume *(Cm ) 
0.261 
0.251 
CATHODES FROM DISCHARGED CELLS 
32°F and 120°F Discharge Across a 37,500 ohm Load 
6 Volume* ( % )  
75'F D i scha rp  Across a 15,000 ohm Load 
4 Vol ume* ( % )  
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TEARDOWN O F  COMMERCIAL CELLS 
A number of commercial ce l l s  were torn down, pre and post d i scha r~e .  In 
a1 1 cases significant cathode swell ing was observed during discharqe. For 
example, the cores of pin ce l l s ,  which were easily removed from the cell  can 
before discharge, could n o t  be released without cutting the can, a f te r  
discharge. 
The most interesting observations were made in button ce l l s  where special 
provisions were made to accommodate cathode swelling. 
Most s ignif icant  were resul ts  obtained from measurements of the dimensions 
of (CFx), cathodes from button ce l l s  before and a f t e r  discharge a t  
different  temperatures, fo r  example, the resul ts  obtained from BR2325 ce l l s .  
Considering that  manufacturer I used a propylene-carbonate ( PC) - 
dimethoxyethane (DME) solutions and manufacturer I1  used a 4-butyrolactone 
( G B L )  solution and that  the obtained cell  capacities were similar,  one i s  hard 
pressed to  claim a major impact of solution composition on swelling. 
However, a clear trend regarding the degree of swelling and i t s  relation 
to  temperature and perhaps rate  of discharge i s  apparent. 
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l b r  bchnology Resources MICROSCOPY OF REACTION PRODUCTS 
O r i  gi nal (CFx), Powder 
RT h a 1  gam Reaction .Product 
60' C Amal gam Reaction Product 
T h t a  Lchnoiogy Resources 
SEM MICROGRAPHS OF DISCHARGE PRODUCTS 
Ori gi nal ( CFX),, Powder 
60 C Amal pm Reaction Product 
-483- 
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SEM MICROGRAPHS OF DISCHARGE PRODUCTS ( Cont. ) 
RT Amal gam Reaction Product 
RT Reaction Product From L i  / lM LiAsF6 i n  DMSI 
(CFx), Hg C e l l  
-484- 
LITHIUM AMALGAM REACTIONS WITH (CF,), 
Dousek and coworkers have inves t iga ted  the  r e a c t i o n  o f  PTFE, a s i m i l a r  
f luorocarbon,  w i t h  l i t h i u m  amalgams*. They repor ted t h a t  t h e  reduct ion  
proceeded by l i t h i u m  ions and e lec t rons  m ig ra t i on  t o  C-F r e a c t i o n  s i t e s  
through the  polymer wi thout  i n v o l v i n g  t h e  solvent .  
Attempts t o  run  a s i m i l a r  experiment by  submerging (CF,In i n  a l i t h i u m  
amalgam f a i l e d .  However, (CFXln powder spread over t h e  amalgam surface, 
i n  a c o n t r o l l e d  atmosphere box under argon, s t a r t e d  r e a c t i n g  and t u r n i n g  f i r s t  
gray and u l t i m a t e l y  black a t  room temperature. 
A s i m i l a r  experiment was run by p lac ing  (CFx), powder on. t h e  amalaam 
i n  a sealed vessel and s t o r i n g  i t  a t  60°C. 
The r e a c t i o n  products from both reac t ions  were examined under t h e  
microscope and by SEM. The room temperature product cons is ted  of a f i n e r  
powder w h i l e  t h e  60°C product appeared more coarse. 
SEM micrographs o f  bo th  r e a c t i o n  products showed opening o f  t he  fCFxln 
layers  and small c r y s t a l l i t e s  i n  t he  openings. It aDpears t h a t  more and 
b igge r  c r y s t a l 1  i t e s  formed i n  the  h igh  temperature product.  Note a lso  t h e  
s i m i l a r i t y  between the  SEM micrographs o f  (CFx)n discharqed, w i t h  Hg as a 
cu r ren t  c o l l e c t o r  and a 1M LiAsF6 so lu t ion ,  vs l i t h i u m  and the  SEM 
micrograph f o r  t he  room temperature amalgam r e a c t i o n  product.  
* Dousek and coworkers publ ished a number o f  papers on t h i s  subject .  Of 
p a r t i c u l a r  i n t e r e s t  should be: 
1. F. P. Dousek and J. Jansta, Electrochemical Acta, 20, 1 (1975). 
2. F. P. Dousek and J. Jansta, Carbon, 18, 13 (19801.- 
3. L. Kavan, F. P. Dousek, D. Micka a n d J .  Weber, Carbon, 26, 235 (1988). 
-
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF 
PTFE AND (CFX)" BY LITHIUM 
PROPOSED MECHANISMS 
PTFE (Dousek e t  a1 ) 
[- CiC-Ih-) t o  more ordered form 
LiF.-)to l a r ~ r  crystals 
fast 
Li +PTFE----$ 
(CFX)n  by analogy 
n Li + ( C F W C C F L ~ I ~ ~ L ~ F  + nC 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
F F F  
I l l  
- C - C - C  - 
I l l  




These r e s u l t s ,  t he  Li /(CFx)n l i t e r a t u r e  and Dousek's work on the  
electrochemical reduct ion  o f  PTFE by l i t h i u m  amalaam suggest t h a t  both 
f luorocarbons r e a c t  s i m i l a r l y  w i t h  1  i t h i u m  amalgams. 
I n  t h e  case o f  PTFE, l i t h i u m  ions migrate through t h e  s o l i d ,  e lec t rons  
migrate through t h e  carbon chain, c r y s t a l l i t e s  o f  L i F  are formed and t h e  
carbon chains attempt t o  form carbon r i n g s  i f  not  small graphene layers.  
X-ray d i f f r a c t i o n  i nd i ca tes  t h e  presence o f  L i F  but  "no carbon". Ac t i ve  
carbon released by room temperature removal o f  t h e  L iF  i s  s o f t  and springy. 
When L i F  i s  re leased by melt ing, t he  remaining carbon i s  more coarse. Most 
noteworthy are  t h e  observat ions tha t :  
- R e s i s t i v i t y  measurements on PTFE reac t ion  products i n d i c a t e  an 
exponenti a1 decl i n e  s t i  11 measureable about a  year a f t e r  t h e  mater ia l  
was formed. 
- The r a t e  o f  L i F  c r y s t a l  growth and decreasing r e s i s t i v i t y  a re  a lso 
temperature dependent. 
A s i m i l a r  mechanism can be proposed f o r  t he  cathode r e a c t i o n  i n  L i / (CFx) 
c e l l  assuming t h a t  t he  chemical step fo l lowing the  e lectrochemical  s tep i s  
a l s o  slow. 
BATTERY UORKSHOQ PROCEEDIUGS 
Tfacor Technology Resources 
MARGRAVE 
THERMODYNAMIC AND Eo VALUES FOR THE REACTION 
XnLi + (CF,). 4 XnLiF + xnC 
THERMODYNAMIC AND EO VALUES FOR EQUATION 
X - AGO298 -~SO298 E O 
i n  CF kJ/mol e J/mole K Vol t s  
EBEL AND KIESTER 
HEAT RELEASED BY NOW-ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESS 
Current 
* Estimated from graph 
* Extrapol ated 
BATTERY WRKSHQP m E D I N G S  
Such a mechanism could exp la in  the  apparent "anomaly" reported by Ebel and 
K e i s t e r  regard ing t h e  heat released by a LiI(CFx), c e l l  due t o  non 
electrochemical process(es) dur ing discharge*, They re00r ted  t h a t  t he  heat 
per  mole evolved b y  such process(es) increased as t h e  cu r ren t  decreased 
approaching a value pred ic ted on the  basis o f  Marqrave's thermodynamic 
calculat ions** .  As t h e i r  cur rents  went down t o  values below 50 A one could 
assume t h a t  they were d ischarging t h e i r  c e l l  slow enough so t h a t  a s i a n i f i c a n t  
amount o f  t h e  forming intermediate decomposed du r ing  discharqe. As the  r a t e  
o f  discharge increased, less  heat per mole was generated by these processes 
du r ing  discharge. 
The slow decomposing intermediate model a lso helps i n  understanding how 
c e l l s  surv ive  r e l a t i v e l y  h igh  r a t e  discharges and are  no t  destroyed by t h e  
amount o f  heat which must be released by  t h e  non electrochemcial processes. 
The i m p l i c a t i o n  o f  t h i s  proposed r e a c t i o n  mechanism i n  terms o f  heat 
management and p re fe r red  discharge regimes are i n t e r e s t i n g  bu t  go beyond t h e  
scope o f  t h i s  presentat ion.  
S t i l l  X-ray d i f f r a c t i o n  does not  show t h e  presence o f  a rCFLi1 e n t i t y  on 
t h e  surface o f  t he  discharge product composite n e i t h e r  i n  the  case o f  
(CFx), nor  i n  t h e  case o f  PTFE. The quest ion remains, how does t h e  
l i t h i u m  i o n  reach C-F reac t i on  s i t e s  i n  bo th  cases a f t e r  t h e  intermediate on 
s u r f  ace 1 ayer has decomposed. 
* S. J. Ebel and P. K e i s t e r  i n  "Proceeding o f  t h e  Electrochemical Society 
Meeting" Las Vegas, October 1985, Abstract  91. 
** For a d e t a i l e d  account o f  Margrave's work see - 3. L. Wood, A. 3. Valerga, 
R. B. BaLachhope, and J. L. Margrave. ECOM-0105F (A0 755934), F i n a l  
Report, December 1972. 
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Tracor Technology Resources 
PROPOSED MECHANISM 
STEP 1 : Li th ium i o n  enters through carbon. 
STEP 2: L i th ium i o n  reaches C-F react ion s i t e .  
STEP 3: Intermediate formation. 
STEP 4: Intermediate decomposi ti on. 
STEP 5 :  Growth o f  L i F  c r ys ta l  1 i t e s  and ordering of carbon. 
BATTERY W R K S W  PROCEEDINGS 
PROPOSED MECHANISM 
We propose that  a f t e r  the surface of the fluorocarbon is  covered with 
carbon and LiF, lithium ions proceed to enter the composite solid reaction 
product through the carbon. Indeed the more ordered the product carbon i s  the 
f a s t e r  l i t h i u m  ions should m i  grate through i t ,  hence, the preference for  
re la t ive ly  ordered carbons for  the production of (CFx)" .  
Electrons entering through the carbon skeleton and 1 ithium ions migrating 
through the carbon can reach reaction s i t e s  and form the intermediate. 
The intermediate will decompose into carbon and LiF a t  a ra te  depending on 
temperature. The nature of the resultant composite, i .e .  s i ze  of LiF 
crystal  1 i tes  and the degree of order of the carbon, will depend on the 
temperature history of the reaction and the stored reaction product. 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
Tracor Technology Resources 
ONGOING WORK 
1. T e s t i n g t h e  " l i t h i ummov ing th rough  carbon" hypothesis. 
2. Exaninin g ( CFx),, powder d i s c h a r p d  a t  d i f f e r e n t  temperatures. 
3.  S t a r t i n g  t o  look f o r  "post d i s c h a r p "  heat generation. 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
Ticor Technology Restturces 
CONCLUSION 
6 I t  appears that cathode swelling in Li/(CF,), ce l l s  i s  a result 
of chan g?s i n  particles morphology during dischar 9. 
o Electrodesswelling, at least incommercial  bu t tonce l l s ,  appears to 
be temperature dependent. 
o The postulated mechanism seems to explain available data. 
o The chal len gz remains - can the swell i n  9 of (CF,), cathodes 
during discharge be reduced so as to allow s i  gnifically better 
performance of Li /(CFXln cells .  







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BATTERY YORKSWP PROCEEDINGS 
Life Testing of Secondary Ag-Zn Cells 
Jeffrey C. Brewer and 
R a j  iv Doreswamy 
NASA 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
In the past, the silver-zinc (Ag-Zn) cell has been considered 
strictly a high energy-density primary cell. Because of its 
relatively short l1wetw life, the Ag-Zn cell was overlooked for any 
application which required any substantial cycle life. Unique 
applications, however, that would demand a high energy-density 
power system along with an intermediate "wett1 life would match up 
rather well with the Ag-Zn cellls capabilities. 
Testing on a variety of secondary Ag-Zn cells has been going on at 
the Marshall Space Flight Center for nearly six years. The latest 
test involves a 350 ampere-hour cell design that has been cycled 
now for 12 months and has achieved approximately 5400 low-earth- 
orbit cycles as well as 12 deep discharges. This test not only is 
a life test on these cells but also addresses different methods of 
storing these cells between the deep discharges. Also, impedance 
measurements are made on one of the packs during periodic deep 
discharges. It is hoped that this will give a good correlation 
between the health of a cell and its impedance. 
This test began in mid-November, 1989, and will be completed in the 
spring of 1991. 
-509- BATTERY WRKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
PRECEDING PACE BLANK NOT FlLMLD 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
-510- BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPh 
~ 
Instrumentation and Data Acpisition 8ystetm 
The overall test control is performed by an HP9000/300 workstation 
running HP Basic. This system controls all major data acquisition 
functions as well as regulation of day/night times and charge and 
discharge control. The actual data acquisition is performed by an 
HP3497 system equipped with an extender chassis. 
In addition to computer based data acquisition and storage, visual 
displays are provided. These include voltage and current panel 
meter readings for all packs.  his data is also tracked in real 
time on strip chart recorders. This provides a quick visual 
overview of test activity and aids in tracking system anomalies and 
disturbances. 
I BATTERY Y#l(UlOP PROCEEDINGS 
FIGURE 2 
-512- ORGINAL PAGE 
RLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
Pack Assembly 
The four, six-cell packs are tested in two environmental chambers 
for accurate thermal control. The solar arrays are simulated by 
four Hewlett-Packard power supplies, one for each pack. Electrical 
loads are simulated by individual PS2L programmable load banks, 
operating in constant current mode. 
The 24 cells were grouped in four packs of six cells each. Two of 
the four packs are pictured here. They were assembled on a common 
aluminum baseplate and were placed in one of two environmental 
chambers used in this test. An identical set-up was done for the 
other two packs. 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Initial LEO Cycle Profiles 
The facing table (table I) shows the initial LEO cycle profiles for 
all four packs. A total of 468 orbits are shown between each deep 
discharge. Pack 1 shows only 448 cycles because of a longer deep 
discharge (30 hours longer) than the other three packs. The 
different cycling profiles are being used in order to investigate 
an optimum method of storing these secondary Ag-Zn cells while not 
in use. The cells are not designed for LEO application; this is 
simply a possible storage method. 
Current LEO Cycle Profiles 
The table also shows the current LEO cycle profiles being used. 
Changes were made in the test plan that altered the LEO cycle 
profiles following the third "month" of LEO cycling. All packs are 
currently running a 35-hour deep discharge; thus, each pack now 
only cycles for a total of 448 orbits before beginning the next 
deep discharge. Also, pack 2 is no longer cycling but remains open 
circuit in the discharged condition for six weeks before being 
recharged for another deep discharge. This is another potential 
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O-b~ts (since last deep di&g?) 
+w1 +Pack3 -,,-Pack4 
L I 
Figure 3 -- State of charge vs. orbits (since 
last deep discharge) during 4th month of LEO 
cycling for packs 1, 3, and 4. 
O-bl ts (slm last ckep dls$argel 
+w1 +Puck3 -b-PBck4 
I I 
Figure 4 -- State of charge vs. orbits (since 
last deep discharge) during 11th month of LEO 
cycling for packs 1, 3, and 4. 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
I rn 1 a am 
Tine (Minutes) 
+Pack1 +w2 -',-Pack3 x M 4  
I I 
Figure 5 -- Average cell voltage vs. time 
during 6th deep discharge for all four packs. 
I l~ll 1 a am 
Tine (Minutes) 
+m1 t W d c 2  -',-Pack3 + k t 4  
1 1 
Figure 6 -- Average cell voltage vs. time 
during 12th deep discharge for all four packs. 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
A g - Z n  4-Pack T e s t  
Capacity Test  Summary 
Table I1 -- Baseline and Ten-Month Capacity Test Results for All 
Four Packs. 
BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEED I NCS 




431 ( 7 . 5  A) 
Ten-Month 
Capacity 
369 ( 6 . 9 / 1 7 . 5  A) 
Test Results and Discussion 
All packs continue to operate nominally following the 12th deep 
discharge. There are few signs of degradation in any of the four 
packs. There do appear to be some trends developing that will be 
discussed momentarily. The SOC levels at the end of the month of 
LEO cycling for each pack has remained relatively constant over the 
course of the test (figures 3 and 4). Likewise, no degradation has 
been seen during the deep discharges (figures 5 and 6). As 
expected, the capacity test during the 10th deep discharge yielded 
reduced capacity values compared to the baseline capacity test 
(table 11). Although a decline was expected, some of the capacity 
loss shown could be artificial. Early in the month of LEO cycling 
prior to the capacity test, an inadvertent capacity test was run on 
packs 1, 3, and 4. Because there was thought to be sufficient time 
remaining in the month for the packs to be fully recharged, no 
adjustment was made to allow for extra charging. The SOC for each 
of the three packs, however, was increasing at the time of the 
capacity test and would have undoubtedly increased further had 
there been a normal amount of cycling throughout the month (an 
extra 150 orbits). Thus, a comparison of these capacities to the 
baseline capacities for these three packs would not be valid, 
although a comparison between packs is valid to some degree. These 
comparisons, however, are hindered further by the fact that the 
baseline capacity test for packs 2, 3, and 4 were made at 45 amps 
(A) while the rate for pack 1 was 7.5 A. Also, the capacity for 
pack 2 was unaffected by the LEO cycling and is therefore an 
accurate capacity measurement. With all of this in mind, it may be 
difficult to come to many conclusions about the capacities shown. 
One clear observation is the 11.8% loss seen in pack 2. Since it 
was unaffected by any LEO cycling anomalies, it should have shown 
a smaller loss than the packs that were not able to be fully 
recharged. However, packs 3 and 4 both showed a lower calculated 
loss (10.4 and 8.4, respectively) , and would have lost even less 
under normal cycling conditions. (Pack 1 is not a valid comparison 
here because of the rate used in its baseline capacity 
measurement). This could be an indication that, by leaving Ag-Zn 
cells open circuit between deep discharges a faster cell 
I degradation may result. This may be true even if left open circuit 
I at low SOC levels. The only other valid comparison is between 
packs 3 and 4, which have seen identical test conditions with the 
exception of the method of storage between deep discharges. A 
I difference in capacity loss can be seen between these two packs. 
This can be attributed to the different LEO cyclinq methods used 
for these two packs. The greater capacity loss observed in pack 3 
supports theories stating that continually cycling to a full SOC 
will result in an accelerated degradation of the cell. This is due 
to increased separator oxidation and zinc dendrite growth resulting 
from the inevitable overcharge that will occur as a cell approaches 
a fully charged state. 










Crblts [since last deep dlscttrg?) 
+ H I C h  +Loch +AVD 
+Hi kh +LOB +k Rh 
I 
Figure 7 -- EOC/EOD Hi/Lo/Av cell voltages vs. 
I 
orbits (since last deep discharge) during the 
- - 
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Crblts (SIW last deep dlscttrg?) 
+Hi Ch +Lo Ch +Av Ch 
+HI Rh +loM -Av Rh 
I 
Figure 8 -- EOC/EOD Hi/Lo/Av cell voltages vs.' 
orbits (since last deep discharge) during 11th 
month of LEO cycling for pack 1. 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
I I 
Figure 9 -- EOC/EOD Hi/Lo/Av cell voltages vs. 
orbits (since last deep discharge) during the 
4th month of LEO cycling for pack 3. 
I m a 300 II a 
mits [slm last deep dlsdwp] 
+Hi Ck +Lob ,)#a 
+HI RR +LO MI +kv Rh 
t 1 
Figure 10 -- EOC/EOD Hi/Lo/Av cell voltages 
vs. orbits (since last deep discharge) during 
the 11th month of LEO cycling for pack 3. 
BATTERY UORKSmR PROCEEDINGS 
Dbl ts (slm last deep dl Wg?) 
+HI al +Lorn  -,,-Aval 
+Hi l kh  +LOW -Av l kh  
I I 
Figure 11 -- EOC/EOD Hi/Lo/Av cell voltages 
vs. orbits (since last deep discharge) during 
the 4th month of LEO cycling for pack 4. 
Dblts (slm last deep dlW(p) 
+Hi UI +LORI -,,-AvUI 
+Hi Rh + L O M  +Av kh 
I 
Figure 12 -- EOC/EOD Hi/Lo/Av cell voltage; 
vs. orbits (since last deep discharge) during 
the 11th month of LEO cycling for pack 4. 
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Test Results and Discussion (continued) 
Figures 7 and 8, 9 and 10, and 11 and 12 show the high, low, and 
average cell voltages at the end of charge (EOC) and discharge 
(EOD) during the 4th and llth months of LEO cycling for packs 1, 3, 
and 4, respectively. There seems to be little difference between 
~ the 4th and llth months for pack 1. Pack 4 seems to have improved 
in that there is a reduced amount of cell-to-cell variation as well 
as slightly lower EOC voltages. Pack 3, however, shows an increase 
in cell-to-cell variation (both on charge and discharge) as well as 
an accompanying fall-off in low cell EOD voltage as the pack 
approaches the end of the month of LEO cycling. This divergence 
can be attributed to the increased stress on the cells that occurs 
as they see more and more cycling time at a full SOC. 
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Impedanoe Test Proaedure / Setup 
Impedance tests have been performed on the Ag-Zn six-cell pack four 
times since the commencement of testing. These tests will be used 
to characterize the impedance of the Ag-Zn cells at various levels 
of discharge. To insure consistent test conditions all tests were 
performed during deep discharges or capacity tests. 
The test was performed by injecting a sinusoidal current and 
measuring the magnitude and phase angle of the resultant voltage. 
Frequency was swept from 10 Hz to 1 MHz and DOD levels varied from 
0% to 70%. The actual calculations and measurements were performed 
by using a Textronix 7854 programmable digital oscilloscope. The 
input signal was provided by an HP 3310A variable frequency signal 
generator (figure 13). 
I BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
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AgZn lm edance Test 




V 1 10 
1 
4 
AgZn lm edance Test 
Or l! It 4041 
FIGURE 14 
W T E R Y  URKSllOP PROCEEDINGS 
L 
Impedance Test Results: Magnitude 
I The basic results of this test have yielded an impedance "envelopew 
I for various frequencies and DOD levels. 
I The low frequency impedance magnitude varied between 10 and 100 milliohms. The 
magnitude is relatively constant to approximately 5000 Hz, at which 
point it begins to climb at 20 dB/decade. The low-frequency 
impedance is generally lower as DOD levels increase (figure 14). 
BATTERY UDRKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
AgZn Impedance Tests 
Orbit ,1796 
AgZn lm edance Test 





1 -  
; DOD=38% 
FIGURE 15 
BATTERY URWU(OP m E D I Y G S  
Impedance Test Results: Phase Angle 
The phase angle characteristics are not as consistent as the 
magnitude results. Low frequency phase angle varies from 45 
degrees to 20 degrees. The phase angle approaches zero degrees 
(resistive impedance) in a frequency range of 100 Hz to 1500 Hz. 
The phase angle then began a climb to 90 degrees (inductive load) 
as the frequency increased (figure 15).   his climb may be due to 
the transformer used in the test apparatus. In some cases, 
however, the phase angle proceeded to start a descent at higher 
frequencies (see plot). This behavior is unusual but may be 
explained in part by the limitations of the ac voltage source. 
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NASA AEROSPACE BATTERY WORKSHOP 
December 4 - 6 1990 
EVALUATION O F  
SODIUM-NICKEL CHLORIDE 
CELLS FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS 
esa 
estec european space research and technology centre 
I 
B. Hendel & G .  Dudley 
European Space Research & Tecl~nology Centre 
PO Box 299, 2200AG Noordwijk 
The Netlrerlands 
. 
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EVALUATION OF SODIUM NICKEL C~ILORIDE CEI,I,S FOR 
SPACE APPLICATIONS 
11. IlctiJcl c9L (;. 1)11tIlcv 
I:uropc;~ri Spncc Ilcscarcli "k 'l'ccliriology ('rntrc 
1 '0  I3ox 209, 2200A( i Noortlwijk 
'l'hc Nctlierl;rtiJs 
This paper outlincs tlic st:itus of thc ruropcan Spacc Agcncy programme on sotliu~n liickcl 
cliloridc h:ittcries and rcports thc results of initial tests of two prototype spacc cclls. After 2800 
cyclcs typical of a low-cart11 orbit (1,IJO) application without fail~lrc, the rccliargc ratio rctnaincd 
at unity, ttic round trip cncrgy cficicncy rcmaincd high (87%) ant1 tlic incrcasc in intcrnnl ccll 
rcsistancc was tnotlrst. Initial tcar-down analysis ciat;i slio\v t ~ o  dcgratlation wliatsoevcr of tlic 
beta-alumina clcctrolytc tuhcs. 'l'lic low-rate cap:~city ditl, however drop by solnc 40'6, wliicli 
nccds furtlicr invcstig;rtion, hut overall rcsults arc encouraging for fr~turc use of this couple in 
gcosynclironous ((il.0) and I .IS0 spacecraft. 
Williiri its tcclinolopy rrsr:lrcli prc>gr:llntnc, the liuropc:~ri Sp;~cc ,\gcricy is irir~csligatitig h:rtlcry 
co~.~plcs \vhiclt show protnisc of olTcring higher pel-li~rtn;itice th:l~i tliosc currcritly r~sctl nhonrtl 
spacccraft. Fig. l shows tlic princip:~l nccds for f u t ~ ~ r c  cnrth - orbital applic:itions ant1 fig. 2, ttic 
main cntitlidntc systctns. 'The sodium - sulphur cooplc is a strong contcndcr ant1 lias attractctl 
nincli intcrcst in rcccnt ycnrs. llowcvcr, a relatively rcccnt scrics of couples in wliich sulphur is 
rcplncctl hy a partially chlorinated solid transition mctal appear t o  offer c r ; ~  numhcr of atlvantagcs 
over sodium sulphur at the expcnse of sotnc rctluction in gravirnrtric cncrgy ticnsit.y. 'l'licse 
systems arc currcntly unclcr vigorous clcvcloptnctit in rT11ropc :rntl clscwlicrc mainly for clcctric 
vcliiclc ;rpplications. 
'I'lic cycling rcgimc and cyclc lifc rcquircd for ( i l J0  applicatiotis arc rathcr cornparahlc with 
those rcquircd for clcclric vcliiclcs. 'l'hc main tliVcrcnccs arc tlic longcr calcndar lifc rcquircd 
(10-1.5 ycars rathcr than 3-5 ycars), thc nccd to opcratc uniicr zcro gravity (vcliiclc cclls rcly on 
gravity for rnaint:iining thc liqr.litI cornponctits of thc cclls in tlic tlcsircci locations) aritl to a lcsscr 
extent the liiglicr mcclianical vihration \vhicIi must hc withstood. O n  tlic otlicr h:~ntl tlic 20 000 
to 30 000 charge-tliscliargr cyclcs rcquirctl of typic;ll 1.1!0 ;~pplic:llions arc an ordcr of tnagniti~dc 
above Lhc cyclc lifc tlcrno~istr:~lrtl in trr-rcstrinl tc-sts nnrl  tlic r:ltr c:ipnhility rccluirclr~cnt, 
csl~ccially for cli:~rgc. is ~ n r ~ c l i  rnorc scvcrc. 11 is tiovc~.tliclcss frlt t l i :~ t  tlir ncctl for n Iigli~cr 
h:lttery systcrn is mot-c ~>rc~sit ig Sor I .lrO aly~lic;~tions tIi:111 for (iI:O. ('orisrclr~ctill!~, :I tiinjor 
airn of llic I;SA programme is lo tlclcrminc tlic c!.clr lifc ohli~i~i;ll.llc \villi  Illis system. 
'l'lic t l~cr~nal  man:~gc~i ie~~t  of such :I 1x1ttet.y duri~lg 1;1111ich ;111tl it1 sp;~ce cIc;1r1!; tlr~li;~ntls :I lot 
of consitlcratiori. 'l'lic vcliiclc hattcry drvclopmcrit progr:untlic lias ricvcrtl~clcss nlrc:tdy 
dcmonstratccl liglitwciglit thcrmal containmrnt i r i  which heat Icnks arc rctluccd to at1 cticrgg flow 
cotnparahlc or  lcss than the self-discharge ratcs of a nickcl liyclrogcn b:~ttcrg. Sincc the self- 
discliargc rate of this co~tplc is nil, the hattcry itsclf could easily hc cnllcd upon to supply thc 
ncccssary hcatcr po\vcr during periods whcti it. is not in usc. I'rovidcd tlicrrnal control of  the 
cells within tlic battcry can he properly matiagcd, thc high tctnpcrnturc of operation would 
rcquirc a mucli smaller radiator for licat rejcctiori ant1 makc tlic hattcry rathcr insctisitivc to thc 
spacecraft ambient tcmperaturc. 
I 
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1;ig. 3 outlines the Its/\ tlcvclopmcnt propr:llntiic on tllc N:1-Ni(~l2 systcm, which is taking 
advantage of thc much largcr vchiclc hattcry progr;itnlnc. 'I'lic llarwcll laboratory in thc I Jnitetl 
Kingtlotn bcg;~n work on this systcm in 1980 arltl llct:t 'l'cc:lit~ology, forrncd from Ilic previous 
Ilritisl~ R;~il grollp. st;~rtcd ititlu.;tri:~lisnlion of thc tccllnolog), in 1082. I~~rrt l icr  tnilcstoncs wcrt: 
t l ~ c  s~~ccessf i~l  (Irrno~istr:itio~i o f  clcclric vc:liicles in 1084 :lnd in 10x7, tllc ir~trotlrtctic~r~ o l ' s ~ ~ l p l ~ u r  
;ttltlitions to the tlicltel cell \vhicIi curcd cnrlicr prc>l>lctns of c:lp;lcity rctct~tion. .I'llc first p11:tsc 
of  the Ii.SA-funtlctl progmmtnc consisted of a fc;~sihilily stutly \\;il l1 tllc aim of pt.ctlic.titig tlic 
likcly pcrrortn;~ncc :rnd prohletn areas using cxpet.icncc gaiticd in tlic cl(*ctt.ic vchiclc prograrnmc. 
i3nttcry rcli;~l>ility was ntldrcsscd :it this early stage since cell lifetitile was cxpcctetl to hc lirnitcd 
hy clcctrolytc tilhc o r  seal failures and i t  was anticipatccl that sp;icc lxlttcrics woultl l~avc to bc 
dcsigncd to accomrnodatc a significant numhcr o f  cell failurcs it1 order to mcct thc long no - 
mainteriancc lifctilncs rcquircd. Phasc 2 rcs~lltcd in the tlclivery t o  l:S'I'II(: of 20 ~ l r o ~ o t y p c  space 
cells, 10 optirniscd for GI70 and 10 for I.l<O cycling. I'llasc 3 is in two parts, running 
concurrently. 'I'he first covers tcsting of the prototype cclls (it1 the ItS.l'l+X: Ilattcry 'l'cst ('ctitrc). 
'l'he second is a furthcr 1,IiO dcsigt~ iteration aitncd at cval11:lting 111r pcrformaricr that could 
hc cxpccted from optimisctl ccll gcomctrics. 
(:EI,I, CIIEMISI'RY 
Fig. 4 shows the cell rc:iction. IJtilikc alkalinr nickcl (:lntl silver) clcctrotlcs the tnctnl!tnct.al 
dicliloride clcctrotlc reaction is cltlicr sirnplc, 1c:ctling to a \vcll-<lclinctl opcn circuit potct~tial. 
Valucs for nickcl atitl iron arc shown. In adrtition to the beta-nl~~niitin solict clcctrolytc, a sccond 
clcctrolytc consisting of molten sotliurn trtr:~cliloronl~~tnitlnlc is 11~ct1 to  providc nn ionic path 
hctwccn the hcta alirrnin:~ :~tid cnthotlc tiintcri:~ls, (ho t l~  of \vllic.h i t  wets rcatlily). .l'liis lias ;I 
\vi(ic eIcctr0~11~1ni~:al st:lhility 'witltlow' o f  ill>ortt I .h to 3.5 volts \villi  rcspcct to sotlirlrn mctal. 
Its prcscncc also guarantees that the hcta aluniin:i clcctrolytc rxpcricticcs a rather uniform 
currcnt dctisity across its wliolc arca, unlikc it1 thc case o f  thc sulphur clcctrodc whcrc two liquid 
phascs arc prcscnt for I:trgc p;lrt of thc c.h:lrgc-tlischargc cyclc, nnc of w11ich (sulphur) is 
non-conducting. 'l'liis fcaturc would Ic;ld one to cxpcct :tri incrcnscd hrta alumina lifc, hut has 
yet to be provcn. 
'l'hc tcmpcralurc of operation is litnitrcl at the Iowcr ctltl I>y thc rncltitig point of the sodiurn 
tctrachloro;~lutnitintc ( I S  tlcg.<') arid at the llpprr criti hv sol~tl,ility of rhc mcr:ll dicl~loridc in 
t l ~ c  melt. 'l'hc witlcr temperature range, slightly higlicr cncrg)l tletisity nntl lcss risk of transition 
tnctal contaminntion of tlic beta nlurnin:~ Ic;ltl to n sclcc:tior~ of tlic nickcl systcrii for the 
prototype spacc cclls. 
'l'hc dcsign of the prototype spacc cclls it1 sho\vn in lig. 5 .  'I'lic cell geometry rcsctnl~lrs closcly 
that or a sc~diutn s ~ t l p l i ~ ~ r  ccll ant1 the choice of ;In ir~tc.rti;~l c:~tli(ltlc c.ot~figr~mtiot~ :~llo\vs the 11sc 
of :t stcrl orllrr eonlainc*r. S:ifcty is cot1?iclc-re(1 to g ~ . ~ : ~ t e r  i v i t l ~  this systrtn t l~nn \villi  
sotl ir~rn-st~lpl~t~r .;inc.c i t  Ii:ls I3cc.11 tlcrnon.;t~.:~tctl t I i : l t  I,t.c:~l(:~pc 01' tltr I>ct:~ n l t ~ ~ i i i ~ l n  t111,c tlocs ~iot 
Ic:ttl to ccll rrrptllr.c. 'l'llr ~-c:~ctio~i I>ct\\,ccn .;otlirlrn ant1 tllc s o ( l i ~ ~ t ~ ~  1rt1a I11c>ro:11111iiit1ntc tiicl  
Icatls to t l ~ e  r:~pi<l for~n;~tion o f  ;~ l r l tn i t~ i~~ tn  \vhicl~ .;r~-\~cs ;I< ;I I>:~t.ricr to f ~ ~ ~ t l l c t .  tlirrcl rc:~ction. 
' I  his ;~lso t-11s11t.c~ ~ I I ; I I  l 'ail~~rr 15 sl~ort-cirt.t~it~ :I tlisti~~ct ; I C ~ \ , ; I I I I ; I ~ ~  to l,:~ttrry rcli:~l>ility, tI1(>11gli 
i t  rctn:~itis to he ~ I r t i i o ~ i s t ~ ~ ~ ~ l c ~ ~ I  that tilt: short \ \ , i l l  l>r ti~:ti~~t:lii~rcl lij  t I l c  c~litirc rrtri:~i~iing lik o f  
thc battery. 
'l'lic cclls crnploy stand:~rtl vcl~iclc-cell sizc hcta alutnit~:~ tul~cs hut iticorpor:~tc wicking 
arrangcmcnts for hotli sotlir~rn and chloroaluniitiatc tnclt and t l i ~ ~ s  do not rcly on gr:lvity for 
correct opcratioti. 'l'lic sc:~l is of the tncchat~ical typc uscd fix c:rt-ly vchiclc cclls hut wliicll lias 
now bccn supcssctletl hy onc rclyirig o t ~  difTusioti-bonding. 'l'his will be tlircctly applicable to 
futurc spacc cclls and will result in a significnt~t rcrluction in tnass. A cotnparisorl bctwecrl the 
main featurcs of sorlir~m-sulphur and sodium nickcl cl~loritlc cclls is given in fig. 6 .  Much 
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attcrition was paid to optiniising tlie cathotlc cc>rnpoaition aritl rnicrostructurc to fit tlic cyclc 
rcgirncs rcqr~ircd for the trvo sp;lcc applic:itions. Sotnc dct:iilc arc glio\vn in fig. 7. 
'l'wo of the 1 , I ~ O  cclls were sclcctcd for initial Icstirig :lt I;S'I'I<('. 'l'licy wcrc hr:ltr(l slowly to 
the working tcmpcraturc of .100 drg. (: in a f:in-ovcn. (:yclit~g of tlic two cclls i r i  scrics 
connection was carrictl out stopping clinrgc when the first ccll rcachcil 2.8 V :~rld stoppirig 
dischargc wlicn the first ccll rcaclied 2.0 V. 'I'lic current was incrc:~sctl from I to 5 arnps over 
successive cyclcs. Obtnincd cnpacilics arc compared witli the thcorc-tical valuc in fig. 7 and tlic 
cyclc curvcs at IA in fig. 8. ?'he rapid fall in voltagc on dischargc hclow 2.5 V corresponds to 
completion of tlic rcduction of nickcl chloridc to nickcl and tlic onsct of tlic reduction of tlic 
sulphur dopant. 'l'lic two cclls did not reach this point at the same time, sliowitig that cell 1 .GI 5 
was approxirnatcly 1.3 Ah more cliargcd tlian ccll 1,1'21. 'I'hc cclls wcrc tlicn cycleil 1.1ndcr 1 ,l:O 
conditions, starting with a tlcptli of discharge of 50Yn of the IA capacity. Aftcr a few cyclcs tlie 
voltagc limits wcrc rcachcd and thc 11011 had to bc tlccrcascd. I;~.orn 400 c)lclcs to 2800 cycles, 
a I1oll of 30°/n was the highest that could he m:iintainetl (all tiougli this col~ltl Iiavc hccn 
incrcnsctl sonic\vliat if tlic cells liad not hccti 'out of stcp'). 'l'hc- cycling p:iratiietcrs and results 
are sumrn:irisccl in figurcs 0 to I I. 'l'ltc cell voltage curvcs sliow :111 increase i t 1  polarisation witli 
cyclitig (fig. 9), nltliougti tlic rourirl trip cncrgjl cllicicncy rrln:~incd very high (fig. I I). (:ell 
rcsistancc mcnsurrmcnts, mnclc at 5-rninutc intcrvnls by imposing ;ii~totii:ttically 100 riiillisccorid 
rcduction to 50n/0 o f  tlic current, show that tlic rcsistaticc iricre:lscs \>oth duririg chargc and 
discharge whicii is consistcnt with thc rcnclion rnechnnisrn ohscrvctl for irori cliloridc cclls (ref. 
2). IJotIi or1 charge anrl tliscliargc the c:lthodc rc!action is hclicvctl to start closc to the 
hctn-alumina tuhc ;ind rnovc out\v:~rds in a f;lirIj. \vcll dcfirictl rc:icliotl front. As this proccctls, 
the sodium ion path (in the clcctrolytc ~nclt  corit;~inctl within ttic Iwrcs of tlic cntliotlej incrcascs 
ant1 licnce so docs thc rcsist:iricc. 
Aftcr 2810 cyclcs the cclls wcrc suhjcctcd to furtlicr c:lpacity checks at tlic I 11 rate, thcn coolctl 
and shippctl to lianvell for dcstl-uctivc analysis. 'T'his analysis is riot complctc ;it thc tirnc of 
writing hut it has bccn cstablislicd that thc bcta alumina tuhes sliowcd absolutely no signs of 
dctcrioration. 'l'lic rccliargc ratio liad rcmaincd at unity witliiti cxpcrirncritnl uticcrtaitity; 
Comparisons of the positions of tlic sulpliitr-rcdi~ctiori "sliouldcrs" Tor the two cclls in tlic I / \  
cap:tcity cyclc mcas~~rcmctits (fig. 8) hc-forc ;ind nftcr cycling suggests lliat tlic tlilTcrcricc of 1.3 
Ah in state of charge hct~\:ccn the two cclls lintl not suhst;uiti;~lly clia~igcd. 'l'liis is consistcnt 
with hoth cclls having itlctitical (zcro) self-tliscli:irgc tales. I lotvrvcr, the capacity Iiarl rctluccd 
by sornc 40 % compared to that bcforc thc start of cycling. At present i t  is an opcn question 
wlid has 1i;tppcncd to the lost capacity. ('ap:icity rcsults arc in ;111y CCISC utidcr-cstiniatcd sir~cc 
chargc was lirnitcd by one ccll and disclii~rgc by thc other. 'l'hc shapes of tlic sr~lpllur-rctluction 
shoulclcrs nt tlic c~ id  of tlic final drop tliscli:~rgc (fig. 12) arc r:~tlict. clifferrtit, indicntirig that thcrc 
is a (IifTcrcticc it1 t l ~ c  S I ; I L C  of'tI1c c;~ll~orlcs o f  tlic I \ \ . o  cells ;llfcr (.)cling. /\n oprn clrlcstioli ;tt tlic 
ol~tsct o f  tcstirig \\,:IS wlictl~cr. or ~ i o t  i t  is nccess;lry or  hrrielic.i:~l IO  ~.rpr~l:t~.ly c!;clc cclls i~ i to  thc 
s~~Ipt~i~r- rc( luct io~i  r ( y i o ~ ~ .  I t  is i~itcrc~sting to ~ i o t < * ,  (t~i011g11 c~: I . I : I~ I I I ! ,  t i ( > !  qtati~tic:~lly sigtiiIic:~~it) 
that crll 1 , I ;  1.5, w1iit.h Il:ltl hccn c!rclcd it1 the \'oll:ipC \vil~cIo\v 2.XF to 2. 1, i~ :~l)ovc tlic 
S-rc(1uctio11 rryioti. ~ l io \ \~c( l  :I rn(>(lcst i~~crraxc* it1 intcbr-ti:~1 t . c~ i~ t :~ t~vv  \\,liilst c:i-I1 I I ; .?l .  \\Iiicti II:ICI 
l3cc.n cyclctl i l l  tlic \\ititlow 2.7 to 2.0,  t l i t l  tlot. 
(:onclusions tnust hr tctitntivc until Inorc tcsts arc coniplctcd :11iJ tc:lr-tlonl~i rcsults arc availahlc. 
It is clcar that t l ~ c  uscful gravirnctric cncrgy dcnsity of 16 Wli/kg ohtairicd witli tlic prototype 
cells cycled at .\O'%I Ilol) ricrds to hc improved considcrahly. 'I'lie uscablc 1)ol) ir i  1,I;O cycling 
appcars to 1,c lirnitetl mtlicr Inore hy diffusion ovcrpotrntial than was prcdictcti tlr~ririg thc 
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fcasihility stutly. It is concludcd tliat f i~ t i~ rc  1,770 cell cathodes shot~ltl hc limited to ;I niaximum 
tliickncss of' 4 mm. 'l'lic incrcasc in ccll intcrnnl rcsist;tric:c ltntl rountl trip cflicic~icy tluring 
cycling was modcst, although the I A rate capacity dccrcasc was considerable. 'I'hc cause of tliis 
capacity reduction will have to lookctl at c;lrcfully in futurc tcsts. 71'lic lack of any signs of 
ilctcrior;~tion in the beta-alumina clcclrolytc tubes after 28 10 cyclrs ~uggcsts tli;it this is nowhcrc 
ncar the cycle life limit n ~ i J  Ic:~cls to optimism that I ,l.O npplic:~liori will I>c possihlc. 
I'ests arc rcaily to start o n  a furthcr 16 of tlic 20 prototypc cclls. All cclls will hc intlivirl~~:rlly 
chargcd bcforc start of cycling to avoid tlic mismatch in statc of cliargc expcricnrctl in tcst 
rcportcd abovc. ('I'liis occurs bccausc a11 crlls wcrc suhjcctcd intlivitlr~ally to lirnitrd cycling 
bcforc tlclivcry to 1:SA). Cclls are nrrarigcd as two battcrics each of 4 (iI.0 cclls and two 
battcrics of 4 I JJC) cclls. All will bc cyclcd at 300 iicg.<: it1 thc samc ovcn ,-5. 
'I'hc (;EO battcrics will be subjcctcd to realistic cclipsc season profilcs intcrleavcd with a low-rate 
capacity clicck. 'l'hc 1,130 hattcry cycling dctails nrc in thc coursc of tlclinition, hut arc exprctctl 
to iticlude occasional low-rate capacity cliccks, cycling witliin tliITcrctit voltage "wint lo~~~s" ,  and 
itivcstigation of  tapcr-charging. Most will hc will hc continurd 1111til failurc (illability to rcrnain 
within 2.0 ant1 2.8 V during cycling) and tcar-down analyscs will hc carried out on all failrd anti 
selcctcci agcd cells. 
'l'hc initial feasibility stutly indicatctl that a gr;ivimctric eticrgy clc~isity allovc I00 CVIijkg nt ccll 
lcvcl based upon 100n/o 1)ol) shoultl l>c possihlc in I ,I JO aritl a value ncar 120 Whikg sllould 
hc ;~chicvable in ( i l - 0  using simple cylintlrical cclls. 'l'lic lower valucs cxliihited by thc 
prototypc cclls could hc movcd ncarcr to tlic ahovc targets hy thc incorporation of a number 
of rclativcly low-tlcvcloptncnt-risk modifications such as tlic rcpI;rccmcnt of heavy ~necliariical 
scals by much liglitcr cliffusion bontlctl scals (which were nlrcatly forcsccn in the feasibility 
study). Ncvcrthclcss, some o f t  hc initial dcsign assumptions hat1 proved slightly over-optirnistic 
and taken togcthcr with tlic greater tlinn cxprctctl tliffusioti ovcrpotcntial, it becarnc clc;ir that 
a rc-cvaluatio~i of tlic 1,l'O cell tlcsigti tvas ricrcss:~ry to take nccourit of tlic Icssons 1c;lrtit during 
tlcvcloprncnt testing of thc prototypes. I'hasc ?b was thcrcforr tlcrlic:~tctl to a morc tlctailrd 
cvaluatio~i of altcrnntivc I ,liO ccll gcomctrics, imposing a11 r~ppcr l i r i i i t  of 4 rnrn on tlic thickness 
of tlic cathocic. 
'I'hc initial fc:~sihility study h:~d intlicalrtl a tlicorcticnl ncl\.:ititngc i l l  pr;~virnc:tric cnrrgy tlrtisity 
of cclls with iri~crrl;ll sotlium clrctroilcs :11ie1 cxtcrr~nl c:~thotlcs. I l o \ v c \ ~ r  this co~~lipl~ratioti  
rcq~~ircs  Ilic cell corit;riticr to he rcsisl:uit to tlie callio(lc :111tl i t  \\.;is no1 fc:isil~lc to c;lrry o r ~ t  Ilic 
ricccss:iry tlcvclop~iic~it work hcforc tlclivcry of protolyl,~ crlls. '1 '11~-  rrslriclioti (>ti  c : ~ ~ l ~ o t l c  
tliickncss II;IS sc\,crc conscclllcticrs fiw cell tlrsig~i siticc: i t  li~iiits tli(. iq>li~iirlln diariirtcr. of si~nplc 
cylir~tlrie:~l cells t o  \:alllrs \vhicIi \\.lictl corlplccl \\.itti  tllc ~ n ; l x i ~ i ~ ~ l l n  Icrlgtli conzitlcrccl fc:isil>lr or1 
t r c i t ~  r o i ~ ~ i c l s  r r s s  I i : ~ c i t c s  I '  I I I I .  'l'lir targrl c.:lp;rc.ity of  the 
optirnis:ltion \tr:~.; 20 Ah.  I3'i.g. 1.1 SJIOLVS Ihc I C S I I I ~ S  of t i l t*  opti~t~is:itioii 5t1.111). for tIic,qc: xi~i>plr 
ccll gcomctrics :rntl fig. 14 :r proposcd "s~ii:~ll ccll clcsign". 
'1'0 obtain a 20 /\h capacity from ;I singlc ccll nt  :rn cncrgy tlcnsity cql~al  to or bcttrr than tlic 
"small ccll" rcquircs tlic usc of nii~ltiplc or  "W" shapctt clcctrolytc tul>cs. Althougli fr:lsihlc, tlic 
prodl~ctiori of sucli tuhcs critails cotisidcrahlc devclopmcrit cost ant1 i r i  adtiition tlic rcquircd scals 
bccomc much more coniplicJetl. A small incrcasc in gravimctric cnergy tlcnsity appcars 
possihlc co~nparcd to the "small" ccll, as can hc sccn from Iyig. 15. 'I'lic liiglicst cncrgy dcnsitics 
appcar to rcquirc tlic rlsc of hipolar flat platc gcomctrics. nvrr t i rnple  tube eellm I lowcvcr in 
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tlcsigns witli morc complicntcd clcctrolytc gcomctrics such as tlic rcctangulitr clim~ricl flat platc 
proposed by Nclsnn (rcf. 2), our study iridicatcs that energy tlcnsitics of 120 - 1.30 \Vh/kg wonltl 
he possible (a rdhcr  more conservative figure than that yivcri in the rcfcrcnced paper). In any 
casc a vcry considcr:rhlc clcvclopmcnt program wor~ld hc rcquircd to master thc fabrication and 
sc:~lirig of tIi(. electrolyte cotnpotirnts. 
'l'hc outcornc of tlic ccll optitnisation stutly suggcsts t11aI the best cornprotnisc I)ctwccrl 
pcrfortnnricc ant1 rlcvclopmcrlt cost would hc cithcr thc sirnplc "stnall ccll" (if low c:tp;~city is 
acccptablc) or  the "W" or  coticcntric t r~hc dcsigns (if a larger cnp:~city is mantl;rtory). 111 vicw 
of thc importancc of thc assumption ahout rnaxi~nurn ratliodc thicknrss, it is corisidcrccl 
csscntial to valitlatc it bcforc significant tlcvcloptncnl effort is startcd, so some tests will hc 
necessary using cells with thinncr catliodcs hut wliich do  not nccd to hc optitnised in otlicr 
respects. If adequate lifctirnc is also dcmonstratctl (r~sing tlic prototype cclls) and tlic capacity 
reduction witli life docs not turn out to be life-limiting, a sl~ffiric*nt lcvcl o f  confidcncc in !;c 
technology ant1 pet-formnncc obtaitiahlc will liavc bccri huilt up  to justify crnharkirig upon thc 
dcvcloprncnt of spacr-qu:~lifinhlc hattcrics. 'I'lic (;IJO cclls 1i:ivc riot yct hccn tested, hut i t  is 
expcctctl th;tt the scope for t'urtlicr optitnisation of tlicsc will he lrss than Tor tlic 1 . 1 1 0  cclls. 
Otlicr than the 1,IJO cycling, thc work tlcscribcd hcrc was c:trrictl out hy R .  l3oncs, I). Srnitli 
and I). I'caglc at the 1l;rnvc.ll lahor;ltory. 'l'lic autllors wo111(1 ;IIS(I like to acktio\vIcdgc tfhc 
qrlpport givcri by Ikts Rrsc;~rcIi & I)cvcloprnctit l .It1 in the limn of know-liow and rotnponcnts 
rnadc available from thc clcctric vchiclc dcvclnprncn~ progrnlnmc. 
I. "(:harnctctisntiori of the I'ositivc ISlcctrodc in Sodiurn-Mct:tl ('liloridc (Zchr;~) ('ells", N. I). 
Nicholson, D.S. 1)criiott cE R .  Ilutcliings. I'rorcetlirips of tlic Ihtli Intrrn:~tionaI I'owcr So~lrccs 
Symposium, Ilrighton I 9XX, 
2. "Modelling of Sodiutii/Mclnl ('llloridc Ilnttcrics", I'.A. Nelson, 24111 11;(:1:(: ('o~ifcrencc, 
August 6- 1 1 1989, Wnsllington I).(:., p 1.363 
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Fig.1 F U T U R E  EARTH-ORRITAI ,  SPACECRAFT E N E R G Y  
S T O R A G E  N E E D S  
Current hest IJS15FIJ1, 40 \%/kg 20 Wh/kg 
energy density at 50Wh/l 25 \cl~/I 
battery level (Ni- I f2 (@ 80% I IoD)  (Ni-112 @ 40"/0 1)alI) 
Current cnvironmcntal - 10 dcg.<: 
tcnip. liniits -+ 25 (leg.<: 
" lmprovcmrtits i n  cycle life (cspccially in  1-EO) 
" Substantial inrrcnse ia  uscable energy density 
* W id rn i~~p ;  o f environmcntrl tcnlpcraturc limits, cspccially rlppcr limit, 
( to match nlore closcly l imits for clcctronie equipmmt). 
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Fig 2. CANDIDATE CHEMICAI, COLIPLES 
Na-Ni<:lf: variant of the Na-S system, undcr dcvclop~cnt for elcctric vchiclcs 
ASSIJMPTION: Same DoDs and battery packaging hr tws as Ni-H2 
TARGE' I  IJsefi~i cncrgy: 100 Whlkg GEO 50 \Vh/kp: 1,EO 
Encrgy dcnsitics h a . .  an 100% Ilol): 120 Wh/Kg fcw <;KO anti 100 W h / k g . . f ~  1,EO 
. - *  
Fig. 3 ESA Na-NiCI2 DEVELOPklEN'T PROG RAkIME: 
I987 RF() for N a  haticry. l larwcl l  "Zrhra" srlcetrtl 
* Dattery rcliahility stucly 
* Cell dcsign str~tly 
* (:ell dcvelopmcnt plan 
Pl~ase 2. I'rototypc Spare <:rll I ) r v c l o p n ~ ~ r '  (Dascd II~~II available vehicle cr l l  conlpncnts) 
* Optimisation o f  catbcnle (porosity) 
* E v a l ~ ~ a t i o ~ l  of anode scnlir~n~ wicks 
" M o l y M e n ~ ~ n i  cathcnlc c r~ r r rn t  collcrtor 
* Freeze-thaw resistance 
* Seals 
* Dclivrry of 10 GEO + 10 1,170 cells 
Phase 3a. Trst ing o f  ('ells dcli~rcrcd from phasr 2 
* Cycling at I'SI'E<: 
* l larwcl l  sr~pport o  testing 
* l'rardown analysis 
I'hasc 31). Altcrnativc I .EO ('cll I)rsign S t ~ ~ t l y .  ('on~plctccl Nov 1990. 
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charge 
2 N ~ C I  + M ---- -------- > MC12 + 2 Na 
< ----------- 
discharge 
R.1 = Fe 2.35 V @ 250 ticg.C. opcration range: 2 0  - 3 0  (leg.<:. 
M = Ni 2.59 V @ 250 (leg.<:. opcration range: 2 0  - 4 0  Arg.<'. 
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Aluminium anode terminal / Aluminium cathode terminal 
nsulatio;':-fi n' 
Belleville washer 
*sinless Steel End Cap 
Excess NaAICI, 
Nickel or molybdenum 
current collector 
\ Steel end cop 
Fig. 5 PROTOTYPE SPACE SODIUM NICKEL CLORIDE CELL 
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Fig. 6 COIVIPARISON OF Na-NiCI2 WITH Na-S 
N a-S 
+ + [ l igh  mcrgy tlcnsify 
-- 12 i t~~ i tc t l  cyclc lift- 
-- Electrolyte breakage can lead 
to v i o b ~ t  rcaction Rr fai lr~rc 
o f  container 
-- Fails opcn c i rcr~i t  
(battery ccll cross-linkiag 
or cell by pass rcqu i rd)  
-- Sensitive t o  thermal cycling 
-- Manefactsre i n  dry conditions 
(scxliem handling) 
Na-NiCI2 
i- ,Ilmost as high energy density 
- I ' (~sibly better cyclc lifr 
(more cvcn c ~ ~ r r m t  density ovcr bcta-al~~rnitra) 
- Solid catltnclr active mat'l, 
pssih i l i ty  o f  rnorpl~ological changes 
wit11 cycling. 
-t Fails shorf-circuit 
(largc r:lp:~city cells can Ins 11sc.d 
and ccll hvp:tss unncrrssary ) 
- I,css scnsi~ivc to thcrn~al  cycling 
+ Can hr ma~~rt facturcd overdiscl~argd 
( s c n l i ~ ~ ~ l ~  gcnrratcd aftcr scaling) 
I 
I 
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Fig. 7 SOME DETAILS OF THE PROTOTYPE SPACE CELLS 
'meoretical capacity (NaCl), Ah A
Rlen5ured capacity at I A rate, Ah 
Cell M a s ,  g 
(:ell Volume, ctn3 
Mean discharge voltage 
Wh/kg (10Onh 1)ol)) 
Wl/I ( lMn/n 1)oI)) 
ICxccxs scnli~rrn 
I 
O/O Active nickel 
'!/n ('atllodc porosity (discllargd) 
Cathode racldes 
* cxccss due to S rctll~ction 
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GEO (:ell 1,EO Cell 
22 15.3 
23.5 * I-- 15.3 
2.1 
70.5 (79 with tlh seal) 52.7 (59 with db seal) 
Ce I i ~ € 0 2 1  HOURS 
Fig. 8 CELL CAPACITY AT 1 A RATE BEFORE & AFTER 
2810 CYCLES 
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Cel I LEO15 
, 1 18 I 
1.7 - 
1.6 I 
0 .5 I 1.5 2 
HOURS 
1 + Cycle 2804 /_ I I I 1 
+ Cycle 400 I 
I - 
-- .- I 
Fig. 9 CELL VOLTAGE DURING LEO CYCLES 400 & 2804 
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Fig. 10 CELL INTERNAL RESISTANCE DURING LEO CYCLES 
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Fig.14 DESIGN OF A "SMALL CELL" 
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GED G E D  @ 1.67 C 
Small cell a h ,  Others 20Ah 
Cathode, 0.2Ah/cc 0.3Ah/g 
Fig. - 15 ENERGY DENSITY OF ALTERNATIVE LEO CELL 
DESIGNS 
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.$ UTILIZATION OF A 
:a BIPOLAR LEAD ACID BATTERY 
FOR THE ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM 
William Gentry. Robin Vidas, and Ronald Miles 
JOHNSON CONTROLS, INC. 
Steven Eckles 
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP. 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
ALS POWER DEMAND 
5.7 kW base discharge for 570 s 
Five 0.5 s pulses of 1 15 kW 
120.7 kW maximum 
At least 1 0 seconds between pulses 
Battery voltage must stay between 350 and 270 V 
Total energy expended - 0.982 kwh 
Unattended stand for 60 days during pre-launch period 
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BIPOLAR LEAD ACID 
ADVANTAGES: DISADVANTAGES: 
High Power Shelf Life (needs trickle charge) 
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THE BIPOLAR LEAD ACID BATTERY 
Features: 
Conventional Lead Acid Chemistry 
Thin electrodes/active materials 
Thin separator 
Sealed (gas recombinant) 
Welded plastic frames for external seal 
History: 
Original development was done for NASA, sponsored by the 
SDlO through the Wright Research and Development Center. 
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GENERAL DYNAMICS 




+ OPTIONS 1 2 3 4 
.g 
g Description Standard Standard Special Ideal 
4 Active Area, cm2 521 850 850 850 
q 
!3 Stack Weight, kg 197.1 169.7 100.7 83.0 






Meets 350 V High 
Meets 270 V Low 
Meets 250 V Low 
Type A TypeA Type B TypeA 
40 40 40 40 
8 8 4 4 
2 2 1 1 
Low Medium Medium High 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes No No 
Yes Yes 
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0 zh 
H W W  
B n 
4 
I 4 0 0  
%JCV b 
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E i w  3.d 5 
U O O  
03Pr 
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PROPOSED BAlTERY 
Standard Active Materials 
850 cm2 active area 
Eight 40-Cell Modules 
4 series / 2 parallel 
Meets voltage/power requirements 
Parallel strings add to reliability 
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CONCLUSION: 
Projections based on model and existing batteries indicate 
a battery made of bipolar lead acid modules would satisfy 
the ALS requirements. 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS in NICKEL ELECTRODE ANALYSIS 
R.V. Whiteley, Chemistry Department, Pacific University, Forest Grove, 
Oregon. 
M.E. Daman and E.Q. Kaiser, Space Systems / Loral, Palo Alto, 
California 
Abstract 
Three aspects of nickel electrode analysis for Nickel-Hydrogen and Nickel- 
Cadmium battery cell applications are addressed: the determination of 
active material, charged state nickel (as NiOOH + CoOOH), and potassium 
ion content in the electrode. Four deloading. procedures are compared for 
completeness of active material removal, and deloading conditions for 
efficient active material analyses are established. Two methods for charged 
state nickel analysis are compared: the current NASA procedure and a new 
procedure based on the oxidation of sodium oxalate by the charged 
material. Finally, a method for determining potassium content in an 
electrode sample by flame photometry is presented along with analytical 
results illustrating differences in potassium levels from vendor to vendor and 
the effects of stress testing on potassium content in the electrode. The 
relevance of these analytical procedures to electrode performance is 
reviewed. 
Introduction 
The nickel electrode finds extensive use in the Nickel-Hydrogen and Nickel-Cadmium 
battery cell. The analysis of this (positive) electrode is of particular difficulty because 
it incorporates nickel in at least three, incompatible oxidation states: Nio as the 
nickel screen and sinter, Ni2+ as the discharged nickel hydroxide, Ni(OH)2, and finally, 
the charged form of nickel, the oxyhydroxide, NiOOH which is Ni3+ and might exist, in 
part, as Ni4+, Ni02.1 Even the "fully discharged" electrode will be found to contain 
measurable quantities of all three forms of nickel. The challenge is to isolate these 
incompatible forms of nickel for analysis without promoting interactions between the 
oxidation states, such as 
1. Nio + 2 NiOOH + 2 H20 ----+ 3Ni(OH)2. 
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Ni Electrode Analysis Pg. 2 
A reaction, such as this, during sample preparation, creates a higher apparent active 
material composition and a lower apparent charged nickel content in the sample. 
Moreover, because the amount of active material is increased by effectively adding 
pure nickel, the Co:Ni ratio in the active material will be suppressed. The Co:Ni ratio 
has been found to be critical to nickel electrode performan~e.2~3 
The analysis of the active material typically entails a determination of nickel and cobalt 
content, and sometimes includes an analysis for charged nickel as NiOOH. The 
determination of charged state nickel is complicated by the presence of cobalt which 
certainly exists in its +3 oxidation state, probably as CoOOH or C0(OH)3, and by the 
fact that Co3+ and Ni3+ are powerful oxidizing agents, easily capable of oxidizing 
either the nickel sinter or the aqueous solvent in which the analysis is performed. This 
is particularly true in an acidic medium. Consider: 
3. Co(0H)s + 1 e - - Co(OH)2 + OH- Eo = +0.17 V 
5. NiOOH +3H+  + 1 e -  - Ni2+ + 3 H20 EO = +2.08 V 
7. Ni02 + 2H20 + 2 e -  - Ni(OH)2 + 2 OH- Eo = +0.49 V 
8. NiOOH + H20 1 e - - Ni(OH)2 + OH- EO = +0.48 V 
9. Ni(OH)2 + 2 e - - Nio + 2 OH- EO = -0.72 V 
The effectiveness of C03+ and Ni3+ (and Ni4+) as oxidizing agents in acidic solutions 
is immediately evident from the large standard reduction potentials (reactions 2, 4 and 
5). Their oxidizing abilities are substantially mitigated in alkaline solutions (reactions 
3,7 and 8). When an electrode sample is digested in an acidic solution, the possibility 
of extraneous oxidation1 reduction reactions must be considered. Furthermore, when 
charged state nickel is determined by way of a reaction which occurs in an acidic 
medium, it must be recognized that charged material which is llqt thermodynamically 
available in an alkaline medium (as in the battery cell) might be included with material 
which & thermodynamically available. 
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An aspect of active material analysis often ignored is that of potassium content. The 
presence of potassium in the Ni(OH)2/ NiOOH matrix is commonly associated with the 
existence of yNiOOH,4 and y-NiOOH has been shown to discharge at a lower voltage 
than P-NiOOH,5 and lead to enhanced plate growth.6 Therefore, it would seem 
prudent to analyze electrode samples for potassium content, and use these data as, at 
least, an approximation to y-NiOOH build up in the electrode. 
The prediction or explanation of nickel electrode performance through bulk electrode 
chemical analysis has not been entirely satisfactory. This is due, in part, to some small 
errors in the plate analysis and to omissions of some analyses, altogether. 
Piscussion 
Electrode deloading 
Probably the most important aspect of the electrode make up is the amount of active 
material contained within its pores. By subjecting an electrode sample to an 
appropriate solvent, active material can be selectively dissolved from the surface and 
pores of the sinter, and by noting the sample weight before and after the operation, the 
percentage of active material is readily calculated. The issues are: what is an 
appropriate solvent and what is a sufficient period for effective deloading of the 
electrode sample. 
Four deloading solutions were evaluated: 
A. An ammoniacal solution of the disodium salt of ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid (EDTA). 34 mL of concentrated ammonium hydroxide + 64 mL of 
deionized water + 2 mL of aqueous (64%) hydrazine + 10 g of Na2 
H2CioN2Hi208.2H20. With the exception of the 2 mL of aqueous 
hydrazine, this is more or less the industry standard deloading solution. The 
hydrazine is added as a powerful reducing agent to protect the Nio sinter 
from attack by the NiOOH, Reaction #1, by reducing the Co3+ and Ni3+ 
charged material to their innocuous +2 state. 
Also, by reducing the Ni3+ to Ni2+ it becomes more accessible for 
complexation by the EDTA. 
B. An ammoniacal solution of ethylenediamine, H2NCH2CH2NH2. 3.29 of 
ethylenediamine + 34 mL of concentrated ammonium hydroxide + 64 mL of 
deionized water + 2 mL of aqueous (64%) hydrazine Ethylenediamine is a 
complexing agent comparable to EDTA, but it is an attractive replacement for 
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EDTA, because, unlike EDTA, it is freely soluble in acidic solutions. When 
the deloading solution is made acidic for subsequent analysis, the free 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid precipitates out of solution. Although this 
free acid will retain any of the Co or Ni it extracted from the electrode, the 
acid must be filtered off before proceeding to the next step in the analysis. 
C. A mixture of acetic acid and hydrogen peroxide. 66 mL of glacial acetic acid 
+ 34 mL of 30% hydrogen peroxide. -3+ gr M3+ the 
hydrogen peroxide will act as a reducing agent. 
The use of this solution is frequently reported in the literature and it is used in 
some electrode production laboratories. 
D. A 1.1 M potassium cyanide solution. 7.19 of KCN diluted to 100 mL with 
deionized water. Although this solution is not recommended for general 
laboratory use, it serves as an excellent bench mark. Cyanide ion is one of 
the most effective complexing agents available. The formation constant for 
the Ni2+ cyanide complex, Ni(CN)42- is 1031; for the C03+ cyanide complex 
Co(CN)63- , it is 1064. Compare these to Ni2+ ,Co2+, and C03+ formation 
constants with EDTA of 1018.6, 1016.2, and 1036, respectively. 
Coupons of 0.4 to 0.8 g were cut from two types of electrodes: a NilHz electrode made 
from plaque which had been sintered using the wet slurry technique and 
electrochemically impregnated, and a Ni/Cd electrode which had been dry sintered 
and chemically impregnated. Each coupon was desiccated over concentrated sulfurc 
acid to bring it to constant weight (ca. 5 days). Three, carefully weighed Ni/H2 
coupons and one NiICd coupon were placed in a flask containing 40 mL of the 
deloading solution of interest. The flask was sealed and held at 50 to 600 C for 24 
hours. The solution was replaced with 40mL of fresh solution and deloading was 
continued at 50 to 600C for another 24 hours. After decanting the second deloading 
solution, the electrodes were allowed to soak in 50 mL of deionized water at 50 to 
600C for 10 hours. Each coupon was rinsed in deionized water and desiccated to 
constant weight over concentrated sulfuric acid before taking a final coupon weight. 
The results of deloading with each of the four deloading solutions are illustrated in 
Figure 1. The acetic acid deloading solution clearly removes the most material from 
the electrode, but this is considerably more than can be attributed to active material. 
. . Evidently, sinter corrosion gn this time scale is considerable. Conversely, the 
ethylenediamine solution is unable to effect a thourogh deloading of either the NilHz 
or Ni/Cd electrode type. The agreement between KCN and EDTA deloading is 
indicative of complete deloading without concomitant sinter attack. 
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EFFECTS of DELOADING SOLUTION 
on APPARENT % ACTIVE MATERIAL 
.4  .45 .5  .55 . 6  .65 . 7  .75 .8  
Sample Size (grams) 
0 Ni/H2 NiICd Deloaded in Potassium Cyanide 
NilH2 . Ni/Cd Deloaded in Acetic Acid 
h Ni/H2 A NilCd Deloaded in EDTA 1 Ammonia 
0 Ni/H2 + NiICd Deloaded in Ethylenediamine 
Figure 1. Deloading results for four types of deloading solution and two electrode 
types. Approximately 2 grams of electrode sample (as four coupons) were deloaded 
with two, 40 mL portions of deloading solution. Each rinse was at 50 to 600C for 
twenty-four hours, followed by a rinse in deionized water and drying to constant 
weight. 
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The appropriate deloading procedure was ascertained by monitoring relative weight 
loss of electrode coupons as a function of time at low temperature (0 to 50C) room 
temperature (19 to 230C) and at elevated temperature (55 to 600C). Only the EDTA 
deloading solution was used. Again a dry-sintered, chemically impregnated, Ni/Cd 
electrode and slurry-sintered, electrochemically impregnated, NilHz electrode were 
compared. All coupons were desiccated to constant weight (0.09 to 0.16g) and 
deloaded in 5.5 mL of deloading solution. After the prescribed deloading period, the 
coupon was held in 5.5 mL of deionized water for 28 hours at the same temperature at 
which it was deloaded. Finally it was held 24 hours in 5.5 mL of deionized water at 
room temperature, before it was dried at 800C in a forced air over and desiccated over 
concentrated sulfuric acid to constant weight. 
EFFECTS of DELOADING CONDITIONS 
on APPARENT Oh ACTIVE MATERIAL 
Duration of Deloadlng Period (hours) 
NiICd Ni/H2 Deloaded at 55-60 deg C 
NiIH;! Deloaded at 19-23 deg C 
NiICd Ni/H;! Deloaded a t 0 - 5 d e g  C 
Figure 2. The effects of temperature and deloading duration on the efficiency of the 
deloading procedure. Deloading is performed with approximately 120 mg coupons 
using 5.5 mL of the ammoniacal EDTA deloading solution. 
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It is immediately clear (Figure 2) that low temperature deloading is ineffective, and that 
room temperature deloading also yields low results, even after three days of soaking. 
The industry standard of deloading at about 550C for approximately twenty hours is 
based on NiICd plate analysis. And from Figure 2, it is apparent that these guide lines 
are appropriate for NiICd electrodes. However, it appears to require at least 48 hours 
to achieve a constant relative weight loss (% Active material) when deloading the 
NilHz electrode coupons. 
Thorough active material removal without associated nickel sinter or nickel grid 
dissolution is essential to an accurate determination of nickel and cobalt levels in the 
active material. The effects of Co:Ni ratio on electrode performance have received 
considerable attention, but without accurate determinations of both Co and Nil it is not 
possible to correlate electrode performance to this ratio. Also, it is not possible o 
estimate this ratio from impregnation bath data: the Co:Ni ratio in either a chemical or 
electrochemical impregnation bath can differ markedly from the ratio achieved in the 
finished electrode. This is due largely to the differing solubilities of Co2+ and Ni2+ 
hydroxides in strongly alkaline media. 
It has frequently presumed that the Ni:Co ratio in an impregnation bath should 
approximate the Ni:Co ratio found in the active material. This is because the solubility 
of Ni(OH)2 is taken to be equal to that of Co(OH)2. In fact, however, the solubilities are 
not only unequal, they change significantly with pH. If CM is taken as the allowable 
concentration of metal M jn s w ,  where M can be either Ni or Co, an equation can 
be written to describe this solubility. (Thermodynamic values are from Reference 7.) 
Where Ki= [MOH+]/[M2+][0H-] 
and Ksp= [M2+][OH-12 
For Nil K i  =104.97 K2=108.55 K3=10ll.33 and Ksp= 10-1 4.70 
and for Co, K1=104.4 K2=104.6 K3=1010.5 and K ~ ~ =  10-14.80 
These solubility differences are illustrated in Figure 3. While the solubility of either 
ion, above pH 7 is quite small, when the local pH (i.e. in the sinter pores) exceeds 9, 
the Ni becomes decidedly more soluble than the Co, and consequently, it is less prone 
to precipitation within the pores. At pH 11, nickel is approximately 10 times as soluble 
as cobalt. 
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EFFECTS of pH on Ni and Co SOLUBILITY 
Figure 3 Solubility of cobalt and nickel (expressed logarithmically) as a function of 
local pH. The soluble forms are M2+, MOH+, M(OH)20, and M(OH)3- where M 
represents Co or Ni. 
The application of deloading information to electrode performance is summarized in 
Table 1. The deloading data are useful at the electrode manufacture stage as well as 
for electrode evaluation as part of a cell's Destructive Physical Analysis (DPA). But 
use in the DPA requires access to cell build paper so that comparisons to initial Co 
and Ni levels can be made. The individual Co and Ni determinations are typically 
done by atomic absorption spectrophotometry with satisfactory accuracy. Non- 
instrumental techniques have been developed which provide very accurate results.8 
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Charged nickel analysis 
Most of the charged material in a discharged electrode can be attributed to cobalt. 
Given its relatively low standard reduction potential (only +0.17 V, Equation 3, page 2), 
the cobalt cannot be expected to be driven to the +2 oxidation state by normal 
discharge procedures. However, in theory, all of the NiOOH should be reduced to 
Ni(OH)2 as the electrode is discharged. This is never the case. All nickel electrodes, 
regardless of state of charge, show some higher (<2) oxidation state nickel, implying 
that all nickel is not fully discharged. A significant quantity of charged material in a 
supposedly discharged electrode is indicative of a diminished discharge efficiency. 
The amount of NiOOH is usually determined by adding a measured excess of Ferrous 
Ammonium Sulfate (Mohr's Salt) to a moderately acidic solution containing a finely 
powdered sample of a nickel electrode.8 Under these conditions, the Ni3+ (and C03+) 
destroy part of the Fez+ from the ferrous ammonium sulfate. The solution is 
subsequently titrated with a potassium permanganate solution to determine how much 
of the Fe2+ remains. By subtraction, the quantity of Fee+ destroyed by NiOOH is found. 
12. Fez+ + NiOOH + 3 H+ - Ni2+ + Fe3+ + 2 H20 
The procedure is rather simple and yields a good approximation of the amount of 
charged material remaining in an electrode. But the procedure does show some 
dependence on sample size, and contrary to established procedure, the total amount 
of charged material is not measured within the one hour recommended reaction time 
(Figure 4). 
For comparison, a procedure was developed in which the reduction of charged 
material is effected in an alkaline solution (0.02 M potassium hydroxide). The Fez+ 
reducing agent is replaced with sodium oxalate, Na2C204. A measured excess of 
alkaline sodium oxalate solution is added to a sample of pulverized nickel electrode. 
The oxalate is readily oxidized via. 
14. C2042- + 2 NiOOH + 2 OH- - 2 C032- + 2 Ni(OH)2 
After the prescribed digestion period, the solution is made strongly acidic by adding an 
excess of 6 M H2S04, the unreacted nickel powder is removed, and the remaining 
oxalate is titrated with a potassium permanganate solution. 
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Sample Size (grams) 
Figure 4 The percentage of charged material (NiOOH plus CoOOH) in pulverized 
nickel electrode (with screen removed). The durations (1.0 hr, 4.0 hrs., and 9.8 hrs.) 
refer to the period over which the pulverized sample and acidic ferrous ammonium 
sulfate solution were allowed to stand in contact before proceeding with the titration. 
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DETERMINATION of NiOOH and CoOOH 
USING SODIUM OXALATE in DILUTE KOH 
A 2.5 Hours 0 5.8 Hours 10.0 Hours 
Sample Size (grams) 
Figure 5 The percentage of charged material (NiOOH plus CoOOH) in pulverized 
nickel electrode (with screen removed). The durations (1.0 hr, 4.0 hrs., and 9.8 hrs.) 
refer to the period over which the pulverized sample and alkaline sodium oxalate 
solution were allowed to stand in contact before proceeding with the titration. 
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The two procedures are identical in that each entails the addition of an excess of a 
reducing agent and subsequent titration with potassium permanganate to ascertain 
the amount of reducing agent remaining after the reaction. But some important 
differences exist. 
Ferrrous ammonium sulfate solutions are not extremely stable and so, 'the reagent 
should be weighed into each sample. 
Sodium oxalate solutions are stable, and so, a stock solution can be prepared and 
pipetted into each sample. 
Ferrrous ammonium sulfate is not available in high purity, and reducing power can 
vary slightly from bottle to bottle. 
sodium oxalate is available as a primary standard. 
The ferrrous ammonium sulfate titration can be done at room temperature. 
.The titration of excess oxalate with potassium permanganate must be done at 2600C. 
The unreacted nickel sinter must be promptly removed from the flask prior to titrating 
for the excess ferrrous ammonium sulfate because the oxidation product from the 
reaction is Fe3+, and this can react with the nickel metal via 
For the oxalate titration, however, the reaction product is COe which escapes the 
reaction mixture. Therefore, it is possible to allow the acidified solution to react 
thoroughly with the mixed oxides and hydroxides before removing the unreacted Nio. 
This leaves a very clear solution for the permanganate titration which is conducive to 
accurate end point determinations. 
A comparison of the results in Figure 4 to those in Figure 5 shows that larger samples 
require decidedly more time to react. Note that for the NASA procedure, even four 
hours does not seem quite adequate. At extended digestion periods, even relatively 
large samples are thoroughly reacted. The ferrous ammounium sulfate procedure 
routinely gives higher values than the oxalate procedure. (Both data sets are collected 
using the same sample throughout.) This could be due to air oxidation of the Fez+, 
although the samples were sealed under N2 for the duration of the digestion step. The 
difference in apparent charged material between the two procedures might also be 
indicative of differences in the thermodynamic availability of charges material in acidic 
vs. alkaline media. 
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Regardless of the method which is used to determine the amount of charged material, 
the raw data, as illustrated in Figures-4 and 5, require considerable manipulation to 
produce meaningful values. If the unreacted nickel sinter is carefully isolated, dried, 
and weighed, then the fraction of sample which is active material can be calculated, 
and it would be possible to express the results as percent of active material. From the 
atomic absorption or chemical analyses of the deloading solution, the percent cobalt in 
the active material should be determined. This can be converted to percent cobalt as 
CoOOH, and this can be subtracted from the percent charged material which is NiOOH 
plus CoOOH. This will yield the percent NiOOH in the active material. This value is 
highly indicative of the electrode's discharge efficiency. 
Potassium content 
The amount of potassium in an electrode is directly determined by flame emission 
photometry. By using flame emission, in lieu of arc, spark, or plasma excitation modes, 
cobalt and nickel interferences become imperceptible. It is possible to perform the 
analysis simply by dissolving the entire electrode sample (in nitric or hydrochloric 
acid). However, this creates an unnecessary overburden of Ni2+ ions. Consequently, 
an aggressive deloading is used, one part glacial acetic acid to three parts 30% 
hydrogen peroxide. While this certainly dissolves some of the underlying sinter, it 
does not cause an error in the analysis because the sinter contains no potassium. 
Flame emission determination for potassium is sufficiently sensitive that electrode 
sample sizes of 40 to 50 mg are adequate for detecting potassium levels as low as 
0.02% in the electrode (about 0.04% in active material). A sample this size is digested 
for one hour in 10 mL of deloading solution. The solution and subesequnt aqueous 
rinsings of the sample are combined in a 100 mL volumetric flask and diluted to 
volume with deionized water. Potassium standards are prepared with KC1 in the acetic 
acid/ hydrogen peroxide deloading solution and also contain Ni2+ and Co2+ in 
approximately the same concentrations as found in the deloading solutions from 
sample extractions. Potassium detection is at 766.5 nm with a 0.7 mm slit width. 
Several electrode samples from two nickel electrode manufacturers were analyzed for 
potassium content. These results are illustrated in Figure 6. Clearly, potassium levels 
are considerably higher in the electrodes of one vendor than in those of the other 
vendor. The effects of stress testing were evaluated by comparing two electrodes from 
each vendor, one of each pair was stress tested for 200, 10C cycles in 31% KOH, 
thoroughly rinsed in deionized water, dried, weighed and digested for potassium 
analysis. The second electrode of each pair was analyzed without stress testing. 
This database is too limited to show any trends, but variations from vendor to vendor 
and stress test effects are apparent. A potassium analysis on an electrode from a 
destructive physical analysis of a battery cell might give evidence for the extensive 
formation of y-NiOOH, explaining poor performance of the cell. 
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Potassium Content in Active Material 
for Two Electrode Vendors 
Potassium is expressed as a percentage 
of active material in the electrode 
Lot No. 15 
Figure 6 Comparison of Vendor A and Vendor B positive electrodes for potassium 
content (as a percent of active material). 
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CHANGE in POTASSIUM LEVELS after 
200 STRESS TEST CYCLES 
Sample Number (from one Electrode) 
Vendor A Pre-Stress . Post-Stress Potasslum Content (% Active Material) 
Vendor B 0 Pre-Stress Post-Stress Potassium Content (% Active Material ) 
Figure 7. The effects of stress testing on potassium content in active material. Stress 
testing is at 10C in 31O/0 KOH for 200 cycles. Four samples are taken from each of the 
four electrodes. 
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Conclusions 
While current analytical procedures for determining the bulk chemical composition of 
nickel electrodes are adequate, some analytical data are overlooked and some data 
are slightly in error. Electrode deloading is most effective accomplished with an 
ammoniacal solution.of EDTA, but the operation should be carried out for at least 48 
hours to assure total active material removal. Charge nickel can be determined by the 
standard NASA procedure with reasonable accuracy. but an alkaline solution of 
sodium oxalate might be better suited for the analysis. For either procedure, a six hour 
digestion period is recommended. Potassium analysis is easily effected by flame 
emission photometry. Variations in electrode manufacture, probably the formation 
process, are readily observed, and the effects of stress testing are apparent. 
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HST NiH2 S I X  BATTERY TEST 
A HST EPS breadboard with six HST NiH2 batteries began 
operation at MSFC in May of 1989. The primary objectives of 
the test are: 
1. Get a better understanding of the operating 
characteristics of the NiH2 Batteries in the HST EPS by 
simulating every aspect of the expected operating 
environment. 
2. Determine the optimum charge level and charge scheme for 
the NiH2 batteries in the HST EPS. 
3. Predict the performance of the actual HST EPS. 
4. Observe the aging characteristics of the batteries. 
5. Test different EPS anomalies before experiencing the 
anomalies on the actual HST. 
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HST NiH2 BATTERIES 
The HST NiH2 batteries are made up of 23 individual pressure 
vessels with a nameplate capacity of 93 Ah. The battery was 
designed to be either 22 or 23 cells. Each battery has 23 
cells in its footprint with one cell not electrically 
connected. The use of only 22 cells/battery in the HST EPS 
allows for more complete charge of the batteries (i.e. 
charging the cells to a higher voltage and capacity). The 
benefit of 23 cells/battery would have been a slightly higher 
operating voltage of the battery and would have resulted in a 
more effective utilization of the solar array. 
The internal cell design is a dual stack, back-to-back 
electrode confiquration. The back-to-back design consists of 
alternating positive and negative electrode assemblies with 
separator consisting of a double layer of zircar cloth 
between each assembly. The positive electrode assembly 
consists simply of two nback-to-backll positive electrodes 
while the negative electrode assembly consists of a 
polypropylene gas screen between two negative electrodes. 
The electrolyte used in the cell is a 27% (before activation) 
potassium hydroxide solution. 
The pressure vessel is made of hydroformed Inconel 718 
material. The vessel is 3 1/2 inches in diameter and has a 
wall thickness of . 040  inches. A flame sprayed zirconium 
oxide coating is on the interior surface of the vessel. 
Another notable design feature used on this vessel is the 
placement of both the positive and negative terminals on the 
same end of the vessel in a "rabbit-earm configuration. 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE HST EPS 
This is a simplified diagram of the HST EPS breadboard. This 
breadboard contains every pertinent element of the actual HST 
EPS that is necessary for testing the NiH2 batteries. In 
each battery channel one power supply simulates the two SPAs 
on the K1 re lay  and one power supply simulates the one SPA on 
the K2 relay. The 13th power supply simulates the two SPAs  
that are wired directly to the diode bus. The TRIM and CCC 
relay operations are simulated by a control computer. Battery 
test modules 1 and 2 (TM-1 and TM-2) contain the 6 test 
batteries used in the breadboard. The loads are simulated by 
three programmable load banks. 
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BATTERY CHARGE CONTROL 
The battery charge control hardware consists of six Charge 
Current Controllers (CCC) . The CCC for B1 controls K21 and 
K11, and the CCC for B2 controls K22 and K12, etc. Each CCC 
provides four selectable levels of temperature compensated 
charge cutoff voltages for both K2 and K1, resulting in eight 
charge cutoff voltage levels shown . The CCC opens up the K1 
and K2 relays when the battery voltage reaches the selected 
level during charge. When a K1 relay opens the 2 SPAs 
supplying current through that relay are removed from the 
system. When a K2 relay opens only one SPA is removed from 
the system. The trim relays are controlled by the Flight 
Computer. The two charge schemes used for battery charging 
are known as the two step-to-trickle charge scheme and the 
step-taper charge scheme. 
The step-taper is the hardware control charge scheme where 
the total solar array current is decreased each time one of 
the batteries reaches the K1 or K2 voltage levels. This 
decreases the charge current to the batteries in a taper-like 
fashion. In the two step-to-trickle charge scheme when the 
first battery reaches the CCC cutback level, 1 or 2 SPAs (1 
for a K2 cutback or 2 for a K1 cutback) are disconnected from 
the battery channel that reaches the cutback level. When the 
second battery reaches the cutback level, SPAs are 
disconnected one at a time until the total battery charge 
current drops below the maximum trickle charge current 
setting ( 1 to 2 amps per battery). 
During the sun period of an orbit, the solar arrays supply 
the electrical loads for the telecsope and recharge the 
batteries. The electrical loads to the telescope are not 
affected when portions of the solar array are switched out of 
the system with the battery charge control schemes. The 
decrease in solar array current only decreases battery charge 
current. The electrical loads draw the current they need and 
the batteries get the excess. During the eclipse portion 
of the orbit, the batteries supply the electrical load. 
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HST NiH2 SIX BATTERY TEST 
TEST TIMELINE 
As of November 1990 the HST NiHZ Six Battery Test has been 
operating for 18 months (approximately 8100 orbital cycles). 
At the beginning of the test the batteries underwent some 
parametric testing to determine the optimum charge level and 
charge scheme for the batteries in the HST EPS and to observe 
how the battery operating characteristics and capacities 
varied under the different conditions. The goal of the 
testing was to determine the highest charge level the 
batteries could operated at efficiently. The testing showed 
that charging the batteries to an average cell voltages of 
1.500 (K2L3) to 1.513 (KlL3) would yield a capacity of about 
73 ampere hours per battery and an efficiency of 80 to 85 %. 
Charging the batteries to a higher charge level could 
decrease the efficiency to the point that the heat generated 
by the batteries could not be tolerated by the thermal 
constraints. At the different charge levels the step-to- 
trickle charge scheme was more efficient than the step-taper 
scheme with both charge schemes yielding approximately equal 
capacities. After parametric testing, the batteries began 
life cycling at the K1L3 charge level with the 2 step-to- 
trickle charge scheme. At this charge level and the K2L3 
level the battery performance was nominal. A couple of weeks 
prior to the capacity tests at orbit 6100 the battery test 
was shutdown for approximately 24 hours due to a facility 
power outage. During the outage the batteries sat open 
circuit at room temperature. This open circuit period was 
probably the reason for the lower than expected capacity. 
The next capacity test is scheduled for for January 1991. 
Based on the pressures as of November 28, 1990 the system 
capacity will be approximately 460 Ah. This capacity 
compared to 439 Ah capacity at orbit 4400 (the other capacity 
test after operating on K2L3) indicates that there is no 
capacity degradation to date. 
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NiH2 6 B A T  TEST 
CAPACITY AND EFFICIENCY TRENDS 
(following a capacity test) 
A s  the HST NiH2 batteries cycle to constant charge voltage 
the battery capacity tends to slowly increase and the battery 
watt-hour efficiency tends to decrease for the first 
approximately 1000 orbits. The qraphs on the opposite page 
show the predicted battery capacities and the calculated 
efficiencies over a 3 month period. At the start of the 
period the batteries had just resumed normal cycling after a 
capacity test and reconditioning. The batteries were were 
cycling on the K1L3 (1.513 v/cell @ 0 deg. C) charge level. 
A s  the batteries cycled at this charge level through orbit 
3100 the capacitites increased 3 to 4 ampere hours per 
battery and the average efficiency dropped from 86% to 82%. 
The slopes of these two curves would have flattened out if 
the capacity tests would not have been run at orbit 3100. 
The capacity tests have the effect of reseting the capacities 
and efficiencies. When the batteries resumed cycling after 
these capacity tests the charge level was lowered to K2L3 
(1.500 v/cell @ 0 deg. C). 














































































































































HST BATTERY CAPACITY (PRESSURE) 
-
There is a known relationship between the capacity and the 
pressure in the NiH2 batteries based on a calibration curve 
established during ground charge/discharge operations. 
However, based on these calibration curves, the capacity of 
the batteries on orbit is approximate1,y 10 ampere hours (AH) 
higher than similar batteries undergoing mission simulation 
testing on the ground. This has not been verified to date, 
but a flight capacity test on two batteries is scheduled for 
later this month. The gentle rise in pressure with time has 
been observed in ground testing, and appears to be a gradual 
increase in state pf charge with time with the charge control 
method used here. Ground capacity tests have resulted in a 
I1resettingl1 of the pressure to a lower level from which it 
gradually climbs until the next capacity test. The increased 
state of charge (the batteries are not operated at 100% state 
of charge) is accompanied by a decrease in energy efficiency 
which is predictable based on ground parametric tests. The 
difference in the ground and flight capacity (if it is shown 
to really exist) is open to discussion--are the batteries 
more efficient in space as a result of better gas management 
of electrolyte distribution? 







































































































































































































































































































































HST BATTERY LOADSHARE HISTORY 
-
The NiH2 batteries on the HST share the load within one 
percentage point of the total. This sharing is primarily a 
function of the line impedances which were matched for each 
battery. However, as the batteries age any significant 
variation in the sharing could be an indication of variations 
between batteries. 
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HST BATTERY END DISCHARGE VOLTAGE 
-
The battery average end of discharge voltage (EODV) over the 
first 2500 orbits ('5.5 months) is very constant after the 
first 1200 orbits. The major perturbations during the first 
1200 orbits resulted from changes in discharge time 
associated with orbital beta angle changes and the resultant 
depth of discharge variations. It is too early in the 
mission to draw conclusions from these results. 










































HST BATTERY DEPTH OF DISCHARGE HISTORY -
The average depth of discharge (DOD) of the six batteries for 
the first 2500 orbits is indicative of the benign loads that 
the batteries are supporting. These very low DOD's resulted 
from the change from 55 AH NiCd to 88 AH NiH2 batteries late 
in the program coupled with the rather large "safe modegg 
requirements. The loads have also been approximately 10% 
lower than predicted. The variation from a low of 5% to a 
high of 8% results from the orbital beta angle changes. This 
effect can also be seen in the end of discharge voltages of 
the batteries. 
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HST BATTERY END DISCHARGE VOLTAGE 
7
The battery average end of discharge voltage (EODV) and end 
of high rate charge voltage (EOCV) plots for orbits 1800 to 
2500 are shown. The EODV is very constant after the first 
1200 orbits. The EOCV is controlled at a constant voltage- 
temperature level by charge current controllers. The 
constant EOCV here reflects the very stable temperature at 
the end of high rate charge that the batteries are 
experiencing. 
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N i H 2  BATTERY PERFORMANCE 
FLIGHT VS.  S I X  BATTERY TEST 
The HST flight batteries are operating more efficiently than 
the test batteries. This was not totally unexpected slnce 
the FSM test cells are operating more efficiently than the TM 
test cells. However there appears to be a greater difference 
between the flight FM batteries and the ground TM batteries. 
At the K2L3 charge level the flight batteries are operating 
with recharge ratios between 1.01 and 1.10 based on the time 
based 15 orbit average, while in the Six Battery Test the 
recharge ratios ranged from 1.08 to 1.14. This could be a 
result of the flight batteries performing better in the zero- 
g environment. The cell pressures in the flight batteries 
indicate the capacities to be at approximately 83 Ah, while 
the Six TM batteries capacities averaged 73.2 Ah at the K2L3 
charge level. The predicted 83 Ah capacity of the flight 
batteries is based on the capacity vs. pressure curves that 
were generated during the flight conditioning cycles on the 
flight batteries. These pressures may not relate to capacity 
in zero-g as they did in one-g. The flight capacity tests 
requested by the HST Electrical Panel for December 1990 will 
indicate how the zero-g pressure relates to capacity. If the 
capacities are as high as the pressures indicate, this, along 
with the lower recharge ratios, could be a result of the 
better electrolyte distribution or gas flow paths in the 
cells at zero-g. This will continue to be investigated. 























































































































































































































































































































































































Hubble Space Telescope Nickel-Hydrogen "Flight Sparew Battery 
Test 
Jeffrey C. Brewer and Thomas H. Whitt 
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center 
Huntsville, Alabama 
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Abstract 
For several years, the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has been 
engaged in a series of battery tests in support of the Hubble Space 
Telescope (HST) program. Now that the HST is in orbit, many of 
these tests will continue in order to give those responsible for 
the HST a reasonable prediction on the performance of the flight 
batteries. These tests will also be a source of needed low-earth- 
orbit (LEO) data for nickel-hydrogen (Ni-Hz) batteries and cells. 
One of the tests currently in progress at MSFC is a mission 
simulation test on a 22-cell Ni-H battery. This battery is 
composed of spare cells taken from the lot of cells out of which 
the Flight Spare Module was assembled. This module is one of two 
modules launched on the HST. This battery has been on test since 
June, 1989, and has completed nearly 8000 LEO cycles. A series of 
characterization tests were run prior to the start of the mission 
simulation and a launch scenario test was run in February and 
March, 1990, to test the behavior of the cells through a simulated 
launch. The results from these tests as well as the overall 
performance of the battery as it continues to cycle will be 
reported on in this presentation. 
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Cell Description 
The 22 Ni-H2 cells used in this battery were chosen from the Flight 
Spare Module lot of cells. The manufacturing process for these 
cells was identical to that used for the Flight Module cells. The 
process differed, however, from the one used for the Test Module 
cells in that a slight change was made in the activation procedure. 
The cells in the Ni-H2 Six-Battery System Test are Test Module 
cells. 
The internal cell design is a dual stack, back-to-back electrode 
configuration. The back-to-back design consists of alternating 
positive and negative electrode assemblies with a separator 
consisting of a double layer of zircar cloth between each assembly. 
The positive electrode assembly consists simply of two I8back-to- 
back" positive electrodes while the negative electrode assembly 
consists of a polypropylene gas screen between two negative 
electrodes. The electrolyte used in the cell is a 27% (before 
activation) potassium hydroxide solution. 
The pressure vessel is made of hydroformed Inconel 718 material. 
The vessel is 3.5 inches in diameter and has a wall thickness of 
. 0 4 0  inches. A thin zirconium oxide coating is on the interior 
surface of the vessel. One other notable design feature used on 
this vessel is the placement of both the positive and negative 
terminals on the same end of the vessel in a "rabbit-ear" 
configuration. 
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Figure 1 
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Test Timeline 
As of December, 1990, the HST Ni-H2 "Flight Sparegg Battery (FSB) 
has been operating for 17 months (nearly 8000 LEO cycles). At the 
beginning of the test the battery underwent some parametric testing 
to determine how the battery would respond to operating 
temperatures as high as 15°C. This was done to simulate possible 
temperature excursions such as might be experienced during a hot 
thermal condition or a safemode. 
After parametric testing, the battery began mission simulation at 
the K1L3 charge level with the 2 step-to-trickle charge scheme. 
Prior testing on the HST Ni-H2 Six-Battery Test concluded that the 
HST Batteries would be operating on the K1L3 (1.513 v/cell @ 0°C) 
or K2L3 (1.5 V/cell) charge level at the beginning of the HST 
mission. 
The HST batteries have primary and redundant heaters. The primary 
heaters maintain battery temperature in the range of -1 to 3°C and 
the redundant heaters maintain battery temperatures between -6 and 
-2°C. The FSB is located within a thermal chamber that is used to 
control temperature. During the mission simulation testing the 
battery temperature was varied to investigate the effect of 
operating on the redundant heaters. There was no noticeable 
improvement in battery performance at this lower temperature. 
The capacity of 67.7 ampere-hours (Ahr) at orbit 5700 is 2.6 Ah 
less than the first capacity shown of 70.3 Ahr. Two weeks before 
the capacity test at orbit 5700 there was a facility power outage 
which resulted in the battery being open circuit at room 
temperature for 24 hours. This open circuit period was probably 
the reason for the lower than expected capacity. The next capacity 
test is scheduled for January, 1991. Based on the pressure as of 
December 2, 1990, the battery capacity will be approximately 70.2 
Ah. This capacity compared to 68.5 Ah at orbit 3800 (the other 
capacity test after operating on K2L3) indicates that there is no 
capacity degradation to date. 
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Battery test timeline. 
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Parametric Test Results 
Between orbits 200 and 580, the battery was cycled for 1 week 
periods at 15, 10, 5, and O°C with a step-taper charge scheme. A 
capacity test and reconditioning was run at the end of each period. 
Table I shows the battery recharge ratio, power dissipation, and 
capacity at the different temperatures. There is relatively no 
change in the capacities at the different temperatures. Typically, 
capacity will decrease as temperature is increased. The reason 
this is not happening here is that the battery is being charged to 
a V/T curve designed for a nickel-cadmium battery. This is 
resulting in the battery being charged to a higher state of charge 
at the higher temperatures and a lower state of charge at the lower 
temperatures. While the curve that is currently being used will 
yield basically constant capacities over a range of temperatures, 
a more constant recharge ratio (efficiency) can be achieved by 
increasing the slope of the V/T curves currently being used. This 
would allow higher charge levels at the lower temperatures while 
reducing the charge levels at the higher temperatures. 
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HST Ni-H2 Flight Spare Battery Test 
Table I -- Parametric Test Results. 



















Launch Scenario Test Results 
The main objective of the launch scenario test was to assure that 
a minimum capacity would remain in the cells through a 4-day launch 
window. Meeting this requirement was verified by a pressure-based 
capacity estimate of approximately 33 Ah at the end of the window. 
Following the recycle portion of the test, the capacity was 
estimated (by pressure) to be approximately 25 Ah; however, a 
capacity test run on the battery indicated approximately 34 Ah. 
This large capacity delta was completely unexpected and cannot, as 
yet, be explained. 
During this launch scenario test, another issue developed that 
became a concern. This involved the effect that a long, high- 
temperature (75 to 85°F) self-discharge would have on the ensuing 
charge acceptance of the Ni-H cell. All launch scenario testing 
to date, except for one inconc3usive thermal vacuum test, had been 
performed by "forcingn the cells down, through a discharge, to a 
capacity level equivalent to one following a 10-day self-discharge. 
This was done to bypass the 10 days necessary to run the real-time 
self-discharge. It was thought that this ttshort-cut8t would have no 
effect on the results and would save considerable amounts of the 
available testing time prior to the actual launch. It was 
discovered, however, that there was a possibility that this 
extended self-discharge at these temperatures could lead to a 
temporary loss in usable capacity. In order to test this theory, 
and to determine an estimated minimum Itrecyclelt capacity, the 
battery was allowed to self-discharge a total of 194 hours before 
beginning the "recyclet8 recharge. A distinct difference exists in 
the performance of the battery before and after the 194 hours of 
self-discharge. The estimated capacity following the self- 
discharge was 10 to 12 Ah less than that achieved prior to the 
self-discharge. It is uncertain what caused this loss in capacity. 
What is certain is that the capacity can be recovered through a 
series of baseline charge/discharge cycles, as was done on the HST 
flight batteries when they had to be recycled in a similar manner. 
The flight batteries showed no signs of capacity loss (as did this 
"flight sparet8 battery) when they were first cycled after being 
placed in orbit. 
One lesson that was learned with this launch scenario test is that 
while pressure is a good estimate of capacity it is certainly not 
highly consistent or accurate even over a short period of time. 
The estimates must always be tempered by the events that are 
occurring with the cells themselves. 


































































































































































































































Orbital Summary Data 
Through the first 18 months of cycling, the FSB has completed over 
8000 cycles. Figures 4 and 5 show the last six months of EOC and 
EOD Hi/Av/Lo cell voltages. Figures 6 and 7 show the estimated 
capacity and watt-hour efficiency over the last six months. Figure 
8, 9, and 10 show the recharge ratio, sun/eclipse times, and 
battery temperature over the last six months. All of the data 
basically shows expected results. The 19disturbances11 in the data 
can be attributed usually to one of three events: a system shutdown 
due to power outage, a capacity test (or other planned parametric 
test), or variations in the sun/eclipse times. For the last 700 
orbits shown, a change was implemented in the test software that 
allowed the loads to change every 8 minutes, compared to a constant 
load that was used prior to that. This load change is small but 
over time has caused the data to scatter slightly. This change was 
made in the test in order to better simulate the actual flight 
conditions. 
The FSB is operating slightly more efficient than the Six-Battery 
test. The calculated recharge ratios are lower (1.05 to 1.12 vs. 
1.08 to 1.14) for the FSB. Also, the EOD voltages are slightly 
higher (1.32 to 1.35 vs. 1.30 to 1.33) for the FSB. The estimated 
capacity, however, is 3 Ahr less (70 vs. 73) for the FSB. This is 
rather puzzling but could be the result of the two different types 
of cells being used in the two tests. The more efficient 
performance, however, is likely a result of a better heat 
dissipation capability inherent in a single battery design versus 
a three battery module design. 
The FSB is operating slightly less efficiently than the flight 
batteries. Although some of the measurements used to calculate the 
recharge ratios on flight are suspect, it is still believed that 
they are operating at a lower recharge ratio than the FSB (1.05 to 
1.12 vs. 1.01 to 1.10) . The FSB also has a significantly less 
capacity estimate than the flight batteries (70 vs. 88) . This 
estimate of the flight batteries9 capacities will be verified by a 
capacity test that is scheduled to be run early in 1991. While 
there are doubts that the capacity will be as high as estimated, 
there certainly are good reasons why the flight batteries should be 
operating more efficiently than the FSB. Since the flight 
batteries are in a zero-G environment, a better electrolyte 
distribution should be achieved which will create a more efficient 
operating condition. The ground-based FSB obviously cannot achieve 
such a condition and should thus be slightly less efficient. 
A capacity test is planned on the FSB in early 1991 with subsequent 
capacity measurements being made every six months thereafter. 
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Figure 4 -- EOC Hi/Av/Lo c e l l  voltages v s .  
orbi t  number for the previous s i x  months. 
Figure 5 -- EOD Hi/Av/Lo cell  voltages v s .  
orbi t  number for the previous s i x  months. 
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F i g u r e  6 -- Estimated capacity vs. orbit 
number for the previous six months. 
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F i g u r e  7 -- Watt-hour efficiency vs. orbit 
number for the previous six months. 
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Figure 8 -- Recharge ra t io  vs .  orbi t  number 
for  the previous s i x  months. 
. Sm Tie + Eclipse Tie 
Figure 9 -- Sun/eclipse times v s .  orbi t  number 
for  the previous s i x  months. 
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Figure 10 -- Battery temperature v s .  o r b i t  
number for  the  previous s i x  months. 
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MULTIPLE CELL CPV NICKEL HYDROGEN BATTERY 
Ken R. Jones, Program Manager 
Jeffrey P. Zagtodnik, Technology Manager 
Johnson Controls, Inc. 
ABSTRACT 
Johnson Controls, Inc. has developed a multiple cell CPV Nickel Hydroqqn 
battery that offers significant weight, volume and cost advantages for 
aerospace applications. The baseline design was successfully demonstrated 
through the testing of a 26-cell prototype, which completed over 7,000 44% 
depth-of-discharge LEO cycles. Prototype designs using both nominal 5" and 
10" diameter vessels are currently being developed for a variety of 
customers and applications. 
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L I S T  OF  TRANSPARENCIES 
1. J C I  CPV B a t t e r y  D e v e l o p m e n t  
2 .  A p p l i c a t i o n s  of CFV 
3 .  A d v a n t a g e s  of CPV over I P V  
4 .  Fea tu res  of P a t e n t e d  J C I  CPV D e s i g n  
5 .  P h o t o  of CPV B a t t e r y  and I P V  C e l l s  
6 .  P h o t o  of 13-cell P r o t o t y p e  #l H a l f - S t a c k  
7 .  P h o t o  of P r o t o t y p e  # l  F i x e d  H e a t  F i n  C a v i t y  
8 .  P h o t o  of P r o t o t y p e  # l  H a l f  S t a c k s  i n  C y l i n d e r  
9 .  L i f e  C y c l e  P l o t  for  LEO T e s t  of P r o t o t y p e  # I  
1 0 .  L i f e  C y c l e  P l o t  f o r  LEO T e s t  of 2 - c e l l  B o i l e r p l a t e  CPV 
11. L i f e  C y c l e  P l o t  f o r  2 - C e l l  o n  A c c e l e r a t e d  LEO 
1 2 .  P h o t o  of 5" D i a m e t e r  C e l l  a n d  L o o s e  H e a t  F i n  
13.  P h o t o  of 5" 1 0 - c e l l  S t a c k  
1 4 .  P h o t o  of 5" 1 0 - c e l l  S t a c k  i n  C y l i n d e r  
15 .  P h o t o  of 5" 2 2 - c e l l  B a t t e r y  
1 6 .  P h o t o  of 5" V e s s e l  C o m p o n e n t s  
1 7 .  S k e t c h  of W e l d  R i n g  - Dome - C y l i n d e r  Weld I n t e r f a c e  
1 8 .  P h o t o m i c r o g r a p h  of W e l d  
1 9 .  P h o t o  of MSOE P r e s s u r e  T e s t  A p p a r a t u s  
2 0 .  P h o t o  of B u r s t  5 "  V e s s e l  
2 1 .  P h o t o  of B u r s t  1 0 "  V e s s e l  
2 2 .  P h o t o  of 2  k w h  F i b e r - W o u n d  B a t t e r y  
2 3 .  P h o t o  of C a r b o n - F i b e r - W o u n d  A i r c r a f t  S t a r t i n g  P a t t e r y  
2 4 .  F a m i l y  of J C I  CPV B a t t e r i e s  
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DESCRIPTION OF TRANSPARENCIES 
1. J C I  CPV Ba t t e ry  Development: Johnson Cont ro l s ,  I n c .  ( ~ 7 S 1 )  has d-vel nperl a 
family  of m u l t i c e l l  Common Pressure  Vessel  ( C P V )  b a t t e r i e s  f o r  a  - 7 a r i ~ t y  of 
a p p l i c a t i o n s .  Designs considered t o  d a t e  inc lude  vo l t ages  between 1 2  ansl 
100 v o l t s ,  and c a p a c i t i e s  ranging from a s  low a s  7 ampere-hour t o  a s  high 
a s  250 ampere-hours. 
2 .  App l ica t ions  of CPV 
J C I  i s  s e r i o u s l y  pursuing a  much broader market than  t h a t  p r e s e n t l y  
covered by I P V  Nickel  Hydrogen. The combined volume o f f e r e d  by t h e  
aerospace ,  a i r c r a f t  s t a r t i n g  and t e r r e s t r i a l  markets w i l l  a l low us t o  
i n c o r p o r a t e  s t a t i s t i c a l  p rocess  c o n t r o l  (SPC) i n t o  t h e  component 
f a b r i c a t i o n  p rocesses ,  providing a  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  h igher  q u a l i t y ,  improved 
cons i s t ency ,  and u l t i m a t e l y  lower c o s t  than  i s  p r e s e n t l y  achieved i n  t h e  
i n d u s t r y .  
3 .  Advantages of CPV over  IPV 
The advantages of t h e  CPV des ign  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  a r e  widely recognized.  
However, h i s t o r i c a l  concerns r e l a t e d  t o  e l e c t r o l y t e  and thermal management 
had p rev ious ly  prevented t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  of a  working d e s i g n .  
4 .  Fea tu res  of Pa ten ted  J C I  CPV Design 
The p a t e n t e d  JCI des ign  overcomes t h e  e l e c t r o l y t e  management concern 
through t h e  use of  a  vented e lec t rolyte-conta inment-sys tem (ECS) and 
a c t u a l l y  provides  a  thermal  advantage over t h e  convent ional  I F V  d e s i g n .  
However, t h e  same b a s i c  c e l l  components and e l e c t r a c h e m i s t r y  i s  used,  sa 
t h a t  t h e  advantages  of t h e  I P V  n i c k e l  hydrogen b a t t e r y  a r e  r e t a i n e d .  
5 .  Photo of CPV B a t t e r y  and I P V  C e l l s  
The r e l a t i v e  advantages of t h e  C P V  des ign  a r e  r e a d i l y  apparent  based nn 
a  v i s u a l  examination of a  CPV b a t t e r y  next t o  i t s  I P V  c o u n t e r p a r t .  
6 .  Photo of 1 3 - c e l l  Prototype #1 Half-Stack 
To demonstra te  t h e  c a p a b i l i t i e s  of t h e  C F V  des ign ,  a  26-ce l l  p r o t a t y ~ ? ?  
was f a b r i c a t e d  i n  a  j o i n t  e f f o r t  wi th  COMSAT i n  1888. This  b a t t e r y  i s  
composed of two 1 3 - c e l l  h a l f - s t a c k s  which a r e  connected i n  p a r a l l e l  wi th in  
t h e  s i n g l e  common v e s s e l  t o  provide  a  nominal 32 v o l t s .  
7 .  Photo of Prototype #1 Fixed Heat Fin  Cavi ty  
The h a l f - s t a c k s  a r e  i n s e r t e d  i n t o  fi::ed heat  f i n  c a v i t i e s  which rnnd l~c t  
heat  r a d i a l l y  from t h e  c e l l ,  d i r e c t l y  t o  t.he ae.cst.1 w a l l .  I t  i s  t h i r :  
d i r e c t  thermal  c o n t a c t  t h a t  provides  a  thermal  a d - - a n t a , ~ -  nlrnr t h o  TFT7 
des ign,  which provides  no r a d i a l  pathway f o r  heat  ,-nndrlrt i n n  t?  v7-. - . - -1  . 
I t  i s  be l i eved  t h a t  t h i s  thermal  advantage w i l l  t r a n s l a t e  t o  n::terlrisd l i f e  
i n  LEO a p p l i c a t i o n s .  I n  GEO a p p l i c a t i o n s ,  where long l i f e  i s  not reqr i i rsd ,  
a d d i t i o n a l  improvements i n  s p e c i f i c  energy can be achieved due t o  t h e  
improved thermal  pathway. 
8 .  Photo of Prototype #1 Half S tacks  i n  Cyl inder  
The two h a l f - s t a c k s  f o r  t h e  p ro to type  b a t t e r y  a r e  i n s e r t e d  i n t n  a drawn 
Inconel  718 vessel/dome s e c t i o n .  Spr ings  push t h e  h a l f - s t a c k s  outward 
a g a i n s t  t h e  v e s s e l  wa l l ,  e n s u r i n g  i n t i m a t e  c o n t a c t  between t h e  heat  f i n  
c a v i t y  and t h e  v e s s e l  w a l l .  A f t e r  i n s e r t i o n  of t h e  h a l f - s t a c k s  a  second 
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dome i s  welded i n  p l a c e  us ing  t h e  same weld r i n g  des ign  approach t h a t  i s  
a p p l i e d  i n  t h e  I P V  v e s s e l s .  
9. L i f e  Cycle P l o t  f o r  LEO Test  of Prototype #1 
The Prototype b a t t e r y  was put on a  r e a l  t ime LEO l l f e  t e s t  a t  7 r ) M S A T  
Labora to r i es .  Over 7,000 4 4 %  depth-of-discharge ( D O D )  c y c l e s  w e r e  
completed a t  10°c be fo re  t h e  b a t t e r y .  
Voltage performance was r e l a t i v e l y  s t a b l e  over  t h e  f i r s t  6 , 4 0 0  c y c l e s ,  
p r i o r  t o  t h e  r a p i d  v o l t a g e  degradat ion which u l t i m a t e l y  caused t h e  b a t t e r y  
t o  reach t h e  1 . 0  v o l t / c e l l  b a t t e r y  f a i l u r e  c r i t e r i a .  
Subsequent d e s t r u c t i v e  phys ica l  ana lyses  ( D P A )  showed t h a t  some of t h e  
ECS's had been damaged a t  t h e  t ime of i n s e r t i o n  i n t o - t h e  heat  f i n  c a v i t y ,  
l e a d i n g  t o  e l e c t r o l y t e  leakage from t h e  c e l l s .  The r e s u l t i n g  d ry ing  out  n f  
t h e  p o s i t i v e s  and s e p a r a t o r s  i s  be l i eved  t o  have caused t h e  vo l t age  d e c l i n e  
and f a i l u r e  of  t h e  b a t t e r y .  A l l  c e l l  components, i n c l u d i n g  t h e  neqa t ive  
e l e c t r o d e s  were i n  e x c e l l e n t  phys ica l  cond i t ion .  No p inho les  o r  n t h e r  
s i g n s  of popping were observed on t h e  nega t ive  e l e c t r o d e s .  No s i y n s  nf 
b l i s t e r i n g  o r  o t h e r  p h y s i c a l  degradat ion were observed on t h e  p o s i t i v e s .  
10 .  L i f e  Cycle P l o t  f o r  LEO Test  of 2 - c e l l  B o i l e r p l a t e  CFV 
Two 2 - c e l l  l a b o r a t o r y  t e s t  b a t t e r i e s  of t h e  same b a s e l i n e  design a r -  
s t i l l  on LEO t e s t ,  one each a t  J C I  and COMSAT. They have now e::~-odsd 
7,000 and 9,000 cyc les ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y  w i t h  no s i g n i f i c a n t  performance 
degrada t ion .  
11 .L i fe  Cycle P l o t  f o r  2-Cell Accelera ted  LEO 
A second J C I  2 - c e l l  has now completed 3,600 s t andard  LEO c y c l e s  
followed by over  6,000 c y c l e s  on an a c c e l e r a t e d  LEO c y c l e  (double t h e  
charge and d i scharge  r a t e s  and 2 3 O ~  o p e r a t i n g  t e m p e r a t u r e ) .  
12 .  Photo of  5" Diameter C e l l  and Loose Heat Fin 
A new loose  heat  f i n  des ign  was developed t o  overcome t h e  prol~lerns 
encountered wi th  i n s e r t i o n  of t h e  c e l l s  i n t o  t h e  f i z e d  heat  f i n  c a v i t y .  
This approach was in t roduced  i n  a  5" diameter v e s s e l ,  c i r c u l a r  c e l l  
component des ign .  
13.  Photo of 5" 1 0 - c e l l  Stack 
The c e l l s  and heat  f i n s  a r e  assembled i n t o  a  s t a c k  us ing a s p e c i a l  
al ignment f i x t u r e .  The t e n  c e l l  des ign shown here  ha? a 9 . 6  Ah c a p a c i t y ,  
i s  9 .7"  long and weighs 3 kg. A 22-ce l l  ve r s lnn  O f f e r -  3 1 q . 4  A h  - q ~ \ a ~ - ~ k y  
i s  20.6" long,  and weighs 7.9 kg. In  g e n e r a l ,  t h e  hirrh-r t h e  1 - 3 l , 3 , - 1 t  y 
and/or  vo l t age ,  t h e  b e t t e r  t h e  s p e c i f i c  energy.  F, . r  -::ample 3 2 . ' )  G W I I  
des ign  provides  55 Wh/kg. 
1 4 .  Photo of 5" 10-ce l l  Stack i n  Cyl inder  
The 5" c e l l  s t a c k  i s  a l s o  i n s e r t e d  i n t o  a c y l i n d e r ,  hut  i n  t h i s  caFP 
two s e p a r a t e  end domes and weld r i n g s  a r e  welded i n  p l a c e .  This  apvrr3a,-l i  
a l lows  an un l imi ted  v e s s e l  l e n g t h  f o r  des ign  f1e : : ih i l i ty .  
15.  Photo of 5" 22-ce l l  Ba t t e ry  
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OF POOR QUALITY 
Although the cell stack for this 22-cell battery is only 9.7" Inn?, the 
vessel length is 20.6" to provide the required void volume to maintain a 
900 psi maximum operating pressure. 
16. Photo of 5" Vessel Components 
The vessel components for the 5" design include the cylinder, two end 
domes and two weld rings. 
17. Sketch of Weld Ring - Dome A Cylinder Weld Interface 
A close pre-weld fit of the components is required to obtain a high 
quality weld. 
18. Photomicrograph of Weld 
A photomicrograph of the weld area shows the weld penetration into t h o  
weld ring, and the heat effected zone. 
19. Photo of MSOE Pressure Test Apparatus 
After assembly test vessels are hydraulically burst to qualify their 
pressure capability. A 2.5-to-1 safety factor is used for the aerospace 
designs. Other test vessels are pressure cycled to demonstrate four times 
the number of required operating cycles prior to b~~rst testing. 
20. Photo of Burst 5" Vessel 
The burst failures occur along the weld seam of the vessel cylinder. 
this is a favorable failure mechanism in that the vessel remains in one 
piece. 
21. Photo of Burst 10" Vessel 
The failure mechanism is the same for the 10" diameter vessel. 
22. Photo of 2 kwh Fiber-Wound Battery 
Designs for other applications include a 2 kwh terrestrial desjcrn 
intended for photovoltaic applications. This battery employs a fihor-wnl~l~rl 
vessel design. 
23. Photo of Carbon-Fiber-Wound Aircraft Startina Ratt-ry 
Aircraft starting battery designs also use the fiber-wound vessel 
approach, but include a carbon filament to enhance heat transfer and 
minimize weight. 
24. Family of JCI CFV Batteries 
In summary, a family of CPV battery desiqns have been rle~-olf>p-d for a 
wide variety of applications. Tests indicate that the ?iqnif?r.ant 
advantages of the CPV design can be reallzed in a re1  iabl- pal-ka1cP. A t  
present the test database is limited but growlntrr. 
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ADVANTAGES OF CPV VERSUS IPV 
HIGHER SPECIFIC ENERGY 
HIGHER ENERGY DENSITY 
SIMPLIFIED INTERFACE 
POTENTIAL FOR LOWER COST 
BATTERY UORKSM pnocEEoIwGs 
FEATURES OF PATENTED 
JCI CPV DESIGN 
MULTIPLE CELLS IN A SINGLE VESSEL 
STANDARD NICKEL HYDROGEN CELL COMPONENTS 
BACK-TO-BACK POSITIVE CONFIGURATION 
ABSORBER BETWEEN POSITIVE ELECTRODES 
CELL ENCLOSED IN ECS 
VENTED ECS ALLOWS HYDROGEN ACCESS 
DOUB-LE ECS ENHANCES RELIABILITY 
RADIAL HEAT FIN IMPROVES THERMAL TRANSFER 
WELDED INCONEL 71 8 VESSEL 
BATTERY WRKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
-770- ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGR APH 
-772- @;?iG!NAt PAGE BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
CPV PROTOTYPE BAlTERY #I 
44% DOD LEO CYCLING TEST 
-BATTERY VOLTAGE VS NUMBER OF CYCLES I 
- 
END-OF-CHARGE VOLTAGE 
.--,,, , J..,J- .-,--, -- - - - -  ----2------- - - - - - - - - - - A _ -  
END-OF-DISCHARGE VOLTAGE 
NUMBER OF CYCLES 
CHARGE DISCHARGE PROFILE 
TEMPERATURE = 1 0 ' ~  


































































































































































































-776- ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHiTE FiiOTOGRAPH 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAP 
-778- ORlGllVAL PFGE 
BLACK AND WHiTE Fi iOTOGR AYH 
-779- O!?tGINAL F'AGE 





BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGR APH 

-785- ORIGINAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGR APH 

ORIGINAL PAGE 
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George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center 
At Ule Mershell Space Fllght Center 2 N M  2-cellpecs made up of englneerfng 
cells bulk ecconjlng to ~e Hubble Space Telescope design en, cumnUy being 
LEO c p h d  st 20% - bU% dep# ofd/8che/~e. me cells wen, men~ectumd by 
Eegle-Plcher 1ndusMest lnc, rcWeted wPUI e/ect/ro&te (KOH) concentretfons 
of26% (prsc #I) end 31% (pec #2), tbr use dudng evelueUon of the HST cell 
deslgn. mI8 test was set up to stu@ tbe behevlor of 1111-HZ cells of HST 
deslgn, hevfng dlfleting eIectVvl* concentaffons, when opereted et hlgh 
cells em M n g  cje/ed 60 minutes chew8 end 36 mlnufer discharge wltb an end 
of chaw8 ~Utof l  ~0R8ge. End of chaw ~Uioff ~0k8ge8 ~8tyhlween 1.48 V 
- - 
end 7.66 K TIZe test we8 designed spec/flcslfy to #//ow the cells toplck 
W r  own mcharye mtfo for veryfng deptbs of dlsche~e nd veryfng end of 
cherp vo/isge& me &st Wlkes cells whlch wen, pn,v/ous& used In f i e  HST 
cell teshhgpmgmm at Marshal/ to gether deslgn endperformance date for 
ene/LsI8 In Ure developntent of NIW2 cell techno lo^ for use eboenY the HST. 
Tle tour test cells wen, cyc/ed eppmrdmetefy 25UO LEO o/;bIts In the HST test 
bed eccorrJlng to en HSTp1~fll8 wfth SMy-one minutes charge end thirty-f/ve 
mlnutes dlscherge, to 8 depth of dlscherge of elghtpeaenl: befon, belng 
mpleced In ibe HST test bed by s bur ce// pec of HST Wlght typeu cella 
17ie four test cells then set open clmuk at mom tempemtun, for eight montbs 
befom b l n g  /nste/Ied In the cumnt test setup. 
BATTERY YORKSHOf' PROCEEDINGS -863- 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FlLNKD 
r George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center 
7Ym test setup conslsts of ibw mqlor elements: the progmmmabfe power 
suppfbs and toad banks, the data rcqu/r/Ikn and controf system the control 
computer and the N/HZ spechen test celfs. A r /mpIW block dfsgum ofthe 
test setup h shown h mure 7. The test setup provMsr complete battery 
ho/#thn shufd occw, #nd Mfng as necersary to protect the battery 
cefls and other eqement. Front panet sw/Iches provkje ibr power sqp& 
comTgwatkn and battery holatkn. Front panel meter8 provMs continuous 
ma/-t/#e v/suu/mon/tor/ng ofthe voltage und current fbr such puc of ce//s. 
A str@ chari recorder provlder r hard copy of the wfiage and current profffes 
Ibr emh of the pacs. f i  -- test opemfes conthwusb wkh mh/ma/ human 
hterlace, except dur/ng spec/#/ testr. 
The two power supplbs are controlled by rerfstance programming. A bank of 
rerlston and relays was bullt whkh can be sw/Iched by the control computer to 
p r o v .  con td  over the charge current to the batterks. The load banks are 
controlled by the 34974 The 3497A h equ/pped wlll, a 0 6 vo/t programmubfe 
power suppm whkh h wed to wfirge program the load banks. A 
Hendett-Packrd Vectn 8000 nmnllng m HP Bask pmgmm h used 8s the control 
computer to remotem hrtruct the 3497A (Data .equlskkn and control) to rcan 
the data channefr a d  retrhve test data. 738 program then reads, ca/culates 
\ mnd stoms the data. I#n #mma/v occun, the prognm wn/ dhconnect the cell8 and #hut down tfm test to wkf damage to the ce//s or equ/pmM. 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 

RNH 90-3 TEST CELLS 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
-866- BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
POWER SUPPLY,  LOAD BANKS AND CONTROL PANEL 
-867- OR1GINAC PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPM 
CONTROL COMPUTER AND BATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
I -868- OXIGlNAL PAGE 
. * ,  Eil4CK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
r George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center 
7he bStp/8n W88 wmbn la oqebns,  w/lh t b ~  &8mCtbtfBt/C8 of N/H2 
s,//s opemtsd In ff LEO qd/nppm#mm. 7he 06/Is umd In tbe test 8m of the 
d@S/pn ffv/np onb- t b ~  Hubbh SF 7~/0tcy)p~. m7n6~0 N//S W W  f!m t b ~  
eng/nee/lmq /at of 06//8 bul& to wr@f deslgn psnmehn and 06// opentlon 
rndto detem/ne tbe opffmum e/e&m@o clanosnInffon. 7?bm am two M//S 
w/U, 26% Potass/um Hp fdde  (KOH) e / e w  and two oblls WM 31% KOH 
e/ectm/)#e. 7he test chs/~sr tbe 08/18 to 8n end of chr/ve wksge m d  then 
d/sehrrqes them to 8 set depth of d/sch8/ve; most tests of UI/B w e  wouIdp//Ck 
8 depth 0fd/Sch8/vb md then c h 8 ~ 9  t b ~  O6//8 to 8 Set /rsc/r8/v@ nt10. 7h/e 
test scheme chs/acte&es the cells In t-8 of end of chs/ve w!tage and 
8hws tbe m//s to pick 8 mchaqe mtlo H the end of chsrye wltsge 18 hfph 
O ~ O U Q ~  t0  OW 0p~rslOt) 8t t b ~  depth of d / ~ ~ h ~ / v @ .  
me test bcrg/nr w/UI wskb up gdlng of tbe 06/18, pmdud/on of/n/Us/ 
capsdly gmphs and Pmssum va. State of C h 8 ~ e  #MS. A h r  8 prolonged 
open c/n:uIY Bisnd of 8 months r t  mom tsmpemtum, the 08/18 8119 swrrksned by 
CyCJlng 480 60/36 LZbbnbn8- whbm chb/ve equs/o-2~PA/fipr /or &~mlnWe& or 
unt// 1.56 V/m///s mrrched ff  1.56 V/06l//s mschsd befom the end of the 
60 mlnuts chb/ve petiod, tbe p8c w/// bo o p n  c/mAed for tbe mms/nder of 
tbe 60 mlnuts p s M .  me mils w/// then be dischrr/ved at 30 Amps for 36 
mlnutes of until lower w/tsge //mA of 1.0 V/ce//Is msched ff the /ower 
wIY8ge //mN 1s msched befom tbe end of the 36 mlnute d/Schd@@ period, the 
eel/# w/// be open c/mu/ted tor Ule mms/nder a/ tbe 36 m/nute d/sche/~e 
ptfod. A C8p8cHy chsckls then peHmed by clisrplng st 23.4 Amps for 60 
mlnutsr or until 1.56 V/W/s m11ched /f 1.86 Y/s,I/ls mdched befom tbe 
end of tbe 60 mfnuto chs/ve petfad, tbe psc Is open c/muHed for tbe mmslnder 
of tbe 60 mlnuis p s W .  psc Is then dlschs/vsd st 30 Amps to .3 V/mlL 
An InHal cspsc/lyIs next messumd /or tbe cblls by dolng s bsssl/ne chs/ve 
whlch oanslsts of che/v/ng st #.3Amps, Qx C for 10 hours fo//owed by 4Ampr 
for 14 hours and then rr//ow/ng ceIl8 to 8IY open dmlt for one hour 8nd 
d/schsq/ng st 1dAmps to .3 V/iw/L Pm88um vs. State of Cham cum8 for 
arch of the 06/18 8m obtslned by tbe tof/b~/ngpll6ssdum: Ch8qe r t  #Amp4 
aK C to 1.64 V/& 8nd Ulen /mm~dlsts/y d/st=ba/ve ff t I2Amp8 to .3 V/'/L 
\ 7hs dsls flatbemd dudng t%phsm a/ tbe test 18 to be used to mersum tbe cand/Uon of the 06/18 #t /8terpo/nts In tbe test / 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEED I NGS -869- 1990 
Wake Up Cycles 
/ NISA 
George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center 
2 Cell E'neering Pac Tests 
RNH 90-3 
- 
Initial Capacity Test 
Pressure vs. 
State of Charge 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 






















































































































2 Ce// Englneerlng Pac Tests 
Space Flight Center 
I SOC (Arrp H w s )  Pac 1 (Cell #1) I 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDIWCS 
George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center 
2 Cell Englneeflng Pac Tests ) 
SOC (Arrp Hws)  Pac 2 (Cell 61) 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
/NASA George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center 
2 Cell Eng/neer/ig Pac Tests 
RNH 90-3 
- 











































































































f George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center 
Step #I of the test p/an at EOC vokage = 7.4420% DOD wffh no 
tr/ckle charge showed an unexpected behav/or. The cells wffh 26% KOH 
accepted charge at 23.4 amps and supported a 30 amp d/scharge for 725 
= 730 LEO orbffs and then began to accept less charge. The result 
was 8n lnab/lily to support the 30 amp d/scharge. This was not a 
case of gradua/ cell d/scharge because 8 capacky test and 
recondff/on/ng had been done before beg/nn/ng step #I. Thk 
occurrence /s mostpuu//ng when stud/ed from a pressure 
perspecllve. The cell pressure cont/nued to rlse /nd/cat/ng an 
I n c ~ s e  h capacily wh/le capscily to .3 V (test bo ffom l/mH) at 75 
amps was nonexlstanl /t seemed as Man Internal r eslstance had 
built up whlch preventsdxbmpe acceptaace b~ibct? Y ~ B  I,R8YEOCC 
volage. There was a not/ceabIe dWerence In the iwo electrolJde . 
concen tra tlons. The cells wffh 3 7 % electrolJde exh/bNed behavior 
analogous to the cells wffh 26% KOH support/ng the orbffal cycl'ng 
for 790 = 200 cyc/es, approx/mtely 65 addH/onaI cyc/es. The cells 
wffh 26% KOH showed a h/gher ab/lilyto accepl charge wMIe the cells 
wffh 37% KOH were beffer able to support hlgh charge and discharge 
rates. A capacky test verMed that the cells wffh 26% KOH had 
accepted more charge. 
BATTERY WRKSHOP PROCEEDINGS -877- 
2 Ceff Ewneerfng Pac Tests 
RNH 90-3 
CHd = 23.4 Amps, DSCHQ = 30 Amps 
Aug 90 
ORBIT vs .  AMP HOURS OUT 
1.48 V EOC, 20% DOD, 26% KOH 
ORBIT vs .  MINUTES CHARGE 
1.48 V EOC, 20% DOD, 26% KOH 
rvn 
I I 0 ,  I I 
0 100 m 400 500 
ORBIT NUMBE?? 
CHQ = 23.4 Amps, DSCHQ = 30 Amps 
Aug 90 
20 - 
5 1 5 -  
0 
P 3 1 0 -  
I 
$ 5 -  
0 
BATTERY UORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
t v 
I I I 
0 100 m 300 400 500 
ORBIT NUMBER 
2 Ce// Engfneeffng Pac Tests 
RNH 90-3 I 
ORBIT vs. EFFICIENCY 
1.48 V EOC, 20% DOD, 26% KOH 
100 
CHQ = 23.4 Amps, DSCHQ - 30 Amps 
Aug 90 
ORBIT vs. RECHARGE RATIO 
1.48 V EOC, 20% DOD, 26% KOH 
CHG = 23.4 Amps, DSCHQ = 30 Amps 
Aug 90 
BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
BATTERY KIRKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
ORBIT vs .  AMP HOURS OUT 
1.48 V EOC, 20% DOD, 31 % KOH 
20 
5 1 5 -  
0 
P 
8 lo-  
x 
$ l- 
o .  
I " 
I I I I 
0 .. 1 i lO-. 200.. . 300-. 400- - 500 
ORBIT NUMBER 
CHQ = 23.4 Amps, DSCHQ = 30 Amps 
Aug QO 
ORBIT vs .  MINUTES CHARGE 
1.48 V EOC, 20% DOD, 31 % KOH 
I I I I 
0 100 200 300 400 500 
ORBIT NUMBER 
CHQ = 23.4 Amps, DSCHQ = 30 Amps 
AUQ 90 
1 2 Ce// Engneerhg Pac Tests 
RNH 90-3 I 
ORBIT vs. EFFICIENCY 
1.48 V EOC, 20% DOD, 31 % KOH 
0 
0 100 200 300 400 
ORBIT NUMBER 
CHQ = 23.4 Amps, DSCHG = 30 Ampa 
AUQ 90 
ORBIT vs. RECHARGE RATIO 
1.48 V EOC, 20% DOD, 31 % KOH 
ORBIT NUMBER 
CHQ = 23.4 Amps, DSCHQ = 30 Amps 
Aug 90 
BATTERY YORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
r George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center 
Step #5 was next /n fhe test affer sMpp/ng steps #2,3 and 4. At 
EOCV -- 1.50,20% DOD fhe cells exhfbNed goodpe~onnance. mere wes 
no / n a b / / !  to accept chage /n eMer of lhe pacs and a 20% DOD (18 
Amp Hours) was supported for 480 onbh. m e  ce// pressure for this 
serles reached a max/mum at 1 10 o r b h  and began to stead/& decrease 
{constant s/ope)- 7Be /ow yo/t#ge M n g  dschatge @/so began to 
move dowrtwsrd affer 110 orbffs w M  a constant slope; however, the 
ce//pressures BRer 480 orb## were sf/// 100 - 125ps/ hlgher at 
EOCV = 1.50 fhat at EOCV = 1.48. 
- - 
7Be capacHy test affer step #5 showed the increase In c8pacHy 
expected fmm He fncrease /n ce// pressure and showed the cells 
operatfng w M  more un/iy. A// ce//s except #20 showed an increase 
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Step #6 of the plan st 7.50 EOCY, 30% DUD showed the same behav/oral bends as 
the cycffng at 1.48 EOCY, 20% DOD. me cells supported t4e dfacharge for s 
very short Ume (7 - 70 orbits pac #I and 45 - 50 orbits pac #2) and &en began 
accepung less charge; however, He charge acceptance IeWed out and the amp 
hour8 out curve became refaUve/y flat (72 - 73 amp houm,). me pressure 
curves also became flat indfcatfng no Increase in state of charge. 
Step #9 of the plan wes the next one petibnned because the cells would not 
support 8 30% DOD et 7.50 EOCK tlls /eve/ showed no unusus/msullls. mls 
poiflon of the test demonstrated the abllRy ot these cells to operate at 20% 
DOD wkh no anomalies. 
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Dlscusslon 
Th!J test h8s shown the /owr end of the opefatlone/ spectrum of the HSTNIH2 
ce//& # has demonstreted thek sbfIffy to operere st 20% DO0 setlsfectorl~ 
s M  wl// show their opemtfon st 50% DOD. 
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